
 



 

 
 
 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 

 
Bipan, that dickhead from Nepal who regulates the 

adhesive levels on each glue gun in the factory, he keeps 
changing the radio station to R&B and after 20 minutes of R. 
Kelly you have him against the wall with the nozzle of an air 
gun in his face and you’re telling the dude, Dude: you mess 
with Skynyrd one more time, you’re goin home in a 
ambulance. Show some respect, you tell him. Everything’s 
getting to you. You try to go back to gluing the veneer on the 
office desks you’re putting together but there’s dust, there’s 
noise – it’s Aggravation Central. Brownie is bein a cocksucker 
too, saying you’re wasting too much laminate and your work’s 
not gonna pass inspection. All the hassle, the pressure, it goes 



 

against what that ‘Freebird’ song’s sayin. A bird’s not sposda 
be cooped up in a factory. 

You’re quota’d to glue 84 more Venice Range desks today 
and it’ll be a mission. You’re ready to ankle this place if people 
don’t let you be free. Skynyrd finishes up then the radio 
moves on to some Led Zep, then some Foos, then some Acca 
Dacca doin that new In Rock We Trust It’s Rock Or Bust 
one, then there’s a Flight Centre advert for some Thailand 
holiday you’ll never afford if you keep working here, and then 
God speaks through DJ Hannah Hardcore, who’s purring 
‘Honestly, who wouldn’t give up EVERYthing for some 
sweet-ass rock ’n roll?’ in a voice that needs a throat lozenge. 
‘Has anybody listening got the balls for ROCKING IT instead 
of SUCKING IT?’ she continues. ‘Somebody out there HAS 
TO quit their job and just rock out with their cock out, and 
I’m talkin toDAY. Call me on 0800ROCKHOUSE and show 
me your balls, boys.’  

Looking around, it’s as if the rest of the goons don’t even 
hear the heavenly instruction but for you, this commandment 
seals the deal. It’s the voice of the Man Upstairs speaking 
through Hannah Hardcore. The Sheila Upstairs, you suppose. 
There’s already been three songs this morning with lyrics 
’bout how We’re Not Gonna Take It and We Don’t Need No 
Education and Don’t Tread On Me. Stuff it. You’ve been 
unhappy with your lack of balls these past couple of years, you 
don’t even play league anymore and you haven’t gotten a new 
tat in ages and you can’t get any pussy unless you pay for it 
these days, so this is it. Rock or bust. 

You strut past the surprised-looking engineers and 
Brownie and Bipan, rip off your boiler suit, slam-dunk it in a 
bin and head for Joanne’s office. Jo’s the big boss woman. 
You walk up to her desk, your boots making noises like Band-
Aids unpeeling ’cause your gluey feet keep sticking to her 
carpet. 



 

‘I quit. Thassit. I’m outta here. Rock on.’ 
Joanne takes her crimson fingernails off her keyboard and 

goes, ‘Sorry, angel? I can’t quite hear you.’ She points to your 
mouth. ‘Mask.’ 

You pull the respirator down around your throat. The air 
tastes different right away, fresher. It’s what the stratosphere 
tastes like to a golden eagle as it soars. ‘I quit, I said. Won’t get 
fooled again. Laters.’ 

‘Honey,’ Joanne goes, pushing her chair back and getting 
up, ‘Sad smiley face. Do reconsider overnight, if you want. 
Someone bought a lucky Lotto ticket I’m guessing, hmm? 
Well good for you.’ She searches her shelves with her fingers, 
humming, finds a folder heavy with pink papers and tries to 
give you a couple of sheets. ‘Here – these will sort out your 
final pay and KiwiSaver.’ 

‘I ain’t signin shit,’ you tell the authorities and turn and 
strut the fuck up outta there. 

The orange-vested security kid tells you ya gotta move 
from the staff car park over to the visitor car park. Joanne’s 
obviously radioed downstairs and narked on you. You drive a 
few metres over to a shitty visitor park and sit in the passenger 
seat of the Road Warrior. You need room to operate. Your 
car’s your new office. Lotta phone calls to make. You dial 
0800ROCKHOUSE on your mobile, eyeballing the security 
boy till he takes his neon arse back inside. There are 10 rings, 
then 12. You end the call, say ‘Struth, Hannah,’ punch your 
phone and look around, frustrated. You’re the only car in the 
visitor lot. A milk tanker drives past and you wonder what 
salary the driver’s on. He’s yet another zombie, a slave to the 
wage, like you used to be till five minutes ago. 

You hit redial and think about what radio show you 
wanna be on after you’re famous. There’s those hilarious 
lesbos in the morning that do Bitches Brew, that’s a funny-arse 
show. 



 

Ten rings, 20, then on the 22nd ring – 
‘House of Rock for me, whatcha got for me?’ 
‘Hannah Hardcore: it’s an honour to speak to you again.’ 

Hannah seems to not remember, you’ve won four CDs off 
her in the past, plus tickets to Def Leppard. You try to control 
your panting. ‘Listen, gahp, you’re not gonna believe this, 
gahp, but I fully quit my job. I won’t work for no cunt what 
doesn’t respect The Skynyrd.’ 

Hannah Hardcore is silent. There’s a bit of Airbourne 
playing in the background and you mosh your head, alone in 
your own passenger seat. ‘Stay there just one second, I’ll grab 
your deets,’ she goes. On the phone her talking voice sounds 
just as crusty as it does coming out of a radio spattered with 
industrial adhesive. ‘I think I may have a very special prize for 
you, sir.’ A contract, no doubt. A new job in the radio 
industry. Or a trophy. 

She leaves you on hold and your phone credit burns up 
like the fuse on a bomb then finally she’s back. You can tell 
from the reverb that she’s put you on air. ‘All mah 
congregation ’cross the rock nation, drop what you’re doing 
’cause Hannah got some banter: we have on the line just for 
you THIS VERY SPECIAL HOUR a man who rocks sooo 
FREAKING HARD, he’s ACTUALLY. QUIT. HIS. DAY. 
JOB. Goneburgers, everybody! Up and quit! Caller: I want 
dirty dirty details.’ 

You tell her everything. Your life story’s done in 25 
seconds. 

‘Sting was a science teacher before he rocked out, Bowie 
was a chimneysweep, the guys from Thin Lizzy did 
landscaping… this here LEGEND is walking away from – 
what was it you do again, my good man?’ 

‘Laminating kitset furniture.’ 
‘Laminating kitkat furniture, before he went on to 

BECOME A ROADIE FOR METALLICAAAA!’ 



 

‘You serious? Can you honestly tee it up?’ 
‘You, sir, can do anything you want in this world. I wanna 

take more calls from people who’ve quit their day job for the 
love of rock.’ For Those About to Rock starts playing. 
‘Meanwhile, my friend: I salute you.’ 

 
* 

 
You’re on your phone at the library all afternoon takin 

care of business – showbusiness, that is. There’s free wifi at 
the library so you don’t have to top your phone up. Your head 
bobs around like a balloon, your belly is full of bubbles, your 
thighs tingle. So what if old cunts tell you to pipe down. 
You’re a motherfuckin celebrity now. @HouseofRockFM has 
tweeted a soundbite of you, hashtag #InRockWeTrust. The 
most important decision of your life has been compressed to 
three seconds of audio: ‘I won’t work for no cunt what 
doesn’t respect The Skynyrd.’ It’s an epic quote. You picture 
the words carved on a monument. 

By the time you sit down on a comfy beanbag in the 
children’s zone, there are 200 retweets – no, you watch: it rises 
to 1564 retweets, then 3067, and you’re starving and wishing 
you hadn’t left your lunch in the staff fridge when the retweets 
peak at 21,044. 

The rate of retweets streaks across the sky, burns up all its 
oomph, slows, arcs and starts to fall. 100 strangers an hour 
have been adding you on Facebook. You’ve clicked the Add 
Friend button so much your thumb feels like it’s got arthritis. 

Just three people want to be your new mate in the final 
hour, then the librarians start goin round telling everybody the 
place is about to close. You follow your crusty dried 
footprints back across the carpet, sore eyes, in need of some 
rockstar shades like that geezer from Oasis. 



 

You have an epic shower and a celebratory masty, put on 
your best Levi’s and best Hallensteins shirt, gel your hair, 
crack open a box of red Marlboros, selecting the best, 
moistest ciggy from the centre of the pack. You head out in 
the Road Warrior and drive to the local, steering wheel in your 
right hand, Southern Comfort in your left. You strut up the 
wheelchair ramp, grab the door handle – 

Black inside. She’s closed. 
No worries – just 30 seconds around the block and you 

can brag to the old grumpy RSA soldiery types instead. Show 
them cunts who’s really brave. At the top of the steps, the 
bouncer tries to tell you the pub’s winding up for the night. As 
you’re slumping back down the wheelchair ramp, hands in 
pockets, you say, ‘I just quit my GODDAMN DAY JOB 
’cause I’m all about the rock, but never mind,’ and you’re just 
about to stick a key in the Road Warrior before the bouncer 
goes, ‘Alright, alright, thought I recognised your voice from 
the thing,’ and he lets you into the pub. There may be only 
four punters at the bar, and the karaoke stage is crowded with 
empty beer kegs, but you take the mic and you tell the barman 
to chuck on some Acca Dacca and that night, the stage is all 
yours. 

 
* 

 
You peel back your curtains. The daylight hurts. Your 

stomach blurps like a bubbling pot of soup and it feels like 
your skull’s been dropped then glued back together with a 
smidgen of glue allotted by some tightwad glue Nazi like 
Bipan. You sit on the toilet, shit out some nasty chocolate 
mousse-lookin stuff and your head swims a little bit less. You 
unlock your phone, catch up on showbiz. The tweets have 
declined to a dribble and there are no new friend requests. 



 

Internet must be stuffed. Better do business in the library 
again. 

You tweet @MetallicaOfficial, ask the band if there’s any 
openings for the King of Rock to come aboard their road 
crew. 

While you’re sitting on the breakfast bar waiting for your 
phone to beep to say James Hetfield’s tweeted you back, a 
courier knocks, gets you to sign for a box the size of a pillow. 
Must be the prizes Hannah Hardcore promised. When you 
tear it open, it’s mostly airbags, but down the bottom there’s a 
whole booklet of two-for-one movie tickets, some KFC 
vouchers plus a t-shirt that says Rock Or Bust. ‘Hell yeeeah,’ 
you tell your empty house. 30,000 tweets and all the rock you 
could possibly want.  

One problem though: your tummy’s rumbling, and you 
can’t eat merchandise. You’re double-hungry on account of 
the hangover from the jugs you bought yourself last night 
’cause the old cheapskate pricks were sipping their foam and 
watching the harness racing steada watching you on stage 
doing ‘Sweet Home Alabama’. You open your fridge and it 
looks like an in-store display model, just pure white emptiness 
in there. 

To afford a week’s rent – let alone some grub – you need 

to sell nine $35 CDs at Real Groovy, or since the price of 

CDs has gone down tonnes, you could hustle 20 $15 CDs. 
Shitfuckcunt. You dig your fingers into the rattling box 

and search till you hit the bottom. There’s not a single CD in 
there. The so-called prizes are all USB flash drives with the 
titles of albums and movies printed on the plastic. Screener / 
Property of Paramount Pictures / For Promotional Purposes 
Only. 

You lean against your cold, hollow fridge. Okay, your 

overdraft can stretch to $1200, it’ll help in this interim thing. 



 

An overdraft is cash, pretty much. But being the face of 
House of Rock FM: no one can put a price on that. 

 
* 

 
The guy on the graveyard shift who always cranks Iron 

Maiden and calls himself Eddie The Zombie Hunter reckons 
he hasn’t heard of you. He says Hannah Corning’s show is 
legally a separate entity to his, and firstly you’re like, Why you 
dropping the legal-bomb, and secondly why you gotta call her 
Corning when her surname’s sposda be Hardcore? She said 
she legally changed it, you tell Eddie. Do you not believe in 
rock? You a heretic, bro? 

When he says he doesn’t need a co-host on his show and 
the only guests he’ll talk to are “established” industry people, 
whatever the fuck that means, you’re tempted to wait in a 
dumpster behind the studio and king-hit him when he finishes 
his shift. You spare him, though, ’cause the man’s going to be 
a colleague, moving forward, since House of Rock’s bound to 
bring you in as their mascot. Gotta get along with your 
colleagues. 

You smoke and check your Twitter feed till finally it’s 
6am and you cruise into the city, park outside the studio, cool 
down from the Zombie Hunter aggro and listen to your 

fizzing radiator cool along with you. Fuckin car needs $1800 
of repairs. 

At 6.30 sharp, you march into the House of Rock and let 
the receptionist know who you are. She looks frightened and 
her spoon shakes as she lifts a mouthful of Special K to her 
lips. Fame’s intimidating for some people. 

The reception chicky tries to make you sit there amongst 
the women’s mags while she checks if it’s alright for you to go 
up to the studio, like as if you’re sposda sit there and read 
another tweet sayin ‘Tht jackass hu quit his day job 4 



 

@HouseOfRockFM whe is he now dole line lolol’ and you 
tuck your phone back into your pocket and bolt up the fire 
stairs and seize destiny. 

Bitches Brew, the breakfast show. Two chicks, Moana and 
Moala. Both buckets of hilariousness. They’ll accept you. 
Destiny is a thick studio door that’s surprisingly quiet and 
tense, with a red light and glass walls and framed gold records 
everywhere. Moana seems preoccupied with playing banter 
that turns out to be pre-recorded; Moala doesn’t make eye 
contact. 

You find a box of t-shirts to sit on, tell your story for the 
listeners, tell them how you did your first gig at the RSA and 
you’re still sorting through your fan mail, well, fan tweets. 
Moana and Moala whisper something to each other. You 
promise to come back with a bit more news tomorrow 
morning. Maybe you’ll’ve rooted Courtney Love by then and 
you’ll have a bonkers story to share. ‘Schedule’s a teency bit 
full tomorrow morning,’ Moala says, turning her computer 
monitor away while she types something, ‘But thanks for 
coming in.’ 

‘Really, you didn’t have to,’ Moana says, getting up, 
holding the studio door open. 

 
* 

After about a hundred tweets, Furnace FM says they’ll be 
happy to have your help. It’s a major loss for House of Rock. 
Furnace’s broadcast signal only reaches campus-wide, and 
they reckon they can’t pay you, since the university gives ’em 
bugger-all funding, and you tell them it’s not about the money, 
your thighs tingling with regret as you say it. The afternoon 
drivetime host with an epic accent, this commerce student 
from Sow de Arabia, he gets you to register all the incoming 
texts because each text makes the station 20 cents profit. Your 
job’s to text each person back to get them to make requests to 



 

bring in a bit of income. A thousand texts in a day could bring 
in as much as two hundy. You hand out lanyards and mixtapes 
at freshman orientation. You make hotdogs and hand out 
bumper stickers. You ask The Furnace if you can get some 
airtime and they say if you can get yourself a qualification 
from broadcasting school, 10 months from now, they can 
almost certainly give you work experience. They practically 
guarantee it. 

Driving the 50 kay round trip to the campus sucks up 

your overdraft, your credit cards and a pay day loan of $400, 
but if you work 10 times harder than the next guy, you’ll be on 
salary before you know it. Each day you press your face 
against the mixing booth, watching steam from your nose 
make shapes on the window, then you slump down the stairs, 
hop in the Road Warrior and drive the 25 kays back home. 
Bullets of rain attack your windscreen. Your wiper blades 
squeak and scrape, but new ones are 10 bucks a pop and you 
don’t have that kinda cash. 

You pull into the carpark outside the dole office. The line 
in front of the reception’s so long and so close to the 
entry/exit that the automatic door keeps opening and 
shutting, letting the rain in. 

There’s another 15 minutes to go till your appointment to 
apply for financial help. Your legs ache. You sit in the parking 
lot, turn the radio dial over to House of Rock one last time. 
You hear Hannah Hardcore say your name, and you lean your 
ear towards the speakers. Hannah’s got Eddie the Zombie 
Hunter on the line, and they’re guffawing, and the last thing 
she says – before you change the dial forever is – ‘Boy oh boy, 
did that guy have some balls or WHAT?’ 

Fuck it. You throw the goat at the security guard, bypass 
the Work & Income queue and slam your Community 
Services Card on the counter. ‘Cancel my appointment,’ you 
tell ’em, ‘I already got me a job.’ 



 

The Road Warrior churns puddles as she speeds away. 
The cam belt slips and the heater doesn’t work and the 
windscreen wipers sound like fingernails on a blackboard. 
Without fresh rubber blades they’re etching lines in the 
windscreen, but today’s all about etching. You’re etching your 
name in the annals of rock ’n roll. 

Who needs the dole anyway? You’re a radio industry 
insider. You’re the man who did what no one else would do. 
Metallica are a bit late in tweeting you back, but it’ll happen, 
soon enough. Most times in life when people take ages to get 
back to ya, it’s because they’re preparing a very special 
response. Meanwhile, if the Road Warrior breaks down on the 
motorway, you’ll stand in the storm and make a fist with devil-
horn fingers at the passing trucks before you’ll ever stick your 
thumb out and beg. 

In rock you trust. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 
 
You tell your wife you’re going out to pick up paint 

swatches to get the right peach tone for the walls of the 
conservatory. You got a twenty thousand dollar bonus last 
year and you don’t have kids and there’s only so many statues 
you can put in your front yard. May as well spend some more 
money. You don’t tell your wife that Angel wants to meet in 
the park and lay under a Norfolk pine and talk about her 
kundalini. She wants to crumble twigs and whistle with bits of 
straw and stroke her guitar and twiddle her feet and observe 
tourists and talk about the Boddhisattva vow and tell you her 

plans for a line of designer t-shirts she’ll sell for $89 each if 
she can just find the right supplier for the fabric. She sings 
silly rhymes and strums clumsy notes and gifts you a daisy 
chain and all you can think is, I prayed we would become 
friends, and we did. If I pray harder, we could be something 
more.  Angel wouldn’t fret about paint swatches. Angel would 
skip down the aisles of the hardware store flinging the Dulux 
colour swatches like confetti.   

Angel gets one $200-paying role out of every 20 auditions 
she goes to. She prances in front of casting directors, shaves 
half of her head if she wants to stand out, fills her handbag 
with club sandwiches from the catering trolley, plays amongst 



 

the heavy black curtains, half not giving a shit, half-hoping to 
impress the casting directors. They don’t give her much work, 
these so-called talent agencies. No one seems to want Angel 
but the activist groups that pick her up in vans and take her to 
government buildings. And you. You’re on good money. You 
should build a stage for her, a theatre. A museum should be 
built in her honour. She is everything you want in a wife. She’s 
not your wife, though. 

After the secret occasion in the park, the next session you 
have with her is on Thank Your Theatre Day. TYTD was a 
big deal when all of you were Freshies at university, making 
coffees by day and spilling beer at night, staging wild 
monologues with no microphone, getting quotes tattooed on 
your arms. Each year out of university, another actor is lost to 
advertising and pregnancy and getting married or volunteering 
in Calcutta, and you meet up once a year and gossip about 
these people. Calcutta settles down and changes its name, and 
so do you, and so do your theatre friends. Just not Angel.  

TYTD this year is a breakfast celebration. Everyone 
gathers in the garden shed Angel is renting. Angel is still in 
bed when you enter, she’s clearly forgotten she invited 
everyone around. She sits up and stretches, airing her fuzzy 
armpits, takes a rubber band off a gig poster she was meant to 
put up and ties her curly brown hair back. Her skin stinks of 
smoke. Thick, sticky curls escape from the hair tie. She swings 
her legs out of bed and tells the gathering of former actors 
and poets and ballet dancers she’s ready to go, still wearing the 
vintage dress she slept in. There are bottles of paint and 
canvases underfoot, and three sewing machines and buckets 
of glitter and glue and beads and gold dust and fragments of 
obsidian and about 10 white-capped pharmacy bottles. There 
are no chairs, so people who aren’t performing a soliloquy this 
morning have to sit on the bed with Angel. The bed sags and 
creaks. She rummages through an ashtray, breaking open 



 

roaches and cigarette butts to see if there’s anything 
smokeable left in them. You all recite pieces of work from 
shows you did three years ago, before you all stepped off the 
stage and went to work in skyscrapers.  

Crispin and Inez go outside to smoke and Angel is 
summoned into the main house to have an argument with her 
flatmates, who are getting pissed off about your loud dramatic 
voices. The flatmates have ties on, half-tucked dress shirts, 
pieces of toast and cellphones. They’re getting ready to go off 
to their jobs. They’re temps from Switzerland and Germany, 
all of them, desperate to hold onto their work visas. Angel’s 
la-la-la lifestyle insults them. 

Angel absorbs her telling-off, comes back across the lawn 
without food or coffee for you or the other guests, scraping 
her bare toes on the grass sadly. She asks Reina for something 
to smoke and Reina scampers out to her car to find her rolling 
papers and never returns. The other couple of actors follow 
the outgoing tide and get off the bed, which rises, and Angel 
flops on her back and strokes your hand.  

‘I think we’re alone now,’ she says, flipping your hand 
over. ‘There doesn’t seem to be anyone arou-ound. They came 
to me, those words, you know. What’s your name again?’ 

You remind her and she tosses your name in the air, 
rhymes it, makes a jingle out of it. Her accent is like a child 
trying language for the first time, rolling each word over her 
tongue like a lolly. She makes you feel like you’re the first 
human introducing your civilisation to an alien. She’s not like 
this when she’s taking her medication. The meds iron her flat 
until her voice is robotic and her chains of thought are logical.  

She opens your fingers and traces your palm and tells you 
your fortune. Your phone vibrates, interrupting. It’s your 
manager calling, and you try to text him with one hand while a 
brief touch of Angel’s nose against your other hand melts 
through your skin and makes your blood fizz. You can’t 



 

concentrate enough to text Jitesh and tell him you’ll be late. 
This could hurt your career, but it is worth it. God would rate 
this more highly. He named her Angel for a reason.  

You’re the last two left. You have TYTD all to yourselves. 
You dredge up a monologue you once wrote about logging 
the rainforests of Borneo for palm oil. She finishes scribbling 
poetry on her left arm with a biro then says, ‘You done?’ Her 
monologue is about how many cocks she can fit in her pussy 
at once. You’re 99 per cent sure she’s being ironic. She’s as 
much a performance artist as Peaches or Sia or Nicky Minaj.  
You force yourself to laugh along. One reads, the other lies 
foetal on the bed. The shed is all yours. You think maybe 
you’ll kiss, maybe you’ll divorce and quit your job and move 
to Paris, then Angel stands up, distracted, furiously scratching 
the back of her head, blinking and moaning, ‘My brain hurts,’ 
Monty Python-style. Again you force yourself to laugh. She asks 
you to check the weird lumpy thing buried inside her curls. 
You memorise the smell of her hair as you peer inside the soft 
darkness. Looks like a bed bug has bitten the back of her head 
and you panic and start pulling apart the rolls of fat on your 
tummy, searching for insect bites. No bed bugs, but about six 
fleas have bitten you since you sat down here. 

You go out onto the lawn. Angel steals a Cuban cigar 
from her flatmate Elsa’s Travel Memories Box and smokes it. 
She’s looking to move house, she says, and you almost tell her 
she doesn’t have to live in a shed, composing a poetry zine 
letter by letter on a 1940s typewriter. You almost tell her she’d 
be welcome to crash at your place in The Rivers, if this was 
another dimension and your wife didn’t exist.  

 
A thousand creative bees buzz around the Black Hole. It’s 

open mic night. Under the umbrellas, each table has a jam jar 
with a candle in it, and the walls are made of red bricks 
covered in ivy, and the smoking area is indistinguishable from 



 

the non-smoking area. People step onto the stage to perform 
spoken word covers of Black Flag protest songs, or to stand 
silently for 113 seconds to protest 113 journalists murdered in 
Nicaragua. Three hours into the night, Angel steps up, tries to 
play violin, although her violin is technically a viola, then she 
says she’s switching instruments, tripping over cords while she 

tries to find which guitar case is hers. She needs to earn $19 to 
pay for beer and wedges. She begged the barman to let her 
run a tab. You call up to the stage, try to tell her she’s holding 
her guitar the wrong way round and she giggles and says she’s 
paying homage to left handed guitarists Johnny Hendrix, Tony 
Iommi and Kurt… ummm? What’s his name? Her brain 
hurts, she moans, scratching her bug bite then plunging into a 
wild song. Her lyrics seem to be impulsive rhymes, the kind of 
nonsense you’d babble to a baby, it’s hard to tell what her 
song means. Is it about you? She has to mention you. Her 
words are not really Dylanesque like they were back in the 
starving-actor days, they’re just nonsense now. Her voice is 
light and thin and basic. She sings ‘Baa Baa Black Sheep’ and 
no one laughs then she climbs down from the stage and she’s 
immediately replaced by the MC while she tours the tables, 
rattling the karma hat, hoping for coins. There have been 
nights here when people couldn’t get enough of her. There 
was that week when her performance of ‘Puff the Magic 
Dragon’ seemed a metaphor for what was happening to black 
lives in America, and people stuffed the hat with bank notes 
and she held them up to the light, in disbelief, checking for a 
watermark. Tonight, no one puts any money in the hat except 

you. You have to chuck $50 in there to keep her afloat. You 
stay with her till closing time. She sells her underwear to a 
hobo for five bucks. She drags her bare feet and painted 
toenails around the pub, guitar case banging into tables, head 
down, scanning the ground for dropped coins. She doesn’t 



 

need a lift, says she’s going with That Guy, nodding at some 
guy cloaked in shadow you hadn’t noticed.  

You speed home because it’s after midnight and you have 
to get up for work at six. You pull your dinner out of the 
microwave and scoff it cold and shower and try watch one of 
those Lars von Trier films Angel says she adores. You’re 
trying to school yourself on them so you never run out of 
conversation. You fall asleep in front of the TV. A courier 
wakes you at seven, pounding on the door. He needs a hand 
unloading the Pompeii Deluxe porcelain fountain that puts 
out violet light and plays Mozart when you walk past. It cost 

almost $4000. You only ordered it so you and your wife 
would have something to talk about. 

 
Angel is now homeless because she tried to sublet the 

shed, inviting some men to live in it and pay her rent directly. 
The men robbed the house, cleaned out all the Germans’ 
passports; Angel put in a claim saying they stole her guitar, 
too, and now the police want to talk to Angel about insurance 
fraud. She moves to the greyest, most grassless part of the city 
centre to live in an apartment among Starbuckses and ATMs 
and homeless people and pubs with puke on the steps and 
buildings so tall you can’t see the weather. She’s among 
beggars and sewer grates and paving stones and smokers and 
nice shirts and people shoving newspapers in your face. In 
one of her texts, she says she’s got eczema from sleeping on a 
mattress she found in a dumpster, and you tell her you’ll pay if 
she needs to see a doctor, and she says she’ll never ever set 
foot in another clinic, vaccinations cause autism, but thanks 
for offering the money. Can she spend it on something else, 
maybe?  

I’ll take you shopping, you tell her. Just us two, eh?  
You get 42 hours a week at home. Some of those hours, 

you spend on your new $5200 ride-on lawn mower. What 



 

with going out at dinner time to support Angel and the nights 
without sleep, you don’t have time to push a mower around a 

thousand square metres of yard and really, $5200 is the best 
price the ride-on will be for a long time. A man would be 
stupid not to buy it. It’s a top of the line machine, gets your 
lawn done in 26 minutes. Sitting atop the vibrating pile of 
blades and green metal, you sweat and your teeth clatter. Your 
lawn is over soon enough, and the remaining hours of 
weekend seem empty and limitless, and you sit there playing 
with the lumps of doughy fat crowding your belly button, 
thinking about the years you spent starving, how you swore 
you’d never work in an air conditioned office for eighty kay a 
year, how you photocopied cheeseburger coupons and felt like 
a criminal mastermind, how a hatful of karma coins was better 
than any salary.  

 
Angel tells you she’s going to run the Bay 2 Bay half 

marathon and raise a thousand dollars for leukemia research. 
The event starts in 45 minutes. So proud, you text her. Course Il 
b there. You tell your wife you don’t have time to look at spa 
pools today, you’re going to get some exercise. You jiggle a 
gym bag, and she says without looking up from her Kindle, ‘If 
you must.’  

Angel actually goes through with the half-marathon 
pledge, surprisingly. You follow in your car, metres from the 
route of the run. You look out for a little streak of grey 
smoke. Angel may be the only person in marathon history 
who’s smoked cigarettes while racing. Actually, she’s not 
racing. She’s strolling, arms linked with two Japanese tourists, 
enjoying cigarettes from one of the tourist’s bumbags. When 
she gets bored of the race after an hour, she crams free 
protein shakes into her t-shirt-pouch, finds a bed of pansies 
under an oak tree and lies down in them and sleeps while you 
sit on a bench, guarding her.  



 

She awakes, claps, sings the national anthem, pulls her 
shoes off and sprints towards the beach. Years ago, God made 
her with hard breasts which used to stick out strong and 
bouncy. Now all she has is dark brown nipples so cold in the 
wind they’re almost black, nipples and white ribs and dark 
stripes between each rib. She races across hard, black sand, 
her weightless body leaving light, shallow footprints. You 
want to pour plaster into every footprint and take it to your 
museum. You know her waist measurement and her cup size 
and her blood type, now you add her shoe size to your file. 
She throws her Give Peace A Chance t-shirt into the wind. 
She bellows, ‘INDIGENOUS SOVEREIGNTY FOREVER, 
WAAAHOOO!’ She whirls around and extends a hand and 
you go to waltz with her before she tackles you into the surf, 
straddling you for a second, trapping you in her rib cage, then 
hurls herself into the waves. 

You get home and your wife asks over the intercom why 
you’re lurking in the garage in wet clothes, stroking the truck 

you spent $45,000 on mostly so you don’t have to borrow a 
trailer when you need to pick up pieces of outdoor furniture. 
You trudge inside, sit on the couch beside your wife, wait for 
some snarky comment you can respond to, and she frowns 
and puts a cushion over her crotch. ‘Hell-ooo?’ she says, 
pausing the TV, ‘If you want to live in the garage, go live in 
the garage.’   

  
The Black Hole is fairly low-key until Angel storms in, 

riled up from today’s protest even though she got let off with 
a warning for trying to do that citizen’s arrest on that cop. She 
tells a popular tall guy to get off his bar stool and sits on the 
stool and crushes a molly in front of a circle of astonished 
actors with good haircuts. She puts her face on the table and 
sniffs the crushed tablet and within a minute she’s lecturing 



 

these white colonial occupiers about how they need to check 
their privilege.  

Angel is white too, but she wants her people to reject her, 
and she nudges a busker off stage and demands her REAL 
people get their land back, and segues into a rant about Ralph 
Abernathy and Sitting Bull and Trayvon Martin and Ken Saro-
Wiwa and her friends try to put a blanket around Angel’s 
shoulders, then she’s scratching the face of that model she 
once pashed all night on a dance floor and she’s doing the My 
Brain Hurts bit again, My brain huuurts, It hurrrts, and 
holding onto the door frame so the huge ginger bartender 
with the tattoos on his throat has to come around and spray a 
can of lubricant on her fingers and nudge her with his belly till 
she gets sucked out into the chilly black vacuum and it’s all 
headlights and whooshing buses and broken beer bottles and 
Angel sees teenagers in a car hassling a hooker and she’s 
marching across the road, crawling onto the boys’ bonnet, 
stomping their windscreen with her bleeding feet, holding 
onto the windscreen wipers, disappearing into the night 
screaming ‘Wheee.’  

You get home at 1am, sit on the breakfast bar while your 
dinner heats up. In the light of the microwave you proofread 
the lyrics for the space opera she’s written. She’s handed you 
200 pages. You promised you’d give her some feedback by 
tomorrow. She won’t remember, but you will. It won’t be a 
long night. There won’t even be a night. You’ll stay awake till 
dawn then leave for work before your wife gets up.      

 
With a truly memorable art exhibition, Angel will pay off 

all the overdrafts, all the credit cards, all the debt collectors 
who forced her to relocate in the middle of the night. Charge 
enough of an entry fee and that’s all of Angel’s expenses over 
the next six months paid for, too. 



 

Every one of her 1850 Facebook friends is invited to 
InsAngel: The Exhibition, held in a former water tower on 

top of a hill. She sets the admission fee at $8, decides at the 
last minute that the money’s all going to Women’s Refuge, but 
no one believes that. You want to tell her that no one carries 
eight bucks with them, tell her she’s the last one in the world 
to live off coins, but all you tell her at the door is your name. 
She says she can never remember it, lol. She itches her scalp 
viciously and says her brain hurts and you laugh at the secret 
in-joke only appreciated by you and her. Your intimate thing. 
Your mating dance. 

It bothers you that she has a crowd of friends, or 
whatever they are – a community of mooches, some rivals, 
some sycophants, people who have seen her name attached to 
radical opinions on Facebook and wanted to meet the real 
person. Sure there are a few celebrities in the room with 
amazing hair who are worth getting your photo taken with. 
It’s also satisfying to stroke your chin and talk objectively 
about Angel’s art, although everyone talks about Angel herself 
way more than any artwork. People say she’s been breaking 
into her friends’ flats and writing crazy messages on the walls 
with mascara and tomato sauce. She’s been stroking the 
crotches of men then trying to fight their girlfriends. She’s 
been sitting on the edge of the overpass and writing Goodbye 
Cruel World on the phone you bought her, and leaving the 
phone on the ledge with the suicide note open and going to 
Burger King because she’s more hungry than suicidal.  

InsAngel is a BYO event and Angel is swishing a glass of 
Riesling an admirer gave her. There must be 80 people 
crammed into this white room. There are those twins from 
that soap opera set at the fire station; there’s Lorde’s 
stepsister, and that guy from the Olympics. She’s scrawled 
INSANEgel insANGEL insANgel on the wall in gold spray 
paint. You gaze at the black and white photos of Angel 



 

standing in a bath tub, cradling her viola in one hand, 
spreading her labia with the other; you admire some charcoal 
drawing of a triangular thing. It’s supposed to be the Eiffel 
Tower, someone whispers. People you once occupied the 
admin block of the university with, New Black Panthers and 
Earth Warriors and People of Colour, they ask you what 
you’re up to these days and you start off talking about your 
job, then your house, then you’re talking about Tuscany and 
terracotta then somehow you’re onto the advantages of heat 
pumps over open fireplaces, even though you own both. The 
fireplace is mainly ornamental. You had it installed to match 
the paving stones.  

It’s not all that long until you turn 40, you realise, 
watching the room fill up with wrinkled people dressed like 
teenagers. Something sours in the air then Angel is standing 

on a champagne crate. She’s rolled a $500 cardboard print 
into a megaphone and is ordering everyone out of the gallery. 
She’s cut off a hunk of her hair with a cheese knife and is 
demanding to know who put the implant in her head. Angel 
has a scratch on her nose that she doesn’t seem to realise is 
leaking blood. ‘OUT, YOU ARSEHOLES,’ she’s screaming, 
‘OUT.’ Everyone thanks Angel as they exit single-file and 
promise to catch up again soon. Her whole raging poet thing 
is a just a shtick, if a person’s artistic enough to recognise it. 

You linger in the parking lot, spying on her with the 
binoculars app on your phone. You zoom in and watch her 
packing a few wine bottles into her guitar case then stuffing 
prints into what looks like a rubbish bin and holding her 
lighter against the cardboard until it smokes then flares 
orange. Angel packs her guitar case full of booze and marches 
toward the motorway. She’s left her viola behind. Sirens come 
over the trees. 

 



 

She moves to a converted shipping container on a lot 
covered in gravel and weeds, far inland, but gets told to move 
out when she misses her first rent payment. She won’t leave 
the container so the landlord calls the cops and Angel 
barricades the door and says she’s going to kill herself. The 
cops don’t try and force the door open. A gently-spoken 
African woman from Community Wellbeing arrives. The 
woman kneels at the thick steel door of the container. She 
talks to Angel for 146 minutes till finally Angel opens the door 
a crack and says she’s desperate to pee. The cops emerge with 
a chain and a padlock and seal the door of the container. 
Angel, caught, runs at them. They are ready with their little 
pen-sized canisters of pepper spray.  

As they guide her into an ordinary-looking white sedan, 
Angel sees you standing by your car, useless, afraid to 
confront the authorities. ‘WHO CALLED THE PIGS?’ 
Angel roars. There is no recognition in her eyes. ‘IT BETTER 
NOT’VE BEEN YOU.’  

 
In Blossom House, not long after visiting hours 

commence, she shows you a sketched plan for a huge beat 
poetry festival she’ll put on which will unite all races. Then she 
pulls her pyjama pants down and away from her tummy and 
prises her red, sore-looking vagina open with her fingers. It’s 
taken years to get to view what you’re viewing. You deserve a 
look.   

She puts two forefingers inside herself and pulls out the 
blister pack she’s hidden. She doesn’t blink as she cups the 
back of your head and tells you sternly that she will not ever in 
a million years take medication. She’s not insane, she promises 
you.  

You tell her you believe her. You don’t tell her what you 
have discovered on WebMD about the effects on mood caused 
by tumours pressing on the brain.  



 

You hand your visitor badge back, climb back into your 
huge, empty Nissan Qashqai. There’s an eyelash on the 
dashboard. Your wife has a separate car, the bumper covered 
in dents, so the eyelash has to be Angel’s. You reach into the 
glovebox, tear off a piece of Sellotape, dab the eyelash, drive 
five kilometres, feel filthy, screw up the tape and the eyelash 
and toss it out the window. No point cloning her. A cloned 
Angel would develop a brain tumour too, presumably. A 
pointless plan. Ridiculous, really. The counsellor says 
whenever you have obsessive thoughts, you need to label 
them as such, tuck them inside the drawer within your brain 
and let them sit a while.  The counsellor says your wife has a 
drawer of thoughts she needs to tuck away, too. It’s not just 
you.  

You drive for a long chunk of your day, type the code to 
make your gate let you in, you and your huge, clean vehicle. 
Your wife greets you at the door. She orders you to stop on 
the doormat. Do not go any further, she says. ‘So I finished 
that list of things I want to apologise for,’ she says. ‘I felt real 
silly doing it but…’ She shrugs. ‘Y’know.’ 

‘At $200 a session, you’d think it would work,’ you offer 
with a smile. ‘I wrote mine too.’ 

She smiles back. ‘How is she, anyway?’  
 

 



 

 
 
‘So the future of the haircutting business in this shithole 

of a country is cut throat shaves. Got that?’  
The troops sharpen their razors on little oilstones while 

Salt gives his speech. ‘Pretty-arse rich-arse white boy High 
Street hipster motherfuckers love themselves a cut throat 
shave. And you can charge thirty bucks a shave if I tell the 
council your arse is good enough for a certificate.’ 

Salt stands on a chair to get above the audience of 
prospects. They’re prospecting to be barbers by day plus a lot 
of them are prospecting to get patched up by night. They only 
listen to original gangsta dudes that’ve got more scars and 
more tats, gangstas like Salt the head barber. 

‘Three words,’ Salt is yelling at them, ‘GUARD. YOUR. 
TOOLS, fools. You do NOT want your clippers to go 
walkabouts before next Saturday. Else you won’t be doing a 
demo shave in the practical and that’s you fucked for life. No 



 

certificate means no money, motherfuckers.’ This Saturday’s 
assessment is worth 51% credit. Fuck it up and Salt will fuck 
YOU up.  

Salt licks the curly ends of his anchor-style moustache. 
‘BEEP. You listening?’ 

Nineteen caps and beanies and hoods turn to gawk at 
Beep with his face pressed against the window, saying laters to 
his bae, who’s outside with the pram.  

‘Sorry, boss.’ Beep turns away from his baby mama, clears 
his throat, pushes a long streak of blue fringe from his 
forehead back towards his ears. ‘You were saying, um… guard 
ya tools. My tools is SUSSED.’ Beep pats the pouch of his 
hoodie. Beneath the Mangu Kaha Aotearoa Pros Pect rocker 
letters they made him stitch onto his thin leather vest, Beep 
has his haircutting tools. Beep is strapped. There’s an entire 
little pocket dedicated to his razor. 

‘Guess you’re not a retard after all,’ Mung says from the 
opposite corner of the barbershop.  

‘FUCK YOU, MONGREL.’ Beep tries to push through 
the blues and reds and yellows and even some purple Gs but 
the boys hold him back. Beep’s little brown body is one of the 
smallest there. He can’t get through the heavier boys. ‘YOU 
WANNA THROW DOWN, CUNT?’ 

‘Yous twos can roll around together after course finishes,’ 
Salt bellows, and everyone stops to listen to the boss. ‘Wait ya 
patience. Listen, the government won’t pay for your black 
arses to come back here again if you don’t pass the practical. 
There’s a drug test after, as well.’ 

‘Who’s got some piss I can buy?’ Beep goes. A few boys 
chuckle. 

‘One of you has to act the customer, the other one’s the 
barber, if you want me to sign you off. Saturday, remember, 
10am till two. You’ll be role-playing in pairs.’ Salt points 



 

towards the big dude in red with the moustache. ‘Mungrel: 
you know what a pair is? It’s one plus one.’  

Mung looks at his boots, six feet and three inches below 
his eyes. ‘I knew that,’ he mutters. Each word booms like a 
kick drum.  

‘And before yous all ask,’ Salt continues, ‘No you don’t 
get to choose your pairs. In the real world you might have all 
sortsa cunts you don’t like coming into your shop for a cut 
throat shave and a snip. You gotta get along with ya 
customers. Else you’re not gettin paid, are ya.’ Salt comes 
down off the chair and hands out scraps of paper. ‘I know 
yous’ve all got Sharpies. Just write ya name down on the bit of 
paper, chuck it in the hat and I’ll pair yous up randoms.’ 

Salt’s reeking motorcycle helmet comes around and all the 
Bulldogs and Beez put their names in. Salt pulls out the names 
in pairs. As each pair of names is called, the boys dismiss who 
they’ve been matched up with with a ‘Pssh,’ spitting on the 
floor, but the pairs of gangstas trade phone numbers anyway 
so that they can cooperate and practice together during the 
week. For seven days only, purples and yellows, greens and 
blacks, 88s and 18s will enjoy a truce.  

The last two pieces of paper to be matched up both have 
their edges torn into frills. ‘Last two loverboys is Mungrel and 
BeePee,’ Salt goes, waggling the two pieces of paper. ‘Guess 
they each thought it’d be a good idea to rip the edges for some 
bloody reason. Yous two are made for each other. Mungrel: 
reckon you can use a cutthroat razor on your boy over here?’ 

‘I got a razor for you after class, cunt,’ Beep squeaks, 
‘Throw down in Myers Park.’ 

‘Go and train, motherfuckers. You’re on study leave till 
next Saturday.’ Salt claps his thick hands. It sounds like a 
firecracker exploding. ‘That’s us.’ 

 
* 



 

 
His sisters are waiting in a Mob car by the dumpsters 

behind Barber Training School but Mung dodges them, cycles 
the long way up to K Road, over the Grafton Bridge and 
pumps his mountain bike way out east to GI. He’s got some 
boys to see. It’s a risky ride since he won’t wear a helmet 
’cause he likes the wind in his beard. You’ve gotta have alright 
beard grooming these days, else the punters won’t trust you to 
do their hair for ’em.  

Cars zip by dangerously close to Mung’s bike. His sisters’ 
voices screech in his ears as he thinks about them. His sisters’ 
favourite thing in the world is smashing cunts. Their second 
favourite thing is hearing stories about cunts getting smashed. 
When he makes it onto the final stretch of road, he slows, 
turns down the street where the boys’ve painted all the power 
poles red. Two hangarounds who sit on top of cars outside 
The Pad are all good to help a brother out. They look up to 
him, since Mung’s an official prospect, meaning he’s one rung 
up from them. Mung and the hangarounds bike down to the 
train station, vault the turnstiles at Britomart and barge their 
way up Queen Street. 

Beep has gathered six squeegee bandits who’ve been 
washing windscreens where Queen meets K Road. They’ve 
spent the day competing with a Santa Claus for coins. They 
tell Santa they’ll be back soon to reclaim their territory. You 
better be gone, Santa. 

They assemble on the playground in Myers Park. Mung 
and his two boys are both a head taller than the little 
windscreen-scrubbing hoodrats but still, it’s seven of Beep’s 
blues against three reds. Them crazy blue street kids will jump 
aboard any fight if it gets them a free meal in the cells.  

All of Beep’s boys have got on blue bandanas and blue 
socks pulled up to their knees. When Mung and his red boys 



 

are 20 metres away, the Blues swing down off the jungle gym 
and start kicking bark chips. 

‘Hwaaach-toop,’ Beep begins, his face twisted to one side, 
spitting before and after he speaks, ‘You had yourself a smart 
mouth in class today. Hwach-toop.’ 

‘Smash him!’ one of Beep’s kids squeals, jabbing the stiff 
plastic handle of a squeegee at the Mongrels. ‘Yo fuckin’ Za!’ 

Mung folds his arms, braces his legs, fills his chest with 
air. ‘Just came to say, you open a razor on me, I’ma open one 
on you.’ 

‘So you’re pussying out of the assessment?’ 
Mung sucks a yolk of snot out of his brain, spits on the 

path. ‘I never said that,’ he goes, and gets his walk on. 
 

* 
 

Shardonnay and the pram track down Beep having a 
smoke with some boys on this real fancy sculpture in Parnell 
that they’ve got all to themselves. The boys are real amazed 
that Beep’s gonna be a actual entrepreneur with his own shop 
and his own sign. They give him the most epic handshakes 
and tell him he’s lucky he’s got an Out from thug life. They 
can’t wait for some mean-as haircuts, either.  

You da man, they keep telling him, and Beep’s starting to 
believe it until the pram comes across the paving stones and 
Shard pulls out Beep’s baby and makes Beep give it a cuddle, 
like in front of his boys and everything. Lucky there’s no 
honeys to see this. 

‘How was class, babe?’ 
‘Same as ever,’ Beep goes, trying to avoid eye contact with 

his baby mama, ‘There’s this cut throat shave, like, simulation 
they get you to do. Then that’s it. Course completed. Job 
time.’ Beep takes the baby back and notices the red 
strawberries embroidered on Shaquille’s tiny pants and hears a 



 

couple of his bros snigger. ‘Listen, don’t let him wear this shit 
when you’re out in public, a’ight? Better dead than red, 
remember?’ 

‘Oh – sorry, bae. I thought the strawbs were more of a 
violet colour th – ’ 

‘THEY’RE FUCKIN RED. Get rid of ’em.’ 
‘But you passed the course, BP? Omigawd bae, 

congratulations! And just before Christmas! Omigawd!’ She 
kisses each of his cheeks, unlocks her phone and starts to 
update her Facebook status.  

Beep snatches the phone out of her hands and looks both 
ways to see how his boys are reacting. ‘Snot that easy. Practical 
test is Saturday.’ 

‘Sall good if you don’t pass. My mum can give us ten 
bucks a week, she said.’  

‘Who said I ain’t gonna pass?’ 
‘Well… I talked to D’lorean and her bae’s, like, in this 

88’s garage right now and stuff. They’re practising their shaves 
on each other. Even though they’re different cliques.’ 

‘Practising bein homos, probly.’ 
‘But I mean who else you gonna do a simulation on, bae? 

Yourself?’ 
Beep scoffs, puts Shaquille back down in the pram so he 

can put his hands inside his pouch one more time and check 
his tools are there. Cordless clippers? Check. Stainless steel 
scissors? Hell yeah. Comb, spray bottle, little tube of oil for 
the clippers. Essential oil for a epic-classy shave. And a little 
leather pouch with a cut throat razor to shave the oily hairs 
away from the jaw of the customer. He wonders if when he 
slits Mung’s throat the blood will fully spurt, like in the 
movies. That Mongrel motherfucker rooted Shardonnay last 
year. Shard reckons it was non-essential, which is like a fancy 
term for rape. Beep reckons that’s bullshit, reckons Shard was 



 

up for it and Mung didn’t really do nothin wrong, but you 
don’t say pussy-arse forgive-y shit like that out loud.  

Shardonnay eventually fucks off, and the baby too. The 
sun gets tired and slithers down the sky. Since it’s Friday night 
the youngsters take Beep into town, opening his drinks, 
pressing the bus’s Emergency Stop for him outside Wendy’s 
where they buy him chicken tenders with sweet ‘n sour sauce. 
They roll smokes for him and light them in his lips. The first 
scraps break out on the pavement outside McDonald’s around 
7. They follow this drunk-arse skank to a party in this 
apartment that’s got all these international students in it and 
score a bottle of Jim Beam and borrow some cellphones from 
people that don’t deserve them as much. They hit the street 
again, bottle some cunt outside this karaoke bar who won’t 
give Beep a smoke. People shouldn’t go around looking 
happier than you. It’s aggravating.  

The night starts to feel like it’s over by about nine and 
they sit in the Burger King entranceway. People don’t dare 
step over them. They buy one small drink, get a dozen refills 
to pass around the six of them. They keep coming up with 
fresh, respectful questions about Beep’s ticket out of thug life. 
‘What sorta training do you have to do to pass the final test?’ 
the boys ask Beep, but they don’t stick around to hear the 
answer ’cause a fight’s broken out and the boys are stomping 
that Santa Claus who wouldn’t share his box of coins. That 
Santa should not’ve worn red. 

   
* 
 

Saturday, Mung drinks Cody’s and sips on his pipe in a 
patchmember’s bare concrete garage decorated with red 
paisley flags and Nazi flags and Holden flags and bulldog 
flags, watching UFC. The one bit of entertainment is when a 
prospect gets king-hit because someone saw a bit of his boxer 



 

shorts sticking out and the boxers were blue. It’s all pretty 
boring. His sisters should be here, not him. His sisters are the 
ones who dragged him into the whole thug life thing.  

Sunday is church with his kids then stopping at the 
playground on the way home so the kids can play on the 
roundabout then watching wrestling for six hours on the 
couch until the day darkens, sometimes watching upside down 
on his head just to mix it up a bit. Mung hates Sundays – hates 
all days, actually –until he has a smoke. Then he watches 
Transformers movies all night, four in a row till the baby 
starts crying and he realises his eyes are dry and itchy as fuck. 
God damn crack makes a man forget to blink.  

Monday there’s no course, Salt said they’re just supposed 
to be practising shaves with their partners. Mung has a smoke 
and watches WorldStar fights on YouTube and that’s pretty 
much the whole day. Contacting BeePee to do haircut practice 
is out of the question. Speaking to that little prick about 
anything is out of the question.  

 
The pairs of boys lie on the hard lino floor of the 

barbershop to work on their assessment books, resting their 
elbows on their backpacks. They crawl through a written 
assessment, trying not to ask Salt for help. He yells at you if 
you ask for help. For Mung the concept of lying on his belly at 
the mercy of a Yoza is unthinkable. Lying down’s a good way 
to get a kick in the head. At The Pad, people kick and slap 
each other all the time, just to keep a man on his toes. 

Beep and Mung lose 15 minutes trying to decide where to 
set up their two-man study session. Beep says they may as well 
just stand for the whole lesson. 

Mung’s about to say something staunch when he hears a 
thump on the glass door. It’s his sisters, holding a pipe up and 
pointing at the clock, like Are you gonna come for a smoke or 
are you too good for us? 



 

Beep sees Mung staring and looking frightened.  
‘And I thought the Mongrel Mob was hard-as,’ Beep goes, 

elbowing Mung. ‘That’s a tonnes deadlier mob out there.’  
A deep chuckle comes out of Mung’s mouth before he 

can stop it. That’s gotta be the first cross-colour joke ever. 
‘They want me to get teardropped,’ Mung sighs. 

‘Shit, son,’ Beep says to the larger man. ‘I reckon I should 
be the one doin the razoring on you on Saturday. Y’all ain’t 
killin me to getcha teardrop.’ 

Mung shakes his head. ‘If I do a contract hit, it’ll be a epic 
lag and my sisters? They’ll get the hell promotion. Probly all of 
them’ll get protection for life.’ Then Mung puts a ciggy in his 
mouth just because it’s what you do when you snap back to 
reality. ‘Anyway, Saturday: You’re sayin you don’t trust me 
with a blade on you?’ 

‘Nah man. I don’t. Look at you: you’re shaking.’  
‘It’s, what, Wednesday? We can’t smoke for the rest of the 

week. Member how that drug test is the Monday after? Gotta 
stay clean for five days. Oi –listen – let’s just say I do trust 
you. Don’t even dream of givin me a ugly haircut.’ Mung 
glances in a mirror, checks that his moustache is perfect. 

‘Bad haircut’s the least of your worries, G.’ Beep takes out 
his razor and plays with it, flipping it open, making a spear of 
sunlight glint. ‘What if I just so happened to slip?’ 

Salt pushes two KBz aside and steps on someone’s 
workbook as he wades through the carpet of gangstas. 
‘Practice go alright?’ 

‘I’s waiting for this little hood rat to text me but he didn’t,’ 
Mung says, slumping against a wall as if Beep is exhausting 
him. ‘He’s the one letting our team down.’ 

‘Pssht. I’m gonna let my dick down in your mouth, 
Mungrel.’ 



 

‘Now, now, you’ll have your chance to completely fuck 
this up on Saturday.’ Salt winks. ‘So which of you bumboys is 
gonna be in front and which is gonna be behind?’  

‘Mung loves doin it from behind.’ 
‘Yeah I fucked your MISSUS from behind. That’s why 

your baby came out retarded.’ 
Beep holds his razor wide and Mung prepares to mash his 

thick head into Beep’s nose. They stop as they feel something 
cold and thin on their throats.  

‘I been running this course for 12 years, boys,’ Salt goes, 
holding the blades steady. ‘There’s 10 jobs out there and 20 
niggas in here. You wanna make it 18, fine by me.’ 

 
* 

 
Next Saturday comes. The demonstration pairs go alright. 

Salt tells everyone it’ll take two days to work out their total 
grades and he’ll get in touch mid-week, so long as they all 
show up for the piss test. 

Mung and Beep are the last pair in the chair. Every clique 
is watching, including this one dude from this Somalian crew 
that no one’s ever heard of. Mung, who makes the chair creak 
as he lowers his body into it, is the only Doggy here and 
Beep’s the only Yoza. This is one of the only times in the last 
10 years either of them have worn anything other than their 
colours. Salt has put Beep in a white barber coat, buttoned up 
at the neck, with a fuckin name tag that says Felipe, and Mung 
is shrouded with a black plastic sheet to keep the hair off him. 
The boys can’t avoid making eye contact in the mirror.  

Salt stands to one side with an iPad to write notes and 
marks on. Behind him, outside the glass, is a tribe of squeegee 
bandits decorated blue. Beside them are three girls wearing 
black track pants and red hoodies with red caps, hissing.  



 

‘What, um, what music would you like, sir?’ Beep goes, 
fixing a disposable band around sir’s pink sunburned neck. 

‘I don’t like none o’ that Doggystyle 1993 shit,’ Mung 
goes, looking hard into the mirror. Beep catches his stare as he 
adjusts his speaker. ‘You got any Game?’ 

Beep shakes his head. ‘I don’t keep red music on my 
phone.’ 

‘BOYS. HURRY IT UP.’ Salt is writing a note on his 
iPad. Probably bad grades.  

‘Use mine,’ Mung goes, and Beep plugs Mung’s phone in. 
It’s heavy and warm where it’s been resting against the man’s 
heart. 

Mung’s head twitches as Beep puts the right attachment 
on the clippers and gives them a test-buzz.  

‘What kinda haircut you want today, uh, sir?’ 
‘Number one all over, please.’ 
Beep touches Mung’s centimetre-long hair and Mung 

flinches and the clippers hit skin and Mung gasps. ‘FUCK!’ 
Salt lowers the iPad. ‘Something wrong?’ 
‘I bit my tongue,’ Mung lies, his eyes flickering, neck 

shuddering. ‘You’re doin fine bro. Make it ha-happen.’ 
‘He didn’t cut you?’ Salt goes, suspicious. 
‘Nah, man. S’all good.’ 
Outside, someone is slapping someone else’s arms down. 

There’s the sound of a woman thumping her own chest and 
grunting. There’s gonna be a ruckus. 

Under his black cloak, Mung’s fingers are madly gripping 
the armrests. Crack’s addictive-as, yo. The man needs his 
medicine bad. Mung’s sisters are shielding their eyes with their 
fingers, peering in. The squeegee bandits are having a sword 
fight with their mops and brushes and sparring and practising 
roundhouse kicks and headbutts. Someone’s gonna get 
dropped any moment now and Beep and Mung are expected 



 

to be there, even mid-shave. If you don’t show up to a 
rumble, you can lose your status.  

Beep carves off tufts of hair and the tiny, spiky fluff 
drizzles down in front of Mung’s eyes.  

‘Shave’s next. No chin-hairs – just throat. Yo, Salt – how 
we doin on points?’ 

Salt checks his iPad. ‘You spelled ‘hair’ wrong but you 
passed all the shit so far. Shave’s real hard work, though. On 
you go, son. On you go.’ 

Beep rummages for his cut throat razor, hears a crunch 
and sees one of his boys slither down the glass. Mung’s sisters 
– big, heavy-gutted chicks with dreadlocks – are bracing their 
arms against the glass as they stomp the boy’s head with thick 
black safety boots. Someone whacks a sister in the head with a 
Wet Floor sign and she goes down. Someone shouts ‘World 
Star!’ 

Beep won’t look away from the mirror. In the mirror is 
his professional future self. He lathers up his fingers and rubs 
oil on Mung’s neckful of tats. Here’s your chance, G. Take 
him out. Earn ya teardrop.  

Beep takes a deep breath, fetches the oilstone, sharpens 
his razor with two firm strokes. 

‘FORGET THAT MALARKEY OUT THERE,’ Salt 
yells, as there is another thud against the window and 
someone’s skull thunks on the floor, ‘That ain’t your life any 
more. The fuckin battle’s in here.’ 

But Beep knows that already. This battle’s about to see 
some results. He tilts Mung’s head back, exposes the neck, 
steadies his blade and aims for Mung’s throat.  

 
 



 

 
Your parents chase you over the lip of the balcony but 

they can’t catch up. You throw your limbs into the passenger 
seat and shriek DRIVE, cackling. The driver-boy paints your 
dad with exhaust then just as your dad’s about to grab your 
door handle you hoon off, squirting driveway gravel.  

You suck on a tiny square of acid which melts the stars 
until you arrive at a midnight party clustered around a burning 
car under a pylon in a stretch of highway that’s cold and dewy. 
You and all the other girls have black hair and grey skin and 
metal in your noses and lips. Frozen black legs, orange bodies, 
bonfire sparks, purple galaxies. The road is a river of sparkling 
black ice. Everyone sucks cigarettes and shivers. Your 
boyfriend wallops this nervous, pimply big-talking cousin 
called Moose with a tyre iron. You’re dispatched to take the 
unconscious Moose’s rings and car keys from his pockets 
because your fingers are long and jewellery is for girls to 
handle. Moose wakes up in the dewy grass, shakes the bottle 
caps out of his hair. You shine a Maglite in his eyes, check if 
his pupils are dilated. You’re not sure how you know to check 
for pupil dilation. Reader’s Digest or CSI or something. You tell 
him he’s not concussed, luckily. Your boyfriend drives his car 
into a group of kids throwing bottles and someone screams 
CALL THE COPS and you jump in and boost, headlights off, 
the black wind screaming against the windows. 



 

You burgle a farmhouse on the way home, at dawn, when 
the sky is the colour of iced tea. Ms Farah lives there, old 
teacher from school with a brown, tight face like a shrunken 
head. She made you write ‘antidisestablishmentarianism’ 100 
times on the board one afternoon for yawning in class. Cunt. 
You and your boy decide to steal the big stainless steel 
barbecue off the patio but it won’t fit in the trunk of the car 
so he takes a shit on the floor of Ms Farah’s kitchen to even 
things up. He tugs at your belt. You roll your eyes and make 
sure you get the first hit off his pipe before the best rocks are 
melted. You have sex on the thick, clean carpet of her lounge. 
You arrive home at your parents’ place three days later and 
haul the fridge door open, owed something. Your stretching 
body always yawns for food and larger clothes. Your tummy 
and bum and boobs stretch in all directions. Your voice 
deepens. You are always in a car, driving to movies, squealing 
away from angry people with bloody faces, zooming out to 
the border of your world and throwing bottles at the 
mountains. In the back seats of vintage Mustangs, boys fuck 
you rabbit-like, furious and impatient. You have five day 
weekends and fuck and break things and eat the leftovers your 
parents have left for you in the fridge as their way of saying 
sorry. 

 
* 
 

That Moose jerkoff has told the cops you were the 
lookout on this home invasion but it totally wasn’t a home 
invasion, the family intervention bullshit they make you go 
through is literally unfair, Gawd. At the end of the 
intervention, the stuck-up cunt from the Board of Trustees 
says you’ve got to undergo special supervision by the 
principal. Within an hour of being chauffeured home by two 
parents with hunched shoulders and clenched jaws you 



 

swallow all the Panadol in the first aid kit but it just gives you 
diarrhoea instead of killing you. Shoulda gone with the 
codeine. Fuck. When your stomach’s calmed down, you etch 
the insides of your thighs with scissors. Like the shit on the 
kitchen floor, like the burgs and the tyre iron, cutting your 
tender thighs is a way to tell the world it oughta treat you 
better. 

At school you’re too ashamed to risk the wind lifting up 
your skirt, letting people see your ripped skin, so you hide in 
the library at lunchtimes and attack your schoolwork. Fucking 
blank spaces. Fucking bullet points. You can spit at the world 
through sharp, sassy answers. You get through your biology 
exam by writing about relocating arms, thinking back to this 
one time when a boyfriend snapped Moose’s arm over some 
bad weed. You managed to do something you later found out 
was called the Hennepin manoeuvre and got Moose’s 
humerus back in the glenohumeral joint. You didn’t know 
those words at the time, so reading a medical dictionary in a 
shadowy corner at lunch helps to put all these jigsaw pieces 
together. The librarian doesn’t snitch on you to the principal, 
doesn’t even know your name. Passing the bridging course 
and getting into university turns out to be a type of rebellion 
you never expected. You can guarantee you know more about 
bio than faggot Principal Gay McVeigh does. If university 
doesn’t take you away from your stupidass parents, 300mg of 
Codeine will. It puts your liver to sleep, you explain in a sharp 
paragraph with perfect handwriting. Biology is the only 
beautiful thing. 

 
* 
 

You say no to parties for three weeks until your first 
assignments come back with A’s, then you allow yourself to 

go to one of those All You Can Drink For $30 nights and that 



 

boy from that Volunteers Abroad stall smokes rocks with you 
in the toilet and soon he’s pulling down your denim skort and 
licking your makeup off your chin while punk rockers bang on 
the toilet door and you tell the boy to hurry up and come, 
gawd. People are supposed to be grown up at university. 
Sixteen-year-olds come way quicker than this.  

This happens with a couple different guys and you still 
don’t make any naughty friends or miss any tutorials, but you 
do miss your period. You listen to a swooning white noise in 
your ears in the lecture theatres, in the library, on the bus. 
Trouble is coming. In your dorm you lock the door and try 
praying. You haven’t prayed since you were, like, 11. You ask 
God for a baby who’s a copy of you, a mirror-image who will 
understand what it’s like to implode. 

You hammer aggressive answers into your assignments. 
After a month, the morning sickness starts to come. It’s 
fascinating. You diarise the symptoms as they are happening 
to you and you get good marks back with encouraging words 
from your lecturers. May as well take the baby all the way. By 
eight months, you’ve got enough credits for a Diploma of 
Applied Biology. You’re proud you’ve kept your baby alive. 
She is the first thing you’ve never destroyed.  

 
* 
 

Baby Kiri brings more satisfied feelings than any pipe 
you’ve ever sucked. Your baby forgives everything and thinks 
you’re awesome, even if your parents don’t. Your mum tells 
all these nurses you could hurt yourself and the baby if you’re 
not supervised properly, trying to pull your knees apart and 
point to the scars notched inside your thighs. There are 
screaming matches in the maternity ward, but little Kiri sides 
with you. You’re back at university for the next summer 
school, breastfeeding her in the library, in the crèche, on 



 

buses, in the line at Student Job Search. You feed her mouth 
and wipe her bum in toilets, on the steps in front of a bank, in 
the registry waiting room, satchel on your back, humming the 
rhymes you’ve memorised to get through your bio exams. You 
leave lectures and tests to go to crèche and check on her 
temperature, ’cause you don’t have any friends to cover for 
you. Friends get people in trouble, anyway. 

It’s only a year after the Bachelor’s that you get your 
Masters conferred on you, then a teaching diploma the year 
after, and you pile a gown and a hood and a trencher onto 
your body and your mum and dad, who are too hairless and 
thin to hassle you any more, take 1000 photos and you hoist 
Kiri up. Your daughter starts going to school right beside the 
campus and you get a little tutoring work which allows you to 
teach smart people and be shy at the same time and the green 
hillocks of the campus are soft and there are piles of leaves for 
Kiri to roll in and rallies and sit-ins makes you feel dangerous 

and powerful but your student loan hits $50,000 and finally 
you freak out and stay up till 3.30 in the morning applying for 
teaching jobs. 

 
* 

It’s weird being taken seriously as a teacher, seeing as you 
used to chuck firebombs on teachers’ roofs. You have your 
first assembly, your first class, your first kicking-a-boy-out-
because-he-cracked-a-joke-about-breasts-in-sex-ed. At first 
you think the kids are mean because of what your 31-year-old 
body looks like, your boobs sticking out too far, your legs too 
long, knuckles all knobbly, teeth huge and white, hair you wish 
you had the confidence to dye black. It takes you months to 
realise the kids think Miss Mackenzie’s unusual because she 
doesn’t have a wobbly throat or Coke-bottle glasses. You 
don’t have a belly that sags over your pussy. You’re normal-
ish, young-ish, sorta cool, sorta down, at least compared to 



 

most of the other teachers with their saggy throats and liver 
spots. You teach these kids about reproduction and you can 
see some of them trying to use x-ray vision to see what’s 
beneath your hard stomach. In class photos you look like one 
of the Year 13 girls, just lankier, with lipstick and mascara and 
more exhaustion in the cracks around your eyes. They test you 
with questions loaded with double entendre, slang, code 
words, acronyms. They think they know what naughty is.  

Your daughter enters school. Seems to you Kiri’s always 
been 13, always toeing you, questioning, making you 
remember she was the renewed, more-perfect you that you 
offered the world to judge you by. She’s set a new standard of 
Mackenzies. She has your huge gums and hips, big eyes and 
forehead, bulging chest. She has her period on the same day as 
yours. You catch her in the girls’ toilet having a tampon fight 
with some of the kids who despise you. She occupies your 
couch, your passenger seat, your shower. She leaves hair 
coiled around the plughole that could be yours or hers. When 
you fight she calls you names you used to call your mum.  

Every morning Kiri hops into the passenger seat late, 
changes the radio station, then puts earbuds in anyway. Kiri 
disguises herself with sunglasses so the bus kids won’t be able 
to see she’s getting a ride with a teacher. You report this shit 
to Mr Hogan or whatever teacher is sitting beside you in the 
staffroom and they look at you like you’re speaking a fresh 
language. They want to talk about the six o’clock news instead. 
They say they’re nervous that these three girls with hijabs sit 
together. The home economics teacher refers to one child as a 
‘quadroon,’ whatever that is. Some racial shit. There are no 
alternative rooms to escape to when the staffroom starts to 
feel like a furnace so you take your lunch to your classroom. 
When the day ends, you pick up Kiri from the auditorium. 
The dance teacher has a saggy chest and drooping arms and 



 

smile lines radiating from happy eyes. The dance teacher is 
what a normal mum looks like. 

   
* 
 

Gavin Hogan is one of the physical education teachers. 
He’s also the father of this boy Clyde who has a skinhead 
haircut and bent nose and unflinching blue eyes and gets to 
leave class two mornings a week for boxing because he’s too 
naughty for team sports. The two arrive in the parking lot in 
the same car each morning and Gav gets out and stands over 
Clyde in the passenger seat, criticising him till the kid drags his 
legs onto the asphalt, even though Clyde weighs more than his 
dad. Gav elbows you in the staff room one wet, windy 
morning and nods towards this perfectionist Chinese student, 
Lotus Chua, who’s brought a moon cake to Mr Rashbrook, 
who’s the Head of Department for Physical Education.  

‘Love is in the air,’ Gav tells you, slurping the carrot and 
wheatgrass shake he says his doctor told him to drink to give 
his liver a break. He has to lean right down, as if he’s tying his 
shoe, to tell you in a low-enough voice that Mr Rashbrook is 
fucking Lotus Chua. ‘He’s not the only one,’ Gav adds, 
zipping a tracksuit over his gut and pointing the toe of his 
sneaker towards Ms Bennett, the young art teacher with the 
nose ring who suddenly got divorced one holiday weekend. 
You’ve seen Ms Bennett snogging a male in the parking lot, 
but you assumed it was her young fiancé or something.  

‘This place is incestuous,’ Gav whispers, ‘Let’s get out of 
here.’ His knees creak as he stands up. Your dad’s knees used 
to creak when he would get up to put his dinner plate in the 
sink. You feel you have to laugh, still processing Gav’s 
revelations. Gav clops down the corridor, escorting you to 
your class, says he can help check your drawers and windows, 
make sure the room’s locked up tight when you go home so it 



 

won’t get burgled again. Gav keeps talking until he seamlessly 
asks for a date and you’ve been agreeing with everything he’s 
been saying all afternoon anyway so you try to give him your 
phone number and he says he already has it from the staff 
contact list. He says he knows everything about you except 
how to find you on Facebook. ‘I had to ask my son how to 
work that godforsaken gizmo!’ he laughs. 

You promise you’ll add him. Instead you make your 
security settings one notch tighter and you dwell on Gav for a 
whole afternoon, trying to think up some things to like about 
him. You pace the hallway, ask Kiri if you can use the 
bathroom for a while to see if the mirror agrees you still look 
the way you picture yourself. You’re plucking your eyebrows 
for eight, nine minutes at most before Kiri bangs on the door. 
You try telling her you need a new profile picture, if Clyde 
Hogan’s going to probably share your personal pictures across 
the school anyway. 

‘Clyde?’ Kiri asks, screwing up her eyes and mouth. ‘It’s 
pointless anyway,’ she decides, knocking you away from the 
mirror with a waggle of her butt. 

You worry about the date for 48 hours then you drink too 
much dessert wine and your stomach hurts during the movie 
and you need to fart but can’t get away with it. The night is 
torture. There’s a young couple in front of you with perfect 
skin and thin arms and they’re sucking weed from a secret 
smokeless vaporiser and snickering and squeezing each other’s 
thighs. You look over at Gav, who’s scoffing the Maltesers he 
bought for you. There is a seat between you for his jumbo 
popcorn to sit in.  

At the end of the evening, as the black streets trickle past 
the car windows, you get ready to blow him if he asks you to, 

because he spent $180 at the restaurant and it seems like the 
polite thing to do, but he pulls into the driveway of your flat 



 

and the security light invades the car and he shakes your limp 
hand and says, ‘See you at the meeting tomorrow, yeah?’ 

You can’t debrief with Kiri, sitting on the edge of her bed, 
laughing the night off, ’cause she’s not in her bedroom. You 
don’t see her for a night and a day until she struts into your 
classroom at 4.59pm on the Tuesday, beaming, and slams the 
lid of your laptop shut.  

‘Guess who just got asked out by Clyde FREAKING 
Hogan,’ she says, her eyes creasing as she smiles. Your eyes 
used to crease like that. 

‘Congratulations,’ you go, ‘Where have you been?’ 
‘Where have you been?’ 
‘For your information, I went on a date. With Mr Hogan.’ 
Kiri pretends to vomit in the rubbish bin then sits on a 

desk and tells you about Clyde, kicking her dangling feet. She 
says you HAVE to come watch him train, and she drags you 
across the hopscotch grids and the memorial garden and past 
the graffiti wall and into the dark boxing gym where you 
watch a heavy boy throwing punches which BLAP against an 
old man’s leather pads.  

‘See what I mean?’ she whispers. 
* 

You don’t eat anything except an apple juice all day and 
you get cranky and your breath stinks as you explain the 14 
distinct enzymes and proteins that make up semen to a class 
in which the girls giggle more than the boys. Showing the film 
clip of a penis haemorrhaging cloudy semen is part of the 
course requirement and you try to deliver the material with 
zero jokes to quell the class but it doesn’t work, everyone gets 
excited and they won’t even call semen by its proper name and 
Clyde, who seems either high or badly in need of Ritalin is 
standing on his chair, pointing at each girl in the class, 
shooting them with his  crotch gripped in his fist and saying 
‘Virgin, blam, virgin, blam, virgin, POW!’ and blowing 



 

imaginary smoke off the tip of his dick. He aims his fistful at 
you, holds it there forever, eyes spasming, wordless. 

You order Clyde to follow you to the detention room and 
you feel the air tickle as his body pushes through it. What’s 
your Twitter handle, miss? I’ve got the sickest Snap to send 
you, what’s your number? You gotta check out my Snaps. You 
finally get rid of him and return to class and shout at your 
monkeys till they don’t find sex exciting anymore and stay 
extra-long after the bell rings with your head buried in your 
palm, refusing to look at the clock, putting red crosses beside 
incorrectly labelled vulva and labia on the kids’ work and 
when you feel you’ve done enough goodness to fix everything 
you broke when you were a kid you race home, shower and 
confront yourself in the mirror. Kiri’s halter top is on the 
clothes horse beside the washing machine and you pull it over 
your boobs. It fits you perfectly.  

Then he’s here for Date Number Two, parking in the 
driveway, getting out and approaching the door like patient 
people used to, and you don’t have time to return the lipstick 
you’ve borrowed from Kiri and you race out the door. She’ll 
turn into Godzilla when she finds out you’ve taken it but you 
don’t have a choice. Life is made up of little 50-minute plans 
so the hour doesn’t defeat you.   

Let Kiri be mad. Let Clyde sneak in and spend the 
evening. Let them see one minute of a two-hour horror movie 
and grope and snog on the couch for the rest of it.  
You tell Mr Hogan about your shitty day but he says he’s tired 
and you watch a sci-fi instead of a comedy then go and eat 
fried food this time. He doesn’t notice you’re pulling off the 
amazing feat of fitting into Kiri’s top, just talks about how 
awesome the school’s superannuation scheme is. It’s not all 
that long till he retires and can cash in, he explains, sucking 
the marrow out of the bones of his pile of fried chicken. 

‘They match you dollar-for-dollar,’ he says. ‘I can’t wait.’ 



 

* 
 

Kiri says you have no right to be friends with Clyde online 
and you tell her she has no right to cut a circle out of her top 
to show off her belly button piercing and you tell her a 16-
year-old is too old for her anyway and she screams HE’S 
ONLY SIX MONTHS OLDER and she says You’re too old 
to let my friends follow you on Twitter and you say Do you 
want me to have zero friends then? and she screams YEEES 
and you both stomp into your bedrooms and slam your doors 
and you manage to Tweet Clyde before Kiri can and tell him 
to come around to your house like a man instead of sneaking 
around and he does come round and you give him a dressing-
down at the door and wipe the blood off his badly-shaved jaw 
and tell him that even though his moustache is asymmetrical – 
and you have to explain what asymmetrical means – you 
admire him for fronting up like a man.  

‘You’re panting,’ he says, gawping at your heaving chest. 
Kiri messages you to say she’s on a hunger strike and will 

only communicate through texts. You don’t know what else to 
do with Clyde and his bad moustache except sit on the couch 
and sip wine. You’ve accounted for all the scissors and box 
cutters and blades in the house, and there are just six 
Oxycodone in the medicine cabinet, same as last week. Since 
she can’t harm herself, all there is to do is wait for her.  

Clyde plays with his switchblade knife, plays with your 
phone, plays with the remote control. The only thing on TV is 
Frozen, that one with the Disney princesses.  

‘I can’t believe you ain’t seen this,’ he goes. 
‘I’m not the child here. Explain it to me, Mr Sweet 

Sixteen.’ 
He tosses the wine down his throat, belches and says, 

‘You’re the one who’s sweet,’ leaning in so close you breathe 
his burp. You push his goofy face away. Clyde tells you it’s the 



 

story of this icy princess whose heart is frozen and she needs 
the right man to defrost her and he jokes that if a man has to 
warm a woman up, there are cosier cavities to insert himself 
than the woman’s chest cavity, and Clyde guffaws like maybe 
he’s just stoned again, or his dad’s beat him until he’s got a 
head injury, and speaking of frozen flesh you remember you’d 
promised to cook Kiri those imitation veal fillets made of soy 
you took out of the freezer and left on top of the dryer last 
night but Kiri’s already released herself from her bedroom and 
she’s screaming that you can’t even feed her, what kind of a 
mum are you, her dinner is RUINED and you tell her in a 
calm voice, over the breakfast bar, that everything you’ve 
done in your life has been a mistake and you’re going to apply 
for a job as a crop and seed researcher for a private firm and 
this family can make a fresh start and she goes back to her 
room and slams her bedroom door once again. 

‘Want a hug?’ Clyde goes, and you jump. 
‘GOD. You still here?’ 
‘I am here. For you. If you want.’ 
 

* 
 

She turns 16 and you dictate it’s a Zero Boyfriends Day 
and you get along for 10 hours, go shopping together, share a 
smoothie, read magazines naked in a sauna, pretending not to 
check out each other’s bodies. You’ve got management units 
now, meaning you’re supervising a new, junior teacher, Mr 
Barrow – a thick-lipped, curly 24-year-old with auburn chest 
hair spilling out of the top of his tight shirt. You’re busier than 
ever, always missing lunch, too busy to get in Kiri’s way. She’s 

getting better at sliding around you, anyway. The extra $300 a 
week you get paid for managing a junior teacher is a glue that 
holds her close to you for a few days at a time before you’ve 
spent triple digits and when you stop spending money on her, 



 

she doesn’t want to be around you. You pay for driving 
lessons, new shoes once a month, plus the school uniform 
additions you should’ve bought her a whole term ago. She 
takes herself to the doctor to get the tetanus shot you forgot 
about. She does her own laundry ’cause her mum’s useless.   

You buy her this black silk underwear with a little red rose 
embroidered on it, and when she doesn’t wear the undies for 
two weeks, you decide it’s fair game to wear them on another 
date with Gav.  

He talks about who Mr Rashbrook appointed as captain 
of each of the winter sports teams before Mr Rashbrook got 
the sack and you ask if Mr Rashbrook is still fucking Lotus 
Chua and Gav says, ‘Oh yah. Hit him with a dismissal missile. 
What kind of a sicko does that with a child?’ 

When you walk out of KFC sipping your milkshakes, you 
spot Kiri driving your car. At first you’re happy, you’re proud, 
you’re glad the lessons have paid off, then you realise she’s not 
taking Clyde through KFC’s drive-thru. She’s parking between 
two dumpsters, where the light from the glowing Colonel 
Sanders sign can’t reach, and they’re folding the seat back and 
Clyde is rolling on top of her. They’re not even kissing.  

As Gav’s car slows outside your house, you tug his hand 
off the steering wheel and push it between your legs, and he 
yanks his hand away, checking his wristwatch.  

‘You should see a counsellor or something,’ he says, and 
reaches across you to open your door. 

  
* 
 

The corn company loads you up with coffee and bagels 
before they tell you during the job interview that your Masters 
qualifies you to teach bio, not research bio. There’s a significant 
difference, they say. But thanks for coming all this way. Here’s 
a petrol voucher.  



 

Your students sense you’re angry the next day and they 
don’t mess with you but you wish you didn’t have to be 
suffering for people to leave you alone. Gav pulls you aside in 
the staff kitchen and pushes tickets for a South China Sea 
cruise into your hand and says, ‘30 days and counting!’ and 
you sidle past him and simply say, ‘You should see a 
counsellor,’ and all afternoon, looking out the window and 
across the quad, you watch surprised-looking students being 
kicked out of his gymnastics class and you know he’s 
smouldering. You weren’t born to cruise. You were born to 
go FAAAST and crash at the end.  

Clyde and Kiri have got some conflict going on as well, 
she’s going away to this Model United Nations camp in two 
days and Clyde can’t understand how doing something which 
doesn’t involve muscles can be counted as an achievement. 
Clyde has a fight with his angry dad in the parking lot and 
goes into the school bushes and makes a bivouac while he 
sulks, sharpening sticks with his knife. You wait in your driver 
seat until the car park has cleared, watching him fume. Soon 
even the cleaners go home. You coax him out and tell him he 
needs a ride before he gets rained on and just as he’s lifting his 
blue legs into the car, thunder drums across the clouds and 
you look at each other wide-eyed and laugh nervously.  

His house approaches and you sort-of slow the car but he 
doesn’t ask you to stop and finally he says, ‘Up here,’ and 
directs you into a construction site where no one can see you 
and he tells you to park on the mud behind a pair of 
steamrollers. He figures out how to recline his seat all by 
himself and tips back, reaching into his pants and fondling 
some thick, stiff cylinder. You play with your car keys, look 
for an excuse or distraction, then sigh and recline and lie 
beside him with cranes leering over you.  

‘Y’ever smoked before, Miss?’ Clyde says, pulling a pipe 
out of his pants. 



 

  
* 

Principal Hosseini slides forward the contract and says the 
Board of Trustees describe you as extremely dedicated and 
believe you will do really well as Head of Department of 
Science. You tell her thanks, yes absolutely, shake hands, then 
when you’ve pushed your chair in and gathered your satchel 
and reached the door, you turn around and tell her, ‘Sorry, 
actually no. Fuck that.’  

Principal Hosseini gasps at the same time as you. You 
can’t believe the F-word came out of your mouth. You start to 
tell her about the Homunculus, this little person that people 
before Linnaeus’ time thought actually lived inside people and 
influenced their actions, then you just laugh and say, ‘Sorry, 
I’m still stoned from yesterday,’ and there’s no point 
discussing whether or not it’s okay to smoke crack outside of 
work hours so you cut to the chase, cut to the end of your life, 
tell her you’ll email your resignation to her. 

 
* 
 

The bedsit you’re moving into doesn’t have a TV but Kiri 

says It’s okay, that’s why it’s only $150 a week, you can take 
my flatscreen, I only ever watch stuff on my computer 
anyway. You notice Kiri’s tall strong neck muscles flex as she 
helps you carry boxes of stuff to your car. She’s built like a 
fighter. She could tear people apart if she wanted, or heal 
them. You haven’t kissed anyone in years, you never even 
kissed Gav, or his son, so now you cover Kiri with three years 
of pent-up kisses and she bearhugs you and tips back, 
showing she is powerful enough to lift you off the ground, 
digging her fingers into your ribs.   

‘Eat something,’ she says, ‘Fat-shaming isn’t cool 
anymore. Maybe no one tagged you.’      



 

Your daughter reckons she’ll be able to pay you $90 each 
week in board money now that the whole house is hers and 
you tell her Sure, sweetpea, sounds good to me, knowing that 
she only works about 14 hours a week and only when the 
other checkout operators are sick. She acts grown-up, but she 
has heaps to learn. You’ll wait a while before revealing that the 

mortgage on the flat has always been about $400 a week. The 
bank might come calling soon, actually. You can’t wait. 
Getting in trouble makes your heart pump, makes your pussy 
wet. 

She comes into Subway just about every day. She has the 
house to herself, but she clearly misses you. You tell the 
people at work that you are 26 and she is 22 and you two are 
BFFs. People don’t disbelieve you. Lies are a quick way to get 
high. You give your baby as many free sandwiches as you can 

but you can’t stop her wasting her money on cans of $5 
energy drink. You would hate yourself for not showing her 
how to save money by shopping at Reduced To Clear, but 
ever since you left teaching you’ve decided you’re not allowed 
to hate yourself. You spent 34 years hating yourself. 34 years 
is enough.  

The bell chimes as Kiri stands in the door of Subway.  
‘What time am I picking you up again?’ she goes.  
You put down the customer’s sandwich, crane your neck 

to talk over the customer’s head. ‘Eight o’clock, please. Bring 
those sparkly pants, I love those. We’re going to Hustlers.’ 

‘Isn’t that that biker bar that was on the news? Isn’t that 
place, like, a real creepo rape-fest?’ 

‘Pretty much,’ you go. ‘It’s gonna be awesome.’ 



 

 
 
‘Drink,’ Spike tells Martin.  
‘Nah, I’m good.’ 
‘You ain’t good, you’re fuckin queer. Drink, I said.’ 
Martin pats his stomach. ‘I have a triathlon on the 27th. 

It’s 81 kays. I hardly think giving my liver extra work would be 
advisable.’ 

Spike pours beer towards his little brother’s glass, misses, 
sways, squeezes the table, laughs, grabs the shoulder of a Jim 
Beam promotion girl carrying around a tray of shots, puts his 
cellphone in her face, gets her to add her digits, whispers 
something in her ear, sucks two cigarettes out of his packet, 
lights them, and tries to push one into Martin’s lips.  

‘Suck on this, because you won’t be suckin on any titties 
tonight, little bro. Girl like that’d never root someone like 
you.’ 

‘What about Shavorn? She wouldn’t be impressed, would 
she, you philandering about.’ 

‘That ho?  My arse is too pissed to make a booty call on 
that one tonight. All yours, little bro.’ 

‘But aren’t the two of you engaged?’ 



 

‘Pfft. Put a ring on a bitch, you get about fifty free blowies 
out of her, that’s all a ring’s good for. You should write that 
down. Best bitta advice Popup ever taught us.’ 

‘Popup would never – look, she deserves better, anyway. 
Case closed. Can we just go?’ 

‘Sayin we should make a move? Where’s me keys?’ 
‘Oh please don’t think you’re driving, not in the state 

you’re in.’ 
‘Can you drive anything other than a automatic? Nah? So 

shut the fuck up, then.’ 
Spike pats his pocket chain, follows the chain with his 

fingers, finds his wallet and his car keys. Time for Spike to 
drag Martin to the new Sektioned album launch party. It’s got 
cameo guitar solos from Dave Mustaine on it, plus Jeff Waters 
from Annihilator. Martin mostly agreed to be dragged to the 
idiot-fest tonight because Popup insisted. Popup’s getting 
senile. He thinks just because they’re brothers that they’ll play 
nice forever.  

The night is purple, the bushes are dark blue. Spike’s 
lights eat through the dark shapes. He shaves corners, brakes 
harshly, makes the wheels stink. Christ, he’s drunk.  

‘Want this up?’ Spike goes, and turns the volume up 
anyway. ‘This one’s Power, I love this song, Pow-AHHH.’ 

‘They don’t have the best diction, do they, these heavy 
metal singers,’ Martin says, folding his arms and drawing his 
knees up under his elbows. ‘If it were up to me, I would be in 
bed right now.’  

There is a cat in the road which won’t move. ‘How many 
bucks will you gimme if I nail it? You got that big lawyer 
money.’ 

‘If by big lawyer money you’re referring to my whopping 
student loan… anyway, I won’t give you a cent. And I won’t 
be giving you any advice if you get yourself into a legal scrape. 
Just drive, Spike.’ 



 

‘Didn’t realise I was takin a bitch out tonight.’ Spike revs 
the engine. It sounds like a wolf gargling. The car lurches 
forward. His head is shaved, raw, ugly, naked, unafraid. Here’s 
what I am, Spike’s skull says. No pretences. 

Martin begins swimming inside his own head. There are 
police cars ahead. Martin’s been to enough crime scenes on 
his Law Enforcement 2.04 course to spot police lights from 
around corners. The trick is to watch the leaves of dark 
houses for just a hint of red and blue glimmer. 

They don’t say anything. They don’t want to jinx the 
breath test they’re about to get stopped for. Spike rolls a fresh 
smoke, using his knees to steer.  

Traffic is slowing. Spike’s eyes are darting. His chest is 
bulging out of its black singlet. ‘Wanna swap seats?’ 

A ghost materialises, glowing and beckoning. It’s a cop 
with chequers on his hi-visibility reflective greenish jacket. His 
torch is commanding.  

Martin doesn’t know who’s jerked his door open, but 
someone has jammed their fingers in his armpits and undone 
his seatbelt. Spike drags him around the front of the car while 
Martin wriggles. Spike, who bench-presses women at parties, 
pushes his little brother into the driver seat, planting his 
brother’s feet on the pedals. ‘Jusgetincunt, jusgetin,’ Spike’s 
growling, ‘Tellem it’s your car.’  

Martin rolls forward and hands his driver licence to the 
cop. Spike drums a rhythm on the dashboard, pretending he’s 
just a passenger. Tonight was supposed to be inside, warm, 
friendly, cosy. The most dangerous thing tonight was 
supposed to be a spiky collar on a heavy metal musician in a 
record store. 

The cop is checking some device which he’s balancing on 
a rain-dotted clipboard. His torch is held between his head 
and his hunched shoulder. He writes notes while checking out 



 

the licence plates and then tells Martin to speak his name and 
address into a breathalyser.  

It beeps. A green light says Martin has passed. The cop 
isn’t finished. He knocks on Spike’s window. Spike opens the 
window and spits near the officer’s boots. The cop steps a 
metre back, talks into his radio.  

‘Cunt’s checking to see if you got any priors!’ Spike 
guffaws. ‘Reckon I oughta knock him out? Oi – pig – this guy 
here’s a barista,’ Spike boasts. ‘Training to be one anyhow. 
You impressed?’  

‘IT’S PRONOUNCED BARRISTER.’ 
The cop taps on Spike’s window with a fresh mouthpiece 

for the breath test. Martin buries his eyes in his hands. ‘This is 
going to court, dude. Beat him up if you must. It’s not going 
to help.’ 

 
* 
 

Popup hands a heavy glass bowl of Caesar salad to Spike, 
whimpering as the effort drains his old muscles. Mum left the 
bowl behind after she died. She likes it being used.  

The first-born gets the salad bowl first, and Martin 
watches, his face slumped on his fist. The so-called Caesar 
salad is mostly chicken and mayonnaise, Spike’s favourite. 
Martin’s brought his own lettuce and croutons in a zip-lock 
bag, because Spike doesn’t eat vegetables. If Mum were here 
she’d screech at Popup to hurry up. Boy needs his protein. 
Give everything to Spike is the rule.  

Martin has a text book on his lap. He’s secretly studying 
every time he looks down. He’ll invoice his brother for legal 
assistance once the case is over. The 2016 law handbook 
clarifies that a person may represent another in court while on 
Pending Member status within the bar association. The drink 



 

driving charge will be like an exam, really. He doesn’t think of 
it as defending his brother.  

Spike’s got all of his mobile phones on the table in front 
of him. He handles a lot of calls. A couple months ago, Martin 
was dropping some auto magazines from Popup round at 
Spike’s place when Spike took a call in which he kept saying 
‘buried,’ as in ‘Buried? Where’s it buried? You don’t just bury 
’em.’ 

After they’ve eaten in silence for a couple minutes, Popup 
asks again how exactly it is that Martin’s poor brother has 
been summonsed to court, cracking open Spike’s beer for him 
and dabbing at the foaming can with his handkerchief until 
Spike yanks it out of his hand. ‘You’re going to get him off, 
aren’t you, Mart?’ 

‘Virgin Boy here couldn’t get off if he tried,’ Spike 
mutters, and leans back, fingers laced behind his head like a 
hammock. 

Martin rests his salad fork parallel to his plate. He 
explains, using words with fewer than four syllables, that the 
district court charges should – SHOULD – consist of two 
appearances. Tomorrow, Spike will enter a plea –  

‘Heavens to Betsy,’ interrupts Popup, ‘Tell me you’re not 
going to plead guilty to that awful thing.’ 

Martin sighs. ‘I’m compelled to follow instructions from 
the client. It’s not up to me if he enters a guilty plea.’  

‘I didn’t do shit. I didn’t drive fuckin drunk. Martin, you 
seen me drive drunk?’ 

‘I was a witness to you driving drunk for a good 35 
minutes, dumbarse. Lucky for you the prosecution won’t call 
witnesses until we’re pretty deep into this thing. Defended 
cases take months. There’s a – now, don’t get your hopes up – 
there’s a chance a case like his will be dropped if we dig in our 
heels with a Not Guilty plea.’ 

Spike snorts.  



 

‘I don’t care what they say, I believe you, Mikey Spikey.’ 
Popup squeezes the shoulder of his favourite 35-year-old.  

‘You can’t let my arse catch another driving conviction, 
I’m fucked if I do. I’ll have to do a lag. Six months. I got 
priors to worry about. Shit, brother, swhy I’s tellin you ya 
shoulda said you was drivin. What kinda proverbial son are 
ya?’ 

‘Prodigal, you simian.’ 
‘Fuck d’you call me?’ 
‘I’ll visit every weekend,’ Popup says, ‘If – if it comes to 

that. Which it won’t. Not with Martin looking after you. 
You’re your brother’s keeper, Martin.’  

‘Yeah yeah. Mum said you’re not allowed to smoke at the 
table, brother dear.’ 

‘Mum’s dead,’ Spike growls, exhaling a blue cloud, ‘And 
this is an exception. It’s a celebration, innit. Cause you’re 
gonna get me off. And I’ll even pay your virgin arse.’ 

‘Pay me with what? Nazi thug money from your little Sri 
Lankan dairy owner protection rackets?’ 

‘Pay you with a piece of arse, virgin.’ 
‘Very well.’ Martin takes an exhausted breath. ‘I wouldn’t 

mind a ride on Shavorn.’ 
Spike pushes back from the table, says ‘Vooo,’ punches 

his right hand into his left palm. Spike’s on-again, off-again 
girlfriend Shavorn once joined them at the dinner table and 
ended up laughing hysterically after she admitted she thought 
carbon was something invented on Star Wars. ‘Ride on my 
missus, that’s crack-up,’ he says at last. ‘Shit you got a sense 
humour on ya.’ 

‘Boys?’ Popup says. His eyes ask a question. 
 

* 
 



 

Spike turns up late to the courthouse, says he stopped off 
to get a nice shirt. It’s a plain black tee, except Spike has 
ripped the sleeves off it while in the elevator. Martin tells his 
brother his muscles make him look guilty.  

‘I am guilty,’ Spike goes, chuckling so hard he has to spit 
pink phlegm into his palm and wipe it on the seat of his pants. 

While waiting to go in the court, Martin keeps checking 
out the window to see if his bicycle is still safely chained up in 
the bike stand. In a way, it’s disappointing no one is out there 
trying to steal it. Surely someone out there envies Martin’s life 
and wants to take what belongs to him.  

Spike kills time by rounding the courthouse corridors, 
finding friends everywhere. Martin can’t believe how many 
people know Spike. He’s a rock star amongst lowlives. One 
fat, bullish ginger-goateed security guard is a friend, another is 
an enemy who Spike shouts WESTSIDE at. There’s a guy 
with a devil tattooed on the back of his head. Spike strides 
towards him before Martin yanks on the collar of Spike’s t-
shirt and Spike takes a swing at Martin and Martin ducks and 
covers his head and screeches at Spike to calm down and the 
enemy security guard comes over.  

Spike has hurt that guard at some point, or the guard’s 
hurt him, but it turns out they’ve bonded over the experience. 
Gorillas in the mist, these people. Spike shadow boxes in the 
guard’s face, and the guard defends with raised palms and a 
boxer’s stance. They quarrel for a bit, and the guard bellows 
BEASTSIDE, then the guard slips Spike a piece of folded 
paper.  

They enter the wood-panelled court room after 20 
minutes of fucking around and Spike finishes waving at 
everybody, takes his seat and opens the paper and whispers, 
‘Text this number for me.’  



 

‘Why does this say Constable… What is that, the police 
officer’s number? The one who…? You are NOT sending 
threats to ANYbody, is that clear?’  

‘ALL RISE FOR THE HONORABLE JUSTICE 
CHOGHAM,’ says a black woman in a suit.  

Martin leans close to Spike’s shoulder as everyone stands, 
recoils at Spike’s meaty, manky stench, like the insides of 
tramping boots. ‘See the prosecutor’s little pile up there? The 
folders? That’s forty cases, I’d say. That’s a busy day.’ 

‘Meaning?’ 
‘Meaning they’ll bail the minor cases, concentrate on the 

serious cases.’ 
‘Meaning?’ 
‘Meaning he’s overloaded as anything and I’ll bet you’re 

going to get a break today, until the next time you screw up, 
that is.’ 

Spike rolls a cigarette. ‘So what if I screw up. That’s why I 
got you, brother.’ 

 
* 
 

Cars. Stacks of bourbon and cola cans. Caviar. Women in 
bikinis. Confetti. Bunting. Cigars. Bouncers. Booze. Cocaine. 
Pool noodles. Diving boards. Pool lighting. Champagne flutes. 
Pipes. Bongs. A pig roasting on a spit. Strobe lights. Cigarette 
butts. Heat lamps. Hot dogs. Grinding. Twerking. White 
clothing. Leather. Patches. Tiki torches. Ray Bans. Muscles. 
Tank tops. Tribal tattoos.  

Spike’s party is at Popup’s place, where Spike sleeps in his 
old bedroom from Monday to Wednesday most weeks. The 
case hasn’t finished, but Justice Chogham has indicated Spike 
does not have to reappear in court for the next scheduled 
date, which is largely administrative, and that should be 
indicative of the final outcome of the case. It’s over the hill. 



 

It’s winding down. It’s almost done. Martin could explain 
precedent cases to the few people at the party who notice he 
resembles Spike and realise he’s the Barista Brother, but 
people don’t yarn to Martin for very long. People get 
impatient with the way Martin talks and leave the 
conversations, especially women.  

Spike’s sometimes-on, sometimes-off girlfriend Shavorn is 
decked out in black and pink. Her bikini and thong are black; 
her bandana is pink. Her stomach is concave; her teeth are 
bright. Her body is hypnotic. Martin keeps one eye on his 
bicycle and one eye on Shavorn.  

Shavorn spots him and drink spills out of her can and she 
starts talking from five metres away and lurches into a rant 
about how she’s finishing her Level 1 Cookery class in 
October so she can, like, tooootally understand how satisfied 
Martin feels to finish qualifying as a lawyer. Shavorn stands on 
the tips of her jandals and gives Martin a peck on his cheek 
and says You saved his arse, you have to tell me if there’s 
anything I can do. Martin looks around for witnesses, then 
strokes her forearms, parts her fingers with his own, tips his 
head into her neck and breathes heavily on her.  

‘Let’s talk over here,’ he says. They link arms and scurry 
into an alley running along the garage. He’s looking behind 
him, looking ahead, not really looking at her, hustling her 
down some steps. There are more cars down here, but hardly 
any light, and Martin is bending her over the bonnet of a car – 
her car? His? – and licking her chin.  

‘Dude,’ she begins, ‘Are you sure…?’ 
‘C’mon,’ he says, ‘I hardly ever get thanked.’  
Shavorn has never been fucked in the boot of a car with 

the lid down, but she fits inside and there’s a pile of clothing 
and some pool toys in there which are soft on her back. It’s 
terribly cramped but it’s over in about a minute. Martin seems 
to want to do this, that’s the main thing. She supposes he’s got 



 

a right. Martin is her fiancée’s brother, it’s not as if he’s, like, a 
stranger or anything. It’s just kinda weird. He never gave any 
indication he even liked her until tonight. He always made her 
feel dumb, the questions he asked her about her opinions on 
shit that she didn’t have an opinion on. Like, of COURSE 
polar bears need protecting. They’re epidemic species in 
Antarctica, like seriously? 

Martin’s eyes roll back into his brain as he comes and 
thumps the car frame, grunting and thumping and squirming 
and shaking his head, and pushing backward. He hops out of 
the boot and puts his forehead on the grass, dry-retching. 

‘Back to the party,’ he says, standing up, swaying. ‘Gotta 
mingle.’ 

‘You forgot to wear a rubber, by the way, ya fuckwit,’ she 
says. ‘Lucky for you – God you’re– are you crying? What the 
fuck? You got laid, didn’t ya?’ 

 
* 

It seems like Spike has his baby in either a month or a 
year, Martin’s too busy to note the time frame. There’s the 
Burmese tourist case, there’s the defence of those guys from 
Operation Albatross, the antiques thing takes two months to 
resolve, and of course the HSBC account keeps him busy.  
Martin belongs in his office 10 hours a day, some days it’s 11 
hours. He has fruit for lunch, he speaks politely to reporters to 
get his name in the press, he starts a club for the other lawyers 
who enjoy cycling. His career wouldn’t have launched so well 
if he wasn’t networking with prosecutors and barristers as they 
rode three abreast each morning. Spike and his little gang of 
bullies can bond through fight clubs and Aryan Brotherhood 
tattoos and driving lowered Japanese sports cars all they like, 
but Martin soars above all that.  

A man is not completely trusted in legal circles if he’s not 
a family man, that’s an issue holding his career development 



 

back, so although Martin has no interest in any woman, he has 
to endure his father and his brother once a week. He has to 
gather news to mumble when he’s stuck on cruise ships with 
the senior partners. Martin’s never late – his cycling routes 
have very few variables– but Spike’s often late. Sometimes 
Spike’s only 20 metres away, sleeping on a mattress in the 
garage, and Martin will still make it to the dinner table earlier 
than him.  

Popup can’t stop going on about his granddaughter, and 
much as Martin wants to hold it against him, he doesn’t. It’s 
good to see the old man preoccupied with being a 
grandparent. It gives him some purpose in life, and Popup’s 
even painted the old washroom for the infant to sleep in, put 
insulation in the attic, installed a crib and hung a mobile from 
the ceiling. Shavorn was firstly pregnant, then bulging, then 
she gave birth, now she waddles around in a daze, fat and 
confused. All this within a year.    

Spike tells Popup and Martin he’s not getting enough 
sleep what with the baby fuckin bleating non-stop.  

‘Ever heard of a pharmacy?’ Martin goes, ‘They sell drugs 
there – not sure if you’re into that sort of thing, though,’ and 
Spike punches Martin in the shoulder hard enough for Martin 
to almost fall off his chair and cling desperately to the family 
table. Shavorn gasps and presses her nipple back into the 
baby’s lips. The huge bib Shavorn’s wearing covers the baby 
and her breasts. It was a compromise with Martin. Martin was 
worried the debate over public breastfeeding would enrage 
Spike, but Spike said he didn’t care either way. Spike acts like 
the baby’s not even his. 

Popup tickles the chin of his little grandson and tells 
Shavorn for hundredth time how much it looks like its father.  

Shavorn puffs smoke across the dinner table. ‘Looks 
more like Uncle Marty if you ask me.’ 

* 



 

 
 Spike’s out in the harbour, fishing with the boys, when 

Cellphone Number Three tells him somebody’s saying on 
Facebook Shavorn’s been ho-ing around on him. Spike paces 
the boat for three hours, making fun of the boys’ jandals and 
their tats, nudging the boys when they’re trying to sink a line, 
hoping one of his mates wants to fight him. All they do is 
direct his anger towards the cunt on Facebook saying Spike’s 
made a ho a housewife, saying the kid’s dad’s probably some 
Pakistani courier. Spike tells his mates to get the fuckin boat 
back home, pronto. Soon as the launch touches the jetty, 
Spike’s out and into his old man’s ride and filling the tank and 
driving off without paying and finding the right driveway 
leading to the right house with the right smartmouth occupant 
and he’s hooning up the driveway and ramming the guy’s 
Mustang till the car bumpers get stuck together, and the guy’s 
missus comes onto the driveway clutching her own baby and 
screaming. The guy Spike’s come to beat up has gapped it out 
the back door and bolted over the fence. Spike bunches his 
fist, gets ready to knock the shrieking bitch out, and her 
fuckin baby too, then untangles the crumpled bumpers and 
gets back in the car and drives around to Popup’s place, where 
he finds Shavorn in her snuggie, relaxed as fuck, rocking the 
baby’s crib with her toe, watching cartoons and chewing a 
candy cane because Christmas is coming up.  

Spike pushes her head down, takes a thick braid of her 
bleached hair and wraps it around her neck. Her strangles his 
baby’s mother until she points to a letter on the carpet. He lets 
go and she cries and shuffles into the bedroom, comes back 
out with moisturiser, rubs it into her neck, sniffling. Spike’s 
hands are shaking so bad he can hardly light his smoke. The 
letter’s got Spike’s name and address. It’s confirming a 
booking for a paternity test at this fuckin company called No 
Questions Asked. This guy Vance Cockerel does all these 



 

infomercials, gets heaps of business through cheaters and 
marriage breakups and litigation. Just call 1-800-
NOQUESTIONS. 

Spike puts his lips in front of Shavorn’s nose. She doesn’t 
cower, just looks at him patiently. She grew up with angry 
men in her face most days. ‘Is this a fuckin hunka junk mail or 
is it somethin somebody’s tryna tell me?’ The words squeeze 
through his teeth. ‘You’ve got four fuckin seconds to fuckin 
tell me if that baby in that fuckin cot is my fuckin little girl or 
else.’  

Shavorn puts her candy cane back in her mouth, stomps 
to the bedroom, flops onto the bed, finds Google on her 
phone, finds the number for Martin’s legal practice, and dials 
Martin.  

Spike stands in the doorway while Shavorn talks to Martin 
on speakerphone. She rubs more healing lotion into her neck.  

‘Don’t tell him shit about the choking thing,’ Spike 
instructs her. 

‘Hey, Marty. I’m just calling about… well it’s about our 
baby.’ 

‘For starters, please don’t call it our baby, that child’s 
biological father has not been determined,’ Martin’s voice says 
over the speaker, crackly, quotable, professional. ‘Is that what 
you’re calling about?’ 

Spike unfolds his arms then re-folds them. He moves 
over to the other side of the door frame. It creaks as he 
slumps against it. Popup’s house is 80 years old, now. Pop’s 
gotta cark it, soon enough. Spike can’t wait to inherit the 
place. Sell it, pay off a few people he owes a few bucks.  

‘What’s he mean “don’t call it our baby”?’ Spike goes.  
‘Spike’s freaking out over Vance Cockerel and he reckons 

his baby ain’t his,’ Shavorn says, rolling her eyes. ‘Can you 
represent me? I think we need a divorce.’ 



 

‘I’d… have to check on the legality of your marriage in 
the first place, I’m aware your wedding ceremony was 
conducted by a clairvoyant and clairvoyants aren’t usually 
licensed marriage celebrants so… anyway, no, no I can’t. I’m 
sorry. This’ll have to be a No, from me. I’m ending the call 
now. I have a client. Buh-bye, now.’ 

‘MARTY!’ Spike bellows, ‘Give us the phone, skank. 
Mart? You can represent me. Fuck this ho.’ Spike jabs 
Shavorn with a taloned finger. She hugs her knees, sucks her 
candy cane. ‘You still on speaker? Brother, something ain’t 
right here. I’m real cut up.’ 

‘Do the two of you have a pre-nuptial agreement?’ 
‘The fuck’s that?’ 
There’s professional silence while Martin thinks. ‘Just 

make an appointment, okay? Same as everybody else. My 
office. Next week is good.’ 

* 
Martin’s a busy man. It’s the little bits of administration 

that get him out of bed and on his bike six mornings a week. 
His business cards, for example, need updating. New year, 
new business cards. Handing out stale, redundant cards is not 
acceptable, plus the cards remind him of last year, and he 
wants to move on. There’s the simple act of scheduling court 
appearances too. He’ll always be there for what’s important. 
Martin’s not missed a single appearance, even when he got 
nasty influenza after cycling 200 kilometres in the rain while 
he had a chest cold. He’s still always early to court and enjoys 
asking Security politely if he can sit alone with the polished 
wooden walls of the empty courtroom to be his friends while 
he prepares his defences, 30 minutes before anyone else 
comes in and sets up. Today he steals up to the front of the 
court, unlocks the little gate, and puts a single foot on the 
steps leading up to the seat of the judge. Just four steps to a 
judge’s chair. Okay, that’s established. He returns to his seat.  



 

 
Spike’s custody hearing begins at 10.30. Martin doesn’t 

make it out of his other appointment at the High Court until 
11.15, and he has to pause for eight minutes to urinate then 
drink a bottle of spring water, and it takes forever to find a 
recycling bin to dispose of the empty bottle.  

Martin enters the court, excuses himself for being late. 
Spike stands up and bellows, ‘I OUGHTA KILL YOU, 
WHERE YA BEEN?’ and the judge says ‘EXCUSE ME! 
EXCUSE ME!’ about 15 times until he gets Spike’s attention. 
Spike lets a few swear words in while he’s apologising to the 
judge. Shavorn’s in the corner, chewing her fingernails, playing 
with the legs of the blanketed baby on the table in front of 
her.  

When the judge has accepted the 20-page account Martin 
has prepared describing the positive aspects of Spike’s lifestyle 
and arguing that Spike is a responsible and organised man 
who runs a successful security business, the judge says he’s 
close to awarding joint custody – that is, if Spike can confirm 
he is the biological father of the little girl.  

The paternity test from Vance Cockerel is tucked at the 
bottom of Martin’s briefcase. Martin couldn’t find enough 
legitimate papers to bury it under, so he put a ream of 
photocopier paper in there. He could bring it out, or it could 
remain squashed. It says the baby’s DNA resembles that of 
Spike, but only a 44% chance it’s his baby. The DNA 
resembles that of Popup, too. And Uncle Martin.  

‘IT’S MY FUCKIN BABY’ Spike bellows, and storms out 
of the court room.  

‘Sorry about this, your honour,’ Martin says. ‘We’re 
certainly interested in custody, but it appears we won’t be 
claiming paternity at this time.’ 

 
* 



 

 
Spike has been running the engine of his vintage 1980 

Valiant 2.3 for six hours before Popup shuffles across the 
driveway on his zimmer frame to ask his son if he’d like an 
Irish coffee to cheer him up. He finds Spike asleep at the 
wheel, wearing a beard of vomit. His skin is purple. The 
garage feels foggy. It’s hot and moist and stinks of grass 
clippings.  

Popup wants to preserve the garage where Spike has 
gassed himself. Martin wears him down over a few weeks. A 
couple of Spike’s Nazi boot boys knock the garage down with 
hand tools, then Martin gets a bulldozer in and has the 
foundations ripped out.  

Martin Dozois’s partner profile on the website of Torville, 
Tyson & Dozois describes him as a family man. It is essential 
for his career that he lives up to what the biography says. He 
escapes the house at 5.15am each weekday and meets the 
cycling gang who he feels are his real family. Evenings, 
though, are for the rest of his family. 7pm until 5am are 
mostly spent cradling his bony father, brushing the old man’s 
hair, dabbing shaving cream on Popup’s spotty face, putting 
his fingers in the bath water to make sure it’s just right. After 
his father is situated in the bath, the old man likes to cradle 
the baby, gargle bath water and gently spit it over the tiny 
girl’s face. Whoever said two men couldn’t raise a baby 
without a mother? Popup loves looking after his son’s child. 

 
 
 
 



 

 
 
Thomas reaches out to hook his arm around her waist, 

but it’s too late, she’s a ghost, everything is gas. Something 
lifts the stone off his body, and he wriggles out of his tomb. 
His pillows are under his feet and the duvet is twisted around 
his head. Is he late for work? God, Jesus, the Apple IIe 
presentation, the softwa – 

No, that was 1988. Is it too late to be young, to have his 
whole life to explore opportunities? Thomas checks his head. 
He thinks he might’ve retired three years ago, comfortable 
Suna’s income would cover them both, which was 2012 – yes? 
No… Yes. Yes. His life’s played out. His ticket’s been clipped. 

God. Deep, sexual dream. Too deep, too passionate. He 
picks the gunk out of his eyes and reaches for his glasses, 
squinting. The hardness of the light means he’s overslept, 
once again. Why does the house feel empty? Why do he and 
Suna live in a 1.3-million-dollar house with 15 rooms? 

‘Polly?’ he calls. No, you daft fool – Polly’s the girl in the 
dreams. She came into his dreams last week, hauled urges out 
of his body like a submerged net, gave him sex so powerful it 
changed his day. He awoke, smelling latex and friction and 
panicking. ‘Suna, I mean?’ What used to be a manly teaching 
voice that turned heads in computing labs has gone brittle and 
shattered. ‘Crumbs, I said I’d drop you at the airport, didn’t I?’ 



 

‘Summit’s on the third,’ calls Suna’s voice from the front 
door step. Glued to the bed by his sweaty back, Thomas 
pictures her sweeping her silver-flecked mane of black hair 
behind her queenly head, ‘And yes, it’d be lovely if you’d drop 
me,’ she finishes. Then the door is firmly shut, and her 

$70,000 Citroen rumbles down the $21,000 tiled driveway.  
She’s off to a Board of Directors meeting for the deaf 

children’s theatre, followed by the appointment with the 

headhunter to go over the candidates for the $120,000 
Ministry position she has the say on. Suna always laughs, 
claims she doesn’t have that much power really, ha ha, but 
that’s rubbish. Thomas’s wife, once the girl of his dreams, 
could be an esteemed politician if she didn’t have to come 
home each night and listen to his gripes.  

Thomas swings his feet out of bed and grimaces at the 
erection which is pushing his pyjamas away from his belly 
button. It’s these damn erotic dreams. His old penis, gorged 
with piss and blood, seems bigger than it’s ever been, and 
dark, too, and without a slot, a cubbyhole, a home. He can’t 
make love to Suna in motel swimming pools like he did 37 
years ago. These days, Suna comes home in her leased car, 
eats the meal he’s spent half the day planning, comments on 
the cleaning he’s accomplished since he forced the maid to 
work just one day a week, emails from 8pm to 11, takes 
amitriptyline sleeping pills, gets up at dawn and leaves a note 
for her 65-year-old husband, squirming inside his wet dream 
straightjacket.  

Thomas wobbles away from the ensuite bathroom, past 
10 rooms to get to the toilet in one of the guest rooms that no 
one ever sleeps in. He strokes his moustache, looking in the 
mirror for any colour left in the crispy hairs, then unzips, 
urinates for 50 seconds and tries to remember. He was needed 
in the dream. He had a purpose. Unfortunately, in the light of 
day, that purpose is gone. Suna achieves resolutions in 



 

meetings, hires and fires and talks to boards and government; 
Thomas watches television and tries to cook meals. The erotic 
dreams coming out of nowhere are unfair. They make him feel 
more wanted than he has any right to be. He caught the girl’s 
name, early in the dream– Polly, by God, Polly, so skinny her 
teeth stick out and her eyes bulge like cue balls, pulls him through a wall 
and her lips grow a coating of lipstick. He sits behind Polly in a fluffy 
armchair in her parents’ rumpus room, licking her neck. Tiger-tongued, 
strips of her flesh move down his throat, which becomes prickly with 
blood. His lips have fingerprints, apparently, which are etched into her 
neck, and she panics – her father is a judge. He’s in the lounge in a 
black room lit up by a TV screen, draped in his black robes with a wig 
on his head and a gavel instead of a remote control. 

Her father’s bound to hear the eruption of heartbeats. There isn’t 
much time.   Tommy pulls her hair and Polly’s head tips back and steam 
spills out of her throat and her legs spread and juices gush out as if he’s 
cutting open a roast chicken and God’s voice says You can’t do this here, 
Tommy, if you keep prodding beneath the golden button of her Levi’s, 
Polly is going to burst like a watermel –   

His snaps out of the daydream. His mobile rings. Thomas 
stares at it, then plods toward it, disappointed his replay has 
been interrupted. Suna.  

‘Just me.’ 
‘Aren’t you on your way to work?’  
‘The painter’s coming at 10 to do the gate, remember. 

Joe’s friend.’ 
‘Our son has a lot of friends. Can you be more specific?’ 
‘Joe’s friend from the pest trapping course. You don’t 

remember? He does odd jobs.’ 
‘I wish Joe would do odd jobs. Did you know his student 

loan’s topped forty thousand? All spent on backpacker 
hostels, mostly. Did you know that’s his ritual? Guides girls up 
some mountain under the pretence of working as a nature 
guide, strokes a fern frond and tells some German nymph the 



 

ancient myths and legends of the bush, then before you know 
it he’s… consummating things. Lucky for some, eh.’ 

There’s the noise of people filing into a meeting behind 
Suna. ‘I don’t have time for this, Thomas. Are you saying 
you’ll do it yourself? Reckon you can keep up with a 30-year-
old, do you? You’ll be home. You’re not going out anywhere, 
surely?’ 

Thomas sighs. ‘Ten it is.’ 
  

* 
 

Thomas spends the morning on the internet looking at 
pictures of slim older women. Somebody said something at a 
soiree about Suna being a “silver fox,” and the comment 
puzzled and worried and excited him, and he’s glad the 
comment’s stirred him into action. He needs things to do over 
the 3650 days before he becomes decrepit. His mission, today, 
is to uncover how other people see her. If Suna is indeed a 
“fox,” she certainly isn’t up for anything quick or sneaky. 
Thomas hasn’t seen the pink, wrinkly petals of his wife’s labia 
in, God… there was that time in 2011 she needed cheering up 
after she didn’t get hired for that management job at that 
private school, and that was pretty much it.  

David the painter arrives on time. Thomas has been 
practising how quickly he can hit the Shut Down button and 
get the silver labia off his screen. Three seconds til shutdown; 
another thirty seconds to the door.  

Just looking at the painter’s body makes Thomas feels 
exhausted. The man is slim with straps of tattooed muscle 
holding his bones together, like a mummy’s bandages. His 
handshake presses spiky callouses into Thomas’ soft soap-
coloured palms, and Thomas momentarily pictures the virile 
man grinding someone on a bed. 



 

‘Thanks for coming to do the gate. You’re a touch older 
than Joe – how’d you two meet?’ 

‘Aw, just one of the boys, y’know. Play a bitta sport with 
him. We rooted, ah, went out with some of the same girls. 
You’re still wanting me to do a double coat today? Yous got 
me to stain it not that long ago. Shit though, if you got the 
money to spend… .’ 

‘Double, yes please, if it’s not too much trouble. How is 
Joe, tell me.’ 

David takes off his cap and scratches his head and his 
diamond earring jiggles. ‘Ahhhmmm… Last contact was this 
pxt come through from him. Could show you if you want?’ 
He cups a hand over his iPhone and shoves a picture in front 
of Thomas’ face. ‘Now that’s some sideboob, am I right?’ 

Thomas hands the phone back, wondering if he owes 
David some money for what he’s just seen. ‘Sexy indeed. Is 
she… this comes from a website, presumably?’  

‘Nah boss, she’s one of Joe’s roots. The man’s got about 
three on the go, as ya do.’ 

David hauls down a huge bucket of stain which Thomas 
is pleased to see is the correct one he ordered. David is 
hauling it suspiciously easily. Thomas could never lift a thing 
like that.  

‘Sorry. Shouldn’ta showed you that. Unprofesh.’ 
‘It’s honestly no trouble.’ 
‘Anyway, boss, should be just be a half-a-dayer.’ 
‘You don’t have to call me boss.’ 
‘It’s just a habit I do when people are respectable, 

y’know?’ 
‘I’m not “respectable.”’ 
Thomas tries to help his son’s friend haul his stuff down 

from the truck, but he hasn’t lifted something which required 
a struggle since his classroom days, and after he drops a 
bucket on its side, David sends him to make the coffees.  



 

‘Cheers, ears,’ says David, lifting his coffee with one hand 
while painting with the other hand, barely looking at the 
surface as it glistens.  

David drains the coffee and makes the biscuit disappear. 
Thomas tries the same, and burns his throat and spits it out 
and runs the garden hose and washes the burning out of his 
mouth.  

It takes David a swift 90 minutes to complete 60 per cent 
of the gate. Thomas observes, sitting low in a Cape Cod chair 
made of real oak, then senses the man will leave soon enough, 
so he clears his throat and closes his Following Sea magazine. 
‘Can I ask you something?’ 

‘What’s up, Tommy?’ 
‘Tommy, God. I was Tommy when I first got together 

with Suna.’ I was Tommy in my dream.  
‘That your wife? I seen her when I come round to look at 

the gate the other day. She’s a silver fox, boss, you done well.’  
‘I wanted to ask you – how does one maintain a girlfriend, 

or “goomah” as you put it?’ 
David finally rests his paintbrush, takes off his cap, wipes 

his brow with the crinkly brown hairs on his forearm. ‘Mate, I 
didn’t fall into the marriage trap, for one – not sayin it’s a bad 
trap. Probly the best trap you could getcha self. S’just, hell. 
You see these people havin affairs on TV, but truth be told: if 
you’re married and you think people’s gonna shag ya, you 
gotta be dreaming.’ He clinks his cup against Thomas’s, and 
Thomas jerks back, checking that no splashes have landed on 
his shoes.  

‘Take a break, David. I’d love it if you’d share some more 
photos. Stories, even?’ 

‘Aw, Tommy, I can’t afford to have unpaid breaks.’ 
‘It’s a paid break. Just tell me. Tell me about Joe.’ 
‘Joe?’  
‘Joe’s sexually active, from what I gather?’ 



 

David looks around for predators about to ambush him, 
decides he can handle this old man, wraps his brush in plastic 
and puts one foot up on a stool – not sitting, but not standing, 
either. ‘Well, alright. I mean, we done the ET one time. Y’get 
it? It’s a type of three-way…’ 

‘Continue.’ 
David checks his watch, looks at the gate, looks at his tins 

and buckets and sighs. ‘Short version is – and this was back in 
school – you can root all night when you’re school age, 
y’know?’ 

‘I suppose.’ Thomas fingers his wedding ring. In terms of 
sex, he’s been with Suna, back when her hair and eyebrows 
were entirely black, and before her, at polytech, there’d been 
Colleen and Carol, although in sleeping with Carol, all he’d 
done that night was sleep. That was it.  

‘And we had these stupid moustaches, you know how 
when you’re real fresh you don’t realise how pervy 
moustaches look? Aw – no offense.’ 

‘None taken. Continue.’ 
‘Anyway, we were out on this school night. Dunno what 

Joe told his Rentals. This woman at the pub was gaggin for it 
– and she was a woman-woman, with a real bossy sorta haircut, 
and I think she’d had a bad day selling houses, she still had on 
a red suit-jacket and a name tag, and, like, old lady pearls. 
Anyway, it was epic-late, we’re talkin almost five in the 
morning and the karaoke was goin hard. This woman, right, 
she had a chap stick in her hand honestly the whole night 
cause her lips kept dryin out. She was a smoker, but I think 
she was on crack, too, like to help her sell houses extra-good? 
Anyway, Joe whispers to me, ‘Check out the crocs on this 
bitch.’ By crocs, he meant them gross scales crack-smokers get 
around their lips when the skin dries out and dies? So we get 
to her mansion but we don’t even make it up the stairs, she’s 
pullin down our pants and Joe starts doin her mouth, and I 



 

was holdin her bum cheeks apart with my hands and, boss, we 
got so deep inside her, our dicks practically touched, like two 
fingertips touching, y’know. That’s why they call it The E.T.’ 
He picks up his coffee cup, finds nothing in it, puts it down 
and picks up his paint brush instead.  

‘I see. Please tell me more.’ 
David folds his arms one way, then refolds them. ‘Listen, 

unless you’re not a fan of little blue pills, best advice I ever 
heard for spicing up your marriage is to hire her one of them 
male entertainers – that is, if you’ve got the money.’ 

‘Tell me. Tell me what I must do.’ 
 

* 
Suna comes up the driveway and Thomas shuts down the 

Wikipedia entry on youth culture and the How to Rekindle 
Your Marriage webpage. Suna meets Thomas at the island in 
the middle of their kitchen.  

She tugs the bill of Thomas’s cap without kissing him. 
‘What happened to your moustache? Why is the sink full of 
hair?’ She looks down at whatever he’s put on his feet, then 
fingers his black tank top. ‘How much was this?’ 

He hands her a chardonnay. ‘$59.99. It was on special.’ 
‘A pension’s for spending, I suppose. God knows you 

could use a little pocket money. Goodness gracious, we got 
through a lot today – tonight’s dining pleasure is…?’ 

‘I didn’t cook.’ 
‘Okay, time out. D’you want to just stop a moment and 

tell me why you’re wearing a silly cap? And you haven’t 
prepared supper? And sandals?’ 

‘Jandals. There’s a distinction.’ 
‘Are you trying to look ridiculous, or succeeding without 

trying? Seriously, have you not cooked? You have bugger-all 
to do each day. It’s not as if the University of Third Age is 
especially onerous, is it now.’  



 

‘Don’t diss U3A, Suna.’ 
‘Diss? No dinner? I’ve had a hard day, by anyone’s 

measure, and you’re doing this to me?’ 
Thomas takes his weight off the kitchen island, moves a 

$90 copper-bottomed pan out of his face and puts his hands 
on Suna’s waist. ‘I want to show you something, it’s, I mean, 
something in the bedroom, I mean, something downstairs.’ 

Suna withdraws her hips from his advancing crotch, grabs 
his wrists, leans her brow against his, grits her teeth and makes 
a vampirish face. ‘You are aware I’m flying out first thing for 
the summit?’ 

‘But – but I thought that was on the third?’ 
‘Tomorrow is the third. This is what happens when you 

don’t have a schedule in your life. There are two frozen meals 
in the freezer. You can operate a microwave in board shorts 
and – what is this – a Tapout singlet? And whatever that thing 
is under your belt that’s poking me? Get rid of it.’ 

They eat on the couch, which Suna usually doesn’t allow, 
and Thomas listens to her scoffing noises and gets a flash of 
the sad mature realtor woman’s mouth sucking and gagging 
on Joe’s wet balls and Thomas puts his plastic dish of Quiche 
In A Minute on the coffee table and shifts away from Suna.  

‘My moustache: do you think it’s stupid?’ 
‘Oh honey,’ she says, without looking away from the TV, 

‘Not that I have time for questions as inconsequential as this, 
but no. It’s part of you.’ 

‘I’m going to bed. You should come.’ 
Suna has Mysteries of the Lakes going on the TV and she’s 

responding to emails on her iPhone at the same time.  
‘Suun? Come to bed. I’d like to… show you. Something.’ 
‘Don’t be silly. Love you. G’night.’ 
Thomas finds the handbasin crowded with Suna’s 

foundation, her Bio-Oil, lipstick, mascara, bee-venom face 
mask, hair spray, sleeping pills, foundation, more lipstick – 



 

and tiny stainless steel scissors, in her cosmetics chest: good. 
He stares at the mirror hard and goes to work on his dirt-
coloured moustache, chopping out the grey and white bits 
firstly, listening to Suna’s TV show playing distantly in his 
ears. The sink becomes cluttered with tufts. Excellent. He 
pulls his Tapout singlet off hurriedly, hoping it’ll rip on his 
shoulders, if they’re sturdy enough. He tenses his arm as hard 
as he can and kisses his fingers. He draws a tribal tattoo 
around his bicep with green eye shadow.  

He sneaks a couple of Suna’s sleeping pills down his 
throat then digs out an Emirates airline sleep mask and covers 
his eyes and lies down on the California Superking bed with 
the 800-thread-count silver sheets  

‘We have to get away.’ Some God-like voice narrating tells 
him it’s Polly. He looks up – posters of planets, volcanoes. 
Science class. Her collar bone barely holds up a head 
swooning with desire. Her body is browner than ever, truly 
tropical. There must be two hundred seats between the lovers 
and the front of the class, where a teacher’s voice makes 
faraway sounds. The gap between the teacher and him and 
Polly is so far that the horizon curves. The blackboard is 
receding, and Polly is tugging him into the shadows at the 
back, past tubs of chemicals, past beakers and a Bunsen 
burner that’s aflame and he thinks: I have to tell someone.  

He watches Polly – agile, fluid, a child, a gazelle – move 
between towers of textbooks which start to topple on them.  
She pulls him into a closet stuffed with coats. They lose their 
way, quickly, and find themselves mashed amongst polyester 
and fur and she is sucking his nectar out. Her fingers are claws 
and she’s scratching his shoulder blades. One of her legs 
pushes between his; the other slides up his thigh, up over his 
hip, climbs his ribs, keeps rising.  

‘We have to hump,’ she says, struggling for air, hardly 
even looking at him, ‘I’m so itchy, you have to cum inside me.’  



 

The padding behind his back isn’t a coat room, it’s 
cushions on a 1970s couch, brown with an orange tartan 
pattern, but they’re sitting upright, backs straight, squeezing 
each other so tightly it’s as if their chests meld, and her dad’s 
coming home, they have to hurry, he has to slurp another litre 
of her saliva, this is the only time he’ll get to do this in his life, 
there is an electric eel doing cartwheels in his stomach and 
she’s saying Tommy, he’ll be here in 30 seconds, and tilting 
back she pulls a beige polo shirt over her head, but there 
aren’t nipples and flesh the colour of crisp unused cardboard 
underneath, there’s another shirt, and Tommy’s yanking shirt 
after shirt over her head, but the walls drip regret, there is no 
time for him to get out of the house, she’s sorry, Tommy, 
she’s his true love, this is the sexual sanctuary in the globe 
where she exists, but there’s just no time. Her dad’s pulling up 
the driveway and Tommy’s sprinting toward the source of all 
passion in all the universe, located in the dim brown recesses 
of this warehouse-sized cupboard of coats and Suna’s looking 
unimpressed and placing the breakfast tray on his chest more 
firmly than she needs to, to hurt him just a little bit, and the 
duvet looks like it’s been in a car wreck, and all of his pyjama 
buttons have come undone.  

And he has a thick, painful erection, tugging his blood 
away from his body.  

‘Thanks for the lift to the airport, sleepyhead,’ Suna says, 
‘My taxi’s here. Enjoy… whatever it is you’re doing today.’ 

‘Wait – you have to wait, Pol – Suna, I’ll drive you.’ He 
points his feet over the edge of the huge bed, waits for the 
ceiling to stop spinning. ‘A man can drop his wife at the 
airport, can’t he?’ 

‘Most men can, yes,’ she says, and disappears. 
 

* 
 



 

Jerking like robots under the black and white strobe light, 
Joe and David rub the bartender’s scalp and combine strange 
alcohols and rub powder on their gums and fiddle with their 
cigarette packets and it all seems normal to them, but Joe’s 
dad feels like he’s wearing a straightjacket, and his earplugs 
barely minimise the hammer-blows striking his skull. Thomas 
is hypnotised by the dancers in the nightclub, and he hardly 
moves, one hand always gripping the bar. Thomas feels like 
half of him is missing. He opens a browser on his phone, 
sends Suna a Gmail Hangouts invitation for eleven o’clock 
Wednesday night, Singapore time. Her conference runs during 
the day, only. At night she’ll be racing to complete all the tasks 
in her organiser, finishing around 10pm. She’ll shower, she’ll 
use that scrub of hers to take a little bit of exhaustion out of 
her jowls. Then, if he’s lucky, she’ll be available for some 
quick face time on her laptop before she realises she’s 
forgotten her sleeping pills and admits she’s exhausted.  

After half an hour of ignoring Thomas and yakking with 
Joe, David turns his back on the clubbers and shouts in 
Thomas’ ear, ‘YOU SURE YOU CAN HEAR OKAY? NOT 
TOO LOUD FOR YA?’ 

‘COME AGAIN?’ 
Thomas feels elbows stab his stomach, feels his toes 

stood on, smells a nearby heat lamp cooking someone’s hair. 
He watches the liquid in his so-called Jägerbomb shaking as 
the speakers boom. He tries to make sure he’s touching 
David’s sleeve at all times. Hazards are everywhere. There’s a 
gigantic Oriental man with a ponytail. Unattainable Girls with 
their chests squashed flat with tank tops tight as Glad Wrap.  

‘DAVE! D’YOU THINK A MAN WOULD BE HAPPY 
IF HE WAS IN A COMA? AND HE COULD 
EXPERIENCE DREAM SENSATIONS WITHOUT 
END?’ 



 

David nudges Joe towards his dad. Joe pretends he hasn’t 
been cringing the whole time. ‘SUP DAD. YOU COME 
HERE OFTEN?’ 

‘PARDON?’ 
‘LOVE YA THREADS, DAD.’  
Thomas checks his shorts for loose threads and finds 

none. Joe must be mistaken about the threads. Nice to hear 
his son speak, though. Thomas has been collecting everything 
Joe’s ever said since he was born.  

‘C’MERE. WE’LL GO OUTSIDE.’ 
He drags his father out onto a wet deck. Everyone is 

crowded under heat lamps, shielding cigarettes with their 
fingers. Joe notices a trio of Irish-looking girls with backpacks 
and shorts as tiny as knickers. One of the girls isn’t smoking, 
so Joe is putting a cigarette in front of her face and holding a 
lighter up, and she’s laughing and saying no, but then she’s 
craning her neck and sucking and smoke is coming out of her 
teeth and she’s stroking Joe’s arm. ‘Back later,’ Joe’s saying to 
the girl, ‘Gotta take care of the old man for a bit.’ Joe bows 
exaggeratedly and walks backwards, sliding perfectly into 
position on a bar stool by his father. 

‘Did you know that girl?’ 
‘Nope, but that ain’t stopping me from trying. You look 

retarded, truth be told, dad. Who let you buy these, anyhow?’ 
‘I went to Boardwalk Empire. Surfing apparel. I suppose 

you know of it. I’ve been reading an article by Nazreen Ali in 
National Geographic – a magnificent science journal – 
anyway, look, many flower petals have a yellow or orange hue, 
because orange stands out in the visible spectrum of 84% of 
species.’ 

Joe exhales smoke and finally makes eye contact. ‘Okay, 
you got me interested, dad, I love me some ginger girls, 
fuckin, Scottish, Irish, fuckin… from Dublin, or whatever. 
Couch surfers, backpackers, whatnot – berserk in the sack, all 



 

of them. Bonkers. They root like there’s no tomorrow.’ Joe 
puts a fresh smoke in his mouth, winks at the Irish girl, turns 
back to his dad, but doesn’t light up. ‘Easy come, easy go, 
though. I’d give anything for a decent wife, eh. Kinda thought 
about marrying this Thai chick from the internet at one point, 
tell you the truth. Don’t reckon I’ll ever get married, though.’ 

‘Can I have one of those?’ 
‘A smoke? Nuh-uh. You got too much to live for.’ 
‘Look: my marriage to your mother has cooled, I shan’t 

live much longer – I don’t care if it kills me, I’d like to try a 
cigarette. Just one.’ 

‘How do you know? Did something bad actually happen 
with mum?’ 

‘Well… Your friend David here advised me to organise a 
male escort to satisfy her, and I think that’s best for all 
parties.’ 

‘Just buy her some chocolates and pork her in fronta the 
fireplace, dad, Jesus. She’s your true love, man.’ 

‘It just sort of came to a stop, of its own inertia. The sex, I 
mean. It’s been years.’ 

‘Well start it again.’ 
‘And what if my true love is someone else, hmm?’ 
‘You’re dreaming. Honestly.’ 
Joe patiently holds his cigarette, unlit, as rain paints his 

neck. Joe has put his own pleasure to the side for the first time 
in 12 years to listen to his dad explain what’s upsetting him. 
Thomas has the podium. He wants to say he’s discovered in 
the underground river of sleep a current of the purest, 
strongest sensations in the universe, wants to say he’s found 
true love deep inside his own brain, wants to say that just 
when he thought his body may as well be hauled off to the 
dump, he’s discovered the most responsive, most passionate 
sexual partner imaginable, a female who actually craves him, 
but it would sound stupid, so he thanks Joe and Dave for a 



 

truly novel experience, tries to bow, clonks his head on an 
umbrella, scuttles to a taxi, drives to a vast, empty, climate-
controlled house populated with vases and swallows every last 
sleeping pill.  

  
* 

 
Thomas is wheeling a chair down a hospital corridor, 

being passed by large male nurses. In the chair is a woman 
with huge Bambi eyes and his cock points to her but she’s 
cradling two newborn babies, the word WRONG is painted 
on the No Smoking signs. She is a child. All these encounters, 
she’s been a child. You should not have come back here. Too 
many sweet things are bad for you. 

She is the embodiment of wrong, she is a golem made 
from his faults and she’s birthed little bastards and now he’s 
doomed to wheel her embarrassing, depleted body through his 
community, breathing shame, and the corridor keeps 
stretching longer and whiter, the unwanted babies are mewling 
and a word painted on the floor says DIRTY and a nurse 
leans toward Thomas and says plainly, ‘Open your eyes, boss,’ 
and she’s lying there in his California Superking bed with one 
foot pressed against the east wall and one foot on the west 
wall and her, her core, her vortex is inviting him in and it’s too 
easy and what did the nurse mean by Open your –  

Beem-beem-boom-boom-beem.   
Beem-beem-boom-boom-beem.   
‘Who’s there?’ 
He doesn’t recognise the light – something grey-violet, 

and the air is muggy. His ceiling fan is on. What year is it? 
Does he have work today? Anything to exist for? 

He stumbles through to the study, hating his floor-to-
ceiling shelves of Star Trek and TekWar books, his cabinet 



 

with the Bat’leth, his Yes posters. The objects that used to 
excite him. 

On the desk where he’s been trying to write a novel, his 
laptop is ringing loudly and behind the telephone icon is 
Suna’s impatient face. This is just another meeting to her. 

He presses the Accept Call button. ‘Is this real? I’s having 
the worst dream – I can’t express how it feels to see you. 
You’re really real? Sorry to quibble, it’s just – ’ 

‘Today we achieved breakthroughs in terms of knowledge 
acquisition and forged important relationships which were 
rather challenging, thanks so much for asking.’ Suna takes out 
her second earring. She’s already slipped into a black silk 
nightgown that matches her shiny black hair. She just has to 
wipe clear the whiteboard he can see behind her, on which 
she’s made presentation notes surrounding a graph, and then 
she can go to bed. Singapore’s a busy centre. It’s a place of 
hurried business. Suna belongs there. She’ll have no need for 
him. 

‘If you’re busy, I can – ’ 
‘It was you who made this appointment. Quickly now, 

Thomas: what’s this about? It’s four in the morning where you 
are. My sleeping pills have gone walkabout – have you seen 
them?’ 

He sighs, sucks back in the air he’s just spat out. His walls 
aren’t going to be broken down by the police when he does 
this. David’s not lurking out by the gate, waiting to mock him. 
Joe hasn’t installed secret cameras. Thomas is alone with his 
portal in a house that stinks of success.  

He stands so his waist is pointing toward the webcam, 
then tilts the camera until it perfectly captures the crinkly grey 
bits beneath his belly button. NaturalMarital.com said he needs 
to surprise her, said sparks won’t fly if he moves slowly, said if 
he shaves his pubic hair, his penis will appear more 
prominent, and he won’t have to spend a cent on surgery. 



 

Suna’s hypnotised, he hopes. The laptop screen is tilted down 
and his penis is occupying the camera, so he can’t see what’s 
happening down there, really, and with the screen busy 
capturing his penis as it inflates, Thomas can’t see Suna’s face 
react.  

Squeezing the laptop screen to keep his balance while his 
fist beats against his tummy, he can’t see whether she’s 
terminated the call, can’t see if she’s hurled herself out the 
window, mortified that she ever married this beast, but his 
contentment, his expression of himself, his usefulness, his life 
is resting on this succeeding. He can’t see if Suna is looking 
around the room, checking that her door’s locked, pressing 
her eye against the peephole. He can’t see if she’s muttering 
prayers to herself, pressing her eyes, cringing. He can’t see if 
she’s moving away from the camera or closer to it. 

When he’s close to finishing he pauses, leaving his penis 
hanging there, pulsing, twitching. He tilts the screen back until 
he sees Suna put her fingers on her nightie, pulling it down, 
revealing a single mauve nipple which he hasn’t seen in over a 
year. It is the rarest, most precious thing in existence. No one 
else in the galaxy will ever get to see Sunarshan Jagga, of the 
Board of Directors, stripped.   

‘Tommy,’ she gasps, drinking air, ‘Continue.’ 

 



 

 
1. 
Mel drives alongside the shoplifter as he sprints north up 

Rust Ave. The kid darts out in front of her car, looks 
surprised, pauses, wondering why he hasn’t been run over, 
and two women wearing LOSS PREVENTION caps almost 
catch up.  

The boy resumes sprinting and Mel cruises behind him, 
drawing almost parallel, just a couple metres behind the boy – 
well, a young man, 16 maybe, or 18, but the way he flees 
towards Mel makes him seem a boy. Perhaps the security 
guards will congratulate Mel for tailing the boy when they 
finally catch him. Perhaps she’ll help him flee. Mel doesn’t 
know why she’s tailing the shoplifter. She just doesn’t like to 
see a child chased.  

She expects the traffic lights to go red and the boy to 
sprint across the motorway and evaporate so she doesn’t have 
the opportunity to be a hero, but the light stays green for an 



 

unnaturally long time. Drive, the lights say, hurry, go get ’im. 
Mel and the security guards and the thief end up in a car park 
40 metres from an underpass running beneath the motorway. 
She knows even at a gentle 30 kays an hour she can catch up 
to him and block his escape. 

She toes her pedals till her car is doing 35, winds up her 
window for protection as she draws level with the human 
cheetah. He runs so fast that his shoes touch his own bum; 
she drives so slowly that she doesn’t even watch the road. His  
white t-shirt is billowing behind him. She notices how 
expensive-looking the acid-washed jeans are that the kid has 
stolen, with embroidered patterns and artificial rips. She 
studies the baseball cap the kid has on his head. She can 
almost read the price tag flapping out of the back of the cap.  

The car park ends and Mel draws her car up to the 
underpass 10 metres ahead of the boy. She blocks the escape. 
The boy slows his jog, rests his hands on the bonnet of her 
car, lets the fire out of his lungs.  

The security guards arrive 18 seconds after the boy has 
paused to kick off the clothes he’s stolen. The stolen jeans are 
inside-out around his ankles when the women reach him and 
stand over him. Mel can see a security beacon hanging down 
where the boy’s diddle should be, and she wonders if that 
diddle has experienced freedom, wonders how much sex the 
boy has had. She wants him to have used his beautiful body 
before he’s put away. 

A police car arrives three minutes after the security ladies 
have surrounded the boy. The boy doesn’t bother moving his 
feet as the police drag him. His high, fluffy basketball shoes 
get scraped, and Mel feels a pinch. His mother paid for those 
shoes, probably, and they’re getting ruined, scuffed. Mel wants 
to take care of the poor boy’s shoes. 

When the police have the boy handcuffed in the back of 
their car and they’ve interviewed the security guards, they 



 

squeeze Mel’s shoulders to say thanks. They couldn’t have 
caught him without her help. The police tell news reporters 
about it. On the TV, the radio, local newspapers, they call Mel 
a hero.   

 
2. 
Mel folds some of the kindergarten laundry on her lap 

while she listens to the news on the car radio. Two days have 
passed quickly. The hero-thing is all she’s thought about. The 
thief was denied bail swiftly, and the boy’s second appearance, 
in which he is to enter a plea, has come up already. It’s not 
even been a week.  

Desmond Filipo Lani, 17, who was pursued by a good 
Samaritan who blocked his escape after the aggravated 
robbery of a sporting-goods store during which he is alleged 
to have attacked security guards, has entered a Not Guilty 
plea. Court Report understands Mrs Melanie Cordes, who 
Deputy Commissioner of Police Angus March called a hero 
for her part in an all-female apprehension of the offender, was 
not present at today’s –   

‘Miss,’ Mel mutters, ‘Not Missus, it should be.’ 
Mrs Cordes told police she saw she a male fleeing after 

committing the aggravated robbery during rush hour on 
August Seven, and –   

‘THAT’S NOT WHAT I SAID. IT BETTER NOT’VE 
BEEN.’ Mel headbutts the steering wheel. She is late to work 
and out of cat biscuits for Miss Kitty and this laundry 
should’ve been folded before she left the house, plus she still 
has to squeeze the police into her day. 

Mel unlocks her cellphone, decides to call in sick.  
‘Just go,’ her manager says, her voice stroking Mel’s ears. 

‘Take the day. Take two. You’ve earned it.’ 



 

Mel parks a half mile from the police station. The long 
walk starts to burn off some of the guilt about getting the boy 
captured. 

The person on reception says he recognises her from the 
news, says he’s seriously stoked to meet a hero. He fetches a 
young policeman with a trim ginger beard and biceps like 
thick loaves of bread, who guides her into an interview room.  

The police officer slaps a manila folder against the wall 
and doesn’t close the door. He doesn’t even sit down.   

‘Cheers for coming in, don’t needa take a seat. Congrats 
again on helping nail this boy. You’re here to, what, ask about 
your witness statement or something?’ 

‘I was thinking of changing a few things... .’ 
‘You lied to police? That what you’re telling me?’ He 

looks away, looks back. ‘Look, the statement’s good to go. 
You can sign it or don’t but it doesn’t make a difference to the 
words.’ 

‘Oh. Um, on the radio just now, it said that I said that I 
saw him do an abrogated robbery? I just wanted to clear that 
up.’ 

‘It’s aggravated if you assault someone while you’re 
robbing a place. Do you disagree?’ 

‘But he only shoulder-barged the security people, I heard?’ 
‘So you’re an expert on what constitutes assault?’ 
‘Sorry, I guess I’d just like to know what the little boy’s 

facing. Someone said 10 years? On the news?’  
The cop waggles the folder, opens it, tugs one piece of 

paper, peels off the Sign Here sticker, clicks the pen for her. 
‘More like 12 years is likely, on a second strike.’ 

‘What was the first strike?’ 
‘First strike’s the aggrob, second strike’s knocking the 

security guard down, which is an assault. Two strikes in one 
incident’s not unusual. So: your autograph, if you don’t mind.’ 



 

Mel pulls her handbag up her shoulder and grins 
apologetically. ‘I’m confused… I need to do one of those 
lineups, I think.’ 

The policeman taps the Sign Here sticker. ‘I can’t afford 
to spend much more time discussing this.’ 

‘I didn’t see him assault those ladies.’ 
‘Good thing the ladies saw it themselves then. Thanks for 

coming by.’ 
Mel peers around the door frame to check whether other 

people are as concerned as she is. There are a grandmother 
and granddaughter waiting at reception. Real crime victims. 
Non-time-wasters.  

‘I mean, if he hasn’t entered a plea, they were saying on 
the radio that – I’ve – I’m on shift in 19 minutes, I think it’d 
be best if I was to… to do this later. I need to think, I think, 
ha ha.’ 

He takes a ten-second phone call, says he’s on his way, 
walks Mel through the sliding doors out into the wind.  

‘We can still prosecute without your witness statement,’ 
the policeman says, ‘There was heroes before you came along 
and there’ll be heroes after you fuck off. Have a nice day.’  

 
3. 
Mel tiptoes into the rear row of seats for the third court 

appearance of Desmond Filipo Lani. She admires the 
courtroom’s woodwork and coats of arms. The paper said the 
boy has twice appeared and been denied bail. The paper also 
said the two security guards who gave chase, Mrs Jolisa 
Grimes and Mrs Sonia Mana, have become an internet 
sensation, septuagenarians who chased down a bank robber. 
The boy’s a bank robber, now, apparently. 

Mel asks a wrinkly, spotty Asian-ish woman in the row 
behind her what Corrections custody means. Department of 
Corrections custody is different to police custody, the woman 



 

says in secondhand English. When you’re remanded in 
Corrections custody, you go to a remand prison and they mix 
you with the general population because police cells are just 
for overnights and there’s nowhere else to put you. They mix 
up the ages; youths and adults share cells. Doesn’t matter if 
you’re later found Not Guilty.  

‘Do they pay you compensation?’  
The brown woman draws away.  
‘That’s your son, though, if you don’t mind me asking? 

The robber guy, I mean not that he robbed… Desmond? He’s 
your baby boy?’ 

‘Philip,’ the old brown woman says with a proud smile. 
Filipino, Mel decides. Gotta be Filipino. ‘Philly, he is my 
grandson,’ the woman explains. 

His name is called, a guard lifts a trapdoor in the floor and 
Desmond Filipo Lani steps up into the dock, blinking, tugging 
the collar of his black t-shirt toward his eyes. 

There is 20 minutes of the prosecutor taking papers from 
the police administrator and handing the papers to old court 
staff, who mutter and jiggle their spectacles. They even spend 
a few minutes gossiping and laughing and squeezing each 
other’s shoulders. Then a man in robes takes off his glasses 
and yawns and takes a 20-second gulp of coffee. Mel hears 
him swallow through the speakers. 

The judge asks the young man what name he wants to be 
addressed by. Desmond Filipo Lani says ‘Phil, sir.’ 

‘Do you understand the charges presented against you?’ 
‘Aw, nah, sir.’ 
‘I suggest you have a word with your counsel, then, and 

return when you do. I’ll know where to find you.’ The judge 
closes the lid of his laptop. ‘Hereby remanding Lani in 
Corrections custody. Everybody else remain, please.’ 

Philip strokes the box of polished wood he’s standing in 
and makes eye contact with his lawyer, a very young, brown-



 

haired and freckled woman, well, girl, really. Mel asks Phil’s 
mum who the lawyer is, gets her name, Bree Bielawski, and 
Googles her. The lawyer’s mobile number has eight digits 
after the 027. The girl –tight skin, skinny neck - can’t have had 
a mobile phone for more than a couple of years. She’s half a 
child herself.  

A guard barks at him and Phil retreats to the corner of the 
dock. They lift a trapdoor and push Phil into a pit of concrete 
painted white, stainless steel panels, dangling naked light 
bulbs. Mel hears the boy say, ‘But I’s supposed to phone–  ’ 
and then the metal trapdoor closes on him, donnng. 

Mel half gets out of her chair. She wants to pull Phil out 
of his hole. 

The judge types slowly on a laptop with two fingers, 
squinting. ‘Miss Bielawski, an observation: if your client’s 
intending to plead Not Guilty, it signals to me that he hasn’t 
been communicated the consequences of such a plea. 
Sentencing provisions for people who don’t plead guilty early 
allow for 50 percent on top of the standard first sentence, 
taking time served on a typical aggrob from four years up to 
six, maybe even seven, not to mention the mandatory extra 
five years which comes with a second strike. Food for 
thought, no?’ 

Bree Bielawski, teen lawyer, holsters her bag, shifts a piece 
of paper to one side. ‘I will urge my client to consider his plea 
carefully. I do appreciate what the prosecution’s put on the 
table for us.’  

Bree Bielawski folds her briefcase up and locks it. ‘We’ve 
had some issues with the Hospitality Licensing Board which, 
ah, won’t testify that Derrick is an apprentice chef if he’s not 
at training next week. I wish Probation would just accept the 
bail address with his mother that I – ’ 

‘Desmond, not Derrick.’ 
‘ – the bail address that Derrick put forward.’ 



 

‘Another week in remand won’t hurt him.’  
Bree Bielawski is frowning at something on her cellphone 

screen. ‘Totally agree, your honour.’ 
‘I’ll pray for you,’ Mel blurts, half-standing. Her voice is 

weak and doesn’t reach the boy. She hardly hears herself.  
 
4. 
The kids Sellotape a Wonder Woman cape to Mel’s back. 

Mel wheels her chair into the centre of the rug, tells her itsy 
bitsy teeny weeny cuddly kindergarten caterpillars she’s sorry 
she was away for a couple of hours. She had to clean up the 
mess a very naughty boy made, she tells them. ‘You’re a hero, 
Miss Mel,’ they tell her. Being a hero doesn’t feel any different 
to an ordinary day, Mel tells her class. She hasn’t become 
Captain Mel or anything, hee-hee. The children don’t laugh 
like they are meant to. Mel had been proud of ‘Captain Mel’ 
when she thought the name up. Mrs Gwizo interrupts Mel 
with her thick Zimbabwe accent and talks about cops and 
robbers and how Mel is pretty much an honorary police gal. 
Mel tries to say robber isn’t technically accurate, the police 
have made a mistake, but she can’t think of the right word to 
describe what the kid has done. The Business Association had 

been losing $15,000 a month in thefts, the news said, an 

average of $100 of merchandise stolen from each affected 
retailer in the CBD each month. Ten packs of Cokes stolen 
here, three t-shirts stolen there, and lots of mobile phones, 
and always baseball caps. 

‘… This umntwana, he is face of evil, and boys and girls: 
our Wonder Woman, how do you say in English, she 
apprehend him,’ Mrs Gwizo tells the kids, ‘And he was 
privilege, this is what get me.’ 

Three boys stick up their hands together and say Hero! 
Hero! Wonder Woman!  



 

Mel claps and tries to change the subject. ‘No, oh God 
no, I’m not a hero, ha ha. Have you guys got any questions 
about, er, about stealing? ’Cause I’ve gotta heat up those 
cheese toasties, unless – ’ 

‘Was he scary, Miss Mel? The wobber?’ 
Mel pinches the bridge of her nose. ‘Firstly it shouldn’t be 

a robbery charge, it should be theft, they didn’t have to chase 
him, kids, and if you’re ever in that situation, um…’ 

Mrs Gwizo squeezes Mel’s thick, tense neck muscles. ‘Ten 
year in prison, he will have. This streets will be safe.’ 

Dallas, the boy with the cow eyes, puts his hand up. 
Dallas says 10 years is aaages.  

Maryjane, the office manager, approaches with two cups 
of frothy coffee, the good stuff, from the expensive Moccona 
jar. ‘Did you see on the Grapevine? About the civic heroes 
parade? Mayor wants you there. You’re famous, babe.’ 

 
 
5. 
Desmond Filipo Lani is brought up from the dungeon. 

He looks around the courtroom to find his lawyer and tries to 
get her attention, but she’s trying to get a phone call out of her 
ear. There is new muscle around Philly’s neck. Yannick had 
muscle like that. Yannick told Mel he scaled mountains and 
herded sheep all the time in Switzerland. He said he had a 
Masters in Business Administration and Diploma in ICT, yet 
he stole patio tables and planks of fancy deck timber and 
stockpiled it in her garage and sold it for a few hundred 
dollars a month and didn’t pay any board money to Mel. 
Yannick told her it was ridiculous that he was just using her to 
get a passport. Yannick hadn’t got Mel pregnant just to secure 
citizenship, he said. Yannick tipped backwards on the bed, 
crushed Mel’s shoulders with his hardwood fingers and did 
that thing boys do at the gym, bench-pressing, raising Mel’s 



 

feathery body then bringing her down. Yannick needed to 
spend four hours a day at the gym, he used to tell her. It was 
impossible for him to have a day job, considering his schedule. 
How could she even ask such a thing?  

As soon as the passport-shaped courier bag arrived on the 
doorstep, Yannick left. He didn’t even open it to double-
check that it was his passport. He kissed the passport-shaped 
rectangle and just left. He didn’t kiss Mel.  

Mel pinches herself awake. The value of the items 
Desmond Filipo Lani stole are being read to the court by an 
Indian prosecutor with an English accent. The jeans the young 

man stole are worth $69. The cap was $39.99.  
Bree Bielawski doesn’t dispute the aggravated robbery 

charge, the value of the items or the refusal to bail Phil out of 
his cold cell where he does endless push-ups. She doesn’t 
contradict the prosecution, but she does find some 
commendations she’s noted on her phone, some positive 
things about the boy. ‘He’s extremely talented at something 
called beatboxing, also snooker,’ Bree Bielawski is saying from 
her little desk behind a low wooden rail around her, separating 
her from the boy she’s meant to save. ‘What I’d like to ask for 
is a sentence taking into account that this is a first offence– ’ 

‘It’s NOT his first offence, you know that as well as I do, 
Ms Beerliski. A second strike is a second strike, whether one is 
15 or 55.’ This judge is different – it’s now a woman-judge, an 
old, sharp woman with caramel skin and bright pink lipstick. 
‘As for this “beatboxing,” I can’t say I’m impressed with 
boxing as a choice of sport for someone facing violent 
charges.’  

‘ – first offence my client is pleading not guilty to, your 
honour, although we’re extremely keen to negotiate a 
sentence, were my client to plead guilty. And beatboxing isn’t 
boxing, it’s… music, or something? I don’t know.’  



 

Mel shuffles along her bench and asks two old unshaven 
men wearing hoodies what happened to the other judge who 
was ruling on Phil’s case.  

‘Judges work shifts, man.’  
‘YOU THREE.’ The judge – and prosecutor, and 

defence, and three uniformed police, and six security guards – 
are staring at her. ‘DON’T TALK OVER ME. NOR 
UNDER ME, FOR THAT MATTER.’ 

‘I beg your pardon,’ Mel says, ‘I was just sorta wondering, 
your honour, like, what happened to Phil’s last judge?’ 

‘Phil?’ 
‘The defendant, I mean.’ 
Bree the defence lawyer is squinting at Mel, trying to 

figure out how and why someone is pretending to care for her 
client.  

‘Sorry again, it’s just his grandma’s not even here, it’s just 
something to consider when you’re, y’know, doing your thing. 
Sorry, it’s just, your honour, I’m, like, a witness? My name’s 
Mel Cordes. I think I’m on the list?’  

The judge nods and pats her bench impatiently. ‘You’re 
likely not a witness because there’s probably not going to be 
any trial if Mr Lani places a sensible plea and speeds this 
whole process up. Now, what you did in apprehending the 
offender was really commendable, Ms Cordes, and I’m glad 
you’re here. But you must let me proceed.’ 

When the session is ending without progress and 
Desmond Filipo Lani is being remanded back into the 
dungeon for the fourth time, he gives his lawyer a thumbs-up, 
and Bree Bielawski calls out, ‘Hold up! We’re going guilty, 
your honour. I have the signal.’ 

‘I believe that’ll save a lot of people a lot of work,’ says 
the judge. She glances at Phil, hovering beside his guard. ‘We 
don’t need you for this part, Derrick.’ 

The trapdoor clangs shut. 



 

 
6.  
Phil has a father named Cody Carmel. It was hard to find 

the Carmels on Facebook, but Mel was determined. She’d lost 
Yannick, but she wouldn’t lose this boy.  

The bus stops metres from the Carmel family home. Mel 
hugs her packet of grocery vouchers to her bosom and tiptoes 
through the Carmels’ lawn. In the waist-high grass there’s an 
empty bourbon bottle touching a little girl’s bicycle.  

‘I’ve got something really important I want to tell your 
family,’ she says to a 14-year-old wearing Bob Marley boxer 
shorts who answers the door. ‘Is this the home of Desmond 
Lani?’ 

‘The fuck?’ 
‘Isn’t he Cody Carmel’s son?’ 
‘Awww.’ The 14-year-old scratches a stick-on tattoo on 

his neck. Or maybe it’s not a stick-on. ‘Philly, you mean. Nah, 
he’s doin a lag.’ 

‘But that’s what I’m trying to prevent. Look, is he here, 
the boy’s father?’ 

‘Heapsa niggas is here. They’re all out back.’ 
The boy saunters down the dark hallway. Tip-toeing after 

him, pressing the strap of her handbag into her shoulder, Mel 
detects the mouthwashy smell of bathroom and goes in. She 
takes out her lipstick and eyebrow pencil and makes her face 
good enough for this family.  

The deck out back is half-shaded by an umbrella of brittle 
canvas. There’s a sagging carport, sheets of corrugated iron, a 
pile of broken windscreen glass, puddles. There are 12 people 
sitting around a barbecue perched on a stack of tyres. They’re 
cooking bundles of tin foil. It stinks of seafood. 

There’s a man in a white singlet with a silver ponytail, 
several women in black jeans and bikini tops, two beefy twin 



 

teens with arms as thick and shapeless as dog roll. Everyone 
has a black can and a cigarette. 

Mel is here to spread a gentle balm on the wounded 
family.  

‘Guys, hey, I’m Mel. From court. I looked after – well, I 
tried to look after, um… Phil, if that’s how you call him?’ 

‘Have a seat, girl.’ The silver ponytail man leans as far as 
he can across the barbecue pit, and extends a yellow packet 
and a lighter. ‘Smoke?’ 

‘No, I can’t stay, look – ’ 
‘Drink?’ A teen tosses a black can at Mel. 
‘Y’know I’m gonna sue? The police. I have to explain, 

look, sorry, I’m Melanie Cordes, I’m not a witness, I want to 
make that clear, I saw everything that happened to Desmond, 
the cops wanted me to sign a witness statement but I said no, 
look this whole thing is – ’ 

‘Sit, girl, sit. We’re havin us a celebration.’ Cody Carmel, 
the silver ponytailed elder, kicks a beer crate at Mel. Her back 
creaks as she lowers herself onto it. She plays with the can of 
alcohol that’s clearly important to the culture of these people.  

‘Celebration? I don’t understand.’ 
‘It’s not a bad lag, eh. Pretty fuckin lucky. Might buy me a 

Lotto this arvo.’ 
‘Lag? In prison? He hasn’t been sentenced yet, though.’ 
‘Half an hour ago he got sent up. Thought you’da been 

there burning your bra or something.’ Everyone laughs and 
some of them spit and suck their cigarettes. ‘Philly’s lawyer 
didn’t even know, eh. She was like a whole hour late to court 
’cause they notified the wrong email address or some 
computer cock-up.’ 

‘But this’ll ruin him...?’ 
‘Nah, he texted me. Said not to sell his Hot Wheels cars. 

Said it’s all good with the lag. Out in six years, maybe.’ 



 

‘Shot for your effort anyway, lady,’ says a child in a 
wheelchair. ‘Did he tell you to come see his fams?’ 

‘He didn’t, no.’ She reaches inside her handbag, checks 
that the grocery vouchers are still in there. ‘I just assumed…’ 

‘He got starred up, it’s all G, he’s doin awesome,’ says a 
thuggish fat girl wearing a bandana like a party hat. ‘Shot for 
gettin him that.’ 

‘Starred up? What’s that?’ 
‘They promote you if you kick up enough ruckus.’ 
‘Oh thank heavens, a promotion.’ Mel drops her handbag 

to the glassy, sticky earth and slumps. ‘I’m relieved. So he’s 
got a better cell or…?’ 

‘Nah, pro-mote-ed, G. Got sent to adult prison, y’know, 
proper prizz. Got patched, too, he’s mobbed up all the way 
now. You should see the ink on ’im.’ 

‘He’s gonna look fuckin AWEsome, time he gets out,’ 
says one of the beefy twins. ‘I wish I had me a patch.’ 

Mel opens her handbag and dumps the grocery vouchers 
out and says Thanks for the drink and clutches her handbag 
tightly as she scurries off the deck and marches down the 
cloudy hallway, reeking of smoke, its ceiling black with mould.  

Bob Marley Boxers sticks his head out of the door of his 
bedroom. ‘Hold up, miss.’ 

‘WHAT IS IT?’ Mel snorts snot and tears back inside her 
face. ‘I don’t know why I bothered coming. I – I thought you 
people would be grateful.’ 

The boy squints at her in puzzlement as he guides her 
down the steps, off the front porch. ‘Just wanted to say, miss: 
I’ll pray for ya.’ 

He closes the door behind her.  



 

 
  
Amberly comes to stay at our place, arriving on a bus, like 

a poor, disorganised skank, and Sandy goes to pick her up. 
Sandy’s my missus. 

Amberly’s man left her not long ago and she reckons her 
life is ruined and she’s needing a weekend of cocktails and 
complaining to cheer her up, right, Amberly being my wife’s 
oldest friend. Now, Amberly’s man used to break her fingers 
every so often, and even worse, his surfcasting rod was only a 
ten-footer which is pathetic, but he was a b-l-o-k-e BLOKE. 
Since he’s doin a lag, Amb has gone and shacked up with 
some female impersonator, an amateur tranny by the name of 
Azalea who I’m told I’m supposed to be ‘nicer than usual’ to 



 

because “She’s still getting used to herself.” Paaa-thetic. 
Sounds to me like her family was right to exile her, I mean 
him, or whatever. I just so happen to know Azalea is not the 
transvestite’s real name, however. Nothing gets past this guy.  

So anyway the ole trouble ‘n strife takes two hours to pick 
Ambs up then grab some boxes of wine on the way home 
meaning I have to fetch my owns cupsa tea and it’s a bit of a 
fuckin inconvenience seein as it’s a holiday weekend and I’m 
tryna get as many renovations done as possible before I go 
back to work and I could use a proper man to help me round 
the place. There’s treating the deck for borer, shifting a 
boulder, digging post holes for me new fence, hosing out 
Scruffy’s kennel, putting new disc rotors in the truck. I hated 
my old man, but the cunt was right: you should keep up with 
renos, ’cause your home’s not a walled castle – your home’s a 
cathedral, worked on by father and son for generations, a 
sanctuary, a place you invite people into to witness the 
magnificence of the 268 tiles you personally stuck onto the 
bathroom walls. Grouting, too. Cunts’d better appreciate the 
fuckin tiles or they’ll get a tile around the fuckin head. 

Anywho, so wifey rocks into the driveway in the Range 
Rover with Amberly riding shotgun and I can see Ambi’s still 
sporting them incredible lips. She’s got two rings in her mouth 
now insteada the one. Her mouth pretty much calls out 
‘GETCHA BLOWJOBS HERE.’ 

I stick me spade into the soil, wipe me brow, whip out a 
can of deodorant and give the armpits a quick squirt. It’s 
important to smell alright on the off-chance Ambs will go 
down on me, as payment, y’know, payment for stayin at our 
safe house. 

Anyway, I squirt the hose on me gummies to let the Red 
Band brand show through. It’s important to let folks know 
you can afford top-quality gummies. I’m opening the boot to 
haul their luggage into the house and make the ole latissimus 



 

muscles flex on me back when I spy this clump of pink hair in 
the back seat and I think, Ho-leee smoke – that there’s Azalea. 
As in, Amberly’s new love interest. As in an otherwise normal 
bloke who tapes his willy down. Okay, whatevs, good luck to 
ya, I mean Dennis Rodman was a top-notch basketballer and 
also a crossdresser, no hard feelings there, this is the 21st 
century, but I realise Azalea’s sitting in the backseat of the car 
and I’m like haaang on a minute. A real man would call 
shotgun and not take the bitch seat. Dressin like a woman is 
one thing, but being treated like one? Fark orf. 

Azalea doesn’t get out of the car too quick, meaning I do 
all the heavy lifting of the bags. I’m happy to flex, but this 
homo invader wearing the faggy tight t-shirt should at least 
offer to help. I’m a good host, show some gratitude, y’know? 

So Amb gets out of the car and it creaks as it rises, ’cause 
she’s put a bitta weight on what with the depression and all, 
and I give her a cuddle and enjoy the sensation of those thick 
bee-stung lips on my cheek, lips with just a bit of crusty skin 
on them ’cause she’s always dehydrated from partying ’cause 
her baby stresses her out. Bubs is in the backseat, beside 
Azalea, and Amb fetches her baby boy, and my wife and her 
gasp and giggle and I can’t get a word in edgeways. It’s like 
they haven’t even noticed the trim of fresh paint I put on the 
eaves of the garage roof. 

The ladies come into the kitchen for a cuppa and Azalea’s 
lagging behind like a bitch, head down, texting away. One 
more annoyance and that’ll be all my tolerance used up. 

The third strike comes straight away: Azalea’s shoulders 
are wider than mine, like as if Azalea might actually have some 
decent strength if he/she stood like a man. The man’s got 
some height on him, I mean her, and I’m thinkin, okay, if the 
actual Dennis Rodman came here, I’d crack him open a 
bourbon, but this thing here? Utter waste of a good basketball 
body.  



 

Staring at these 2.5 women cooing over the baby, I stick 
the jug under the tap and decide then and there to call Azalea 
not He, not She – I’ll call it It. It’s probably got mixed gonads 
under that miniskirt, anyway. Half dick, half dyke. 

I give everyone the tour of the tiles and the Venetian 
blinds I put up, then I leave Amb to sit at the kitchen table 
and sob over her heartbreak while she smashes back our 
Chinese leftovers, the noodles leaving streaks of oil on her 
chin. She’s always failing her drug tests at work, getting kicked 
out of flats, going to the A&E with her baby, getting her dole 
payments suspended, that woman. If she didn’t have them 
blowie lips, she’d have nothing going for her.  

After the tour of the goldfish pond that I put in myself, I 
stand in front of my guests and size up Its body. 

‘So Damian, you handy with a spade?’ 
Azalea opens Its mouth to me for the first time, and a 

whispery British poofy kinda accent comes outta Its mouth. 
‘It’s Azalea. Damian is history.’ 

‘But Damian’s your real name,’ I go, and raise my heels a 
little bit, stepping up on the balls of my feet. Took some 
serious detective work finding out the Damian thing. It was 
hard to guess Sandy’s Facebook password, but Yours Truly 
pulled off some Mission: Impossible stuff right there. 

‘You said something about a spade?’  
‘Got some post holes need digging.’ 
While I uncover the truth, Sandy digs our nicest bong out 

and opens the doors to the patio and pours the teas and takes 
some board games to put on the outside table. 

‘You gonna help me in the yard or not? Can’t have three 
against one.’ 

‘Against one what?’ 
‘One normal person.’ 
Azalea doesn’t know what to do except laugh, look away 

and stroke Its fingers. ‘I’ve forgotten my hardhat, ha ha, but I 



 

guess if you want someone to help… I haven’t used a spade in 
a long time.’ It goes towards the front doorstep and takes a 
gander at my perfectly mown back yard with the 18mm 
Bermuda grass. ‘Looks like the girls are setting up Cluedo. Can 
we do it after? Or tomorrow?’ 

‘Cluedo’s too hard and the girls is useless, you don’t 
wanna be like that,’ I go, ‘S’just you and me.’ I press a hoe into 
Azalea’s hand. ‘C’mon, then. You’d be used to hoeing, am I 
right?’ I punch it in the shoulder and it rocks in its heels. 

I have it fill a wheelbarrow with gravel from tray of the 
ute and spread it across the driveway. It keeps wasting time 
smoothing down its skirt every time it bends over. I have it 
use a line trimmer on that big weedy patch by the letterbox 
and it wobbles in its platform shoes. It chips a fingernail after 

I tell it to shift a big river stone outta the way of my $400 
chainsaw blade as I’m chopping this two metre pine stump 
out. It holds the jagged fingertip up to the sun and stares at it 
sadly before slumping its head down. 

‘Might wanna tie ya hair up, precious,’ I tell it, ‘Wouldn’t 
want it getting caught in the blade.’ 

‘Oh I’m sure you wouldn’t mind if everyone sliced their 
hair off and became skinheads,’ Azalea goes, still using that 
posh accent. 

I watch its foundation makeup dribble and run, revealing 
little patches of the man behind the poof. I watch it wipe its 
lipstick on the back of its hand. I make it crawl up the rickety 
ladder while I hold the base of the ladder on the paving stones 
I’ve carefully laid against the garage just in time for the girls 
arriving. You build a cathedral for cunts, cunts oughta respect 
it.  

As it climbs the ladder, I stare up inside its skirt. Azalea’s 
got on black knickers with a bit of lace on the frills. It looks 
tight in there, and warm. ‘Oi.’  



 

Azalea looks down. I waggle a can of this real noxious 
paint stripper. There’s some wrong-tinted paint I want to get 
off the garage roof ’cause it’s too close to the new coat I done 
on the eaves. I don’t wanna do the job meself. The stripper 
smells bad, like bleach or something. ‘Reckon you can scrape 
some paint off for me?’ 

‘Ummm…. Maybe? That stuff blinds you if you get it in 
your eyes. Get it on your fingers, you’ll never have to worry 
about fingerprints again so… yeah. Nah. Sorry.’ 

‘God you’re a lazy waste of a fuckin man. I’s hoping we 
could move that big-arse basalt boulder a few metres into the 
rock garden. Can’t do it meself.’ Azalea doesn’t say nothing 
back for some reason. After ages of awkward silence, I shout 
up, ‘No one ever helps me in the yard, y’know.’ 

‘Can’t imagine why that could possibly be,’ Azalea goes. 
When the sun’s got low and clouds’ve gone dark and It 

comes down with the bucket of Rust-b-Gone and the bad 
nails it’s pulled out of the garage roof, it stands in the shade 
under the garage awning, tipping its head back into the cool 
darkness, hands over its face, making small noises, cream-
coloured droplets running off its chin and peppering the 
pavers with little black circles. It punches its right fist into its 
left a couple times and its fist makes a helluva twack. 

I toe the bottom rung of the ladder, watching Azalea’s 
shoulders hunch up and scrape its ears as it shudders. ‘Er, 
listen, you don’t have to cry, that’s about enough work for 
today so it’s beer o’clock for me and… You a beer man? Shit, 
I mean, not man, I mean – ’ 

‘I AM NOT CRYING. I HAVE SINUSITIS. IT’S 
AGGRAVATED BY POLLEN WHEN LAWNS ARE 
OVERRUN BY DAISIES. And roof gutters, if they’re not 
cleaned out.’ 

‘Pol – overrun? Listen, mate, this here’s a perfect lawn, 
and before you – ’ 



 

‘“Mate”, am I?’ It blinks and wipes its cheeks, leaving 
streaks in the dust on its face. Its makeup is all gone ’cause I 
made it sweat so hard with work. ‘From what I understand 
about how you treat your guests, you’ve very few mates.’ 

The sun’s almost down and I can smell boiling water. The 
Perla potatoes’ll be done in a mo. I hope Sandy’s done the 
bacon right. ‘I got shitloadsa friends and I don’t need 
another,’ I tell it. 

‘Then stop calling me MATE, mate.’ 
I flex my shoulders a couple times, in case I hafta knock 

some respect into this he-she. ‘You’re a waste, y’know that? 
An actual waste. You coulda been epic at basketball, body like 
that.’ 

‘Oh, fuck basketball.’ Azalea spits on my paving stone. I 
stare at the hoik, analysing the snot content of the spit bubble, 
working out how offended to be and wondering if I should 
uppercut it or give it a Glasgow kiss. ‘And how DARE you 
say I’m a waste. You don’t know me, motherfucker.’ 

I go and get the garden hose and squirt the snot off my 
Tuscan Terracotta 45mm paver then wash up and take my 
gummies off.  

‘Amberly said something about you, as a matter of fact,’ it 
goes, following me. ‘I know you’re interested in how she looks 
at you.’ 

‘Well fuckin tell me.’ 
‘She said you’ve scared off every single one of her 

previous boyfriends. You’re even nastier than that nasty boy 
in jail for beating her.’ 

I stand there staring, mouth open like a goldfish for a 
good 10 seconds, then I mumble, ‘Supper time’ and mosey 
over to join everyone on the deck. 

 
* 
 



 

We eat bacon and taters under the five metre sail I 
installed meself.  Almost as soon as I start eating, I realise I’ve 
forgotten to piss. I go and take one of those hot, thick, painful 
yellow pisses you do when you haven’t pissed in four hours. I 
come back to the deck tightening my belt in fronta everyone, 
pointing my crotch at Ambs mostly, ’cept she pretends not to 
notice ’cause she’s jiggling her baby on her knees. 

‘Y’know what’s the best sensation in the world, part from 
some bee-stung lips on your cock?’ I go, directing my words at 
Azalea. ‘The best sensation in the world’s pissing standing up. 
You’re missing out, my friend.’ 

‘Thanks for the update, friend,’ Azalea goes, gobbling some 
of the bacon I’ve paid for with me own sweat and hard 
labour. ‘Actually I do pee standing up.’ 

‘Why on earth would ya do that? Sandy: eat ya potatoes.’ 
‘Hwy? Because I’m a man. You’ve been saying as much all 

afternoon.’ Its fork is shaking in its hand. Sandy gets up and 
takes everyone’s plates and starts loading the cutlery in the 
dishwasher that I paid for with 20 hours of time-and-a-half. 

‘You’re a man, now? News to me, mate. Well why you 
dressin like a woman?’ 

‘I identify as both male and female. Any other questions, 
mein führer?’ 

I look to Sandy. ‘Translate.’ 
‘I’m not getting involved,’ Sandy goes, taking the baby 

and tickling its chubby throat. 
 ‘Sorry you got your skirt dirty on the garage roof,’ I tell it, 

rolling a smoke. 
Azalea hands me a lighter while I’m still fishing in my 

pocket. 
‘Did I complain?’ it goes, ‘I derive a lot of satisfaction 

from helping the underprivileged.’  
I don’t understand what it’s digging at so I knock back a 

couple shots of bourb then watch a whole Miami-Chicago 



 

game in the Mancave. I can hear Sandy and Amberly bitching 
about this and that but I’ve got no one to banter with. A man 
needs company. I reckon Azalea’s probly in my undie drawer 
masturbating, so I search the bedrooms until the only place 
left to look is the front yard. Azalea’s out there in a fuckin 
singlet lugging the boulder by Itself, pushing it over and over, 
thudding as it rolls. 

‘Whoa whoa whoa!’ I go, bursting out into the yard, ‘Who 
said you could do that?’ 

Now that it’s wearing a singlet, I see that it’s got some ink 
on its arms. Pretty interesting tats, to be honest. Sorta sailor-
styles on one arm, and tribal tats on the other. SS lightning 
bolts, too, which I thought you were only sposda get if you’ve 
been a boot boy.  

Azalea’s arms are thick, thicker than mine. The 
sonofabitch points to a few smaller rocks and I move them 
before it has a chance to ask me to. I brought ’em home a year 
ago and dumped ’em a few metres from the rock garden 
’cause I didn’t have the strength to move them meself. Plus no 
one would help me. 

I stop to check my hands. Fuckin hard work, shunting 
rocks. ‘You shoulda come got me, y’know. How’d you move 
the big one? D’you get a digger in or what?’ 

Azalea shakes sweat off its head like drool off a dog’s 
tongue. It picks up the last rock. ‘Catch.’ It hefts the rock, I 
grab it, take the whole 20 kilos, fall to one knee, lose the rock 
into the grass. 

‘Christ, that’s… You got some hidden talents.’ 
‘Is that a double-entendre?’ 
‘I don’t know what that is but… Look, mate, with the 

basketball thing I said before, callin you a waste, look, no one 
helps me with my cathedral so I just get a bit cranky… I 
dunno.’ 



 

Azalea crosses its legs like a woman and takes a 
comfortable position on a perfectly-positioned rock. ‘I’m 
listening. Come. Sit.’ 

I sit, but not in that fruity style. 
‘Personally, I always thought basketball was for faggots,’ it 

says, giving away just an inch of a smile. ‘Boxing was my 
thing.’ 

‘No shit?’ 
Azalea nods. ‘Golden Gloves, cruiser, 2009. Got me out 

of the gangs. Then I used these things for evil.’ It kisses its 
knuckles and laughs. Then it opens its hand. Azalea’s holding 
the can of paint stripper. ‘Y’know I used to monster people to 
show how much of a man I was? Throw stuff like this in 
people’s eyes, squirt ’em with lighter fluid, nasty stuff like that. 
Know what I mean?’ It puts down the can of blinding paint 
stripper. ‘All part of the reason I don’t want to be a man 
anymore.’ It turns the can and rolls it towards me. ‘I’m bored 
of me. Tell me about your chapel, honey.’ 

‘Cathedral, not chapel. Look, I’s just spilling me guts. 
Hated me old man but he was right when he said your home’s 
ya cathedral.’ 

Azalea nods. ‘I understand entirely.’ 
‘Pfft. You can’t understand till you own a pad.’ 
Azalea leans in, and I lean in too, and I think we’re about 

to swap secrets, then I feel a flick on my forehead, and I reel 
back, rubbing it. Bastard’s got away with hurting me! 

‘My point is I hated my old man too,’ she goes. 
I shift my legs so I’m sitting in that girly posture. Who 

knows, can’t knock it till you try it, and I’d better get comfy 
since we could be out here bitching for ages. 



 

 
The heavy 13-year-old with the long-sleeved Misfits t-shirt 

on his eggplant-shaped body leaned over Johnny’s desk and 
told Johnny his Nirvana t-shirt was gnarly. ‘I believe Kurt 
would approve,’ Sage said. His belly moved as he chuckled. 

Johnny hadn’t had any interest the last two mufti days 
when he’d experimented with Mötley Crüe and WWF t-shirts. 
Today he’d experimented with a black band t-shirt with a 
yellow smiley face turned wobbly on drugs, its eyes dead 
crosses, a shirt apparently belonging to some band called 
Nirvana, a shirt he could never show his parents. 

 ‘Thanks, man. You’re Sage, eh man. Did you choose your 
own name, honest?’ 

‘Yeah man. It’s more than a name, though. It’s a state of 
mind.’ Sage pulled a chair under his fat arse, put his feet up on 
another chair and leaned back against the wall, facing out the 



 

same way as Johnny. He’d seen Carson, the coolest kid in 
school, sit in the same arrogant, cool way Sage was sitting.  

Sage stayed down the back, talked music with Johnny all 
period and completed the 10 quiz questions easily, especially 
the three questions about rivers in China, seeing as his dad 
was from there. Sage said his dad was a douchebag, some kind 
of travelling music promoter who lived in hotels.  

‘My dad’s stronzo di merda,’ Sage said, snorting at his own 
joke. ‘That’s Italian, dude.’ 

‘Did your dad actually go to Italy? Did he teach you that?’ 
He shook his head. ‘The Reverend Maynard taught me, 

dude. You know? Maynard James Keenan? From Tool?’ 
Johnny needed to be informed about Tool, and if one was 

talking Tool, one had to discuss Peach and Dream Theater in 
the same breath, and of course Rage Against the Machine, 
plus Helmet, and he was definitely uninformed about the 
origins of the anarchy symbol Sage kept scribbling. As they 
were packing up, Johnny said to his new friend, ‘How come it 
says ‘Melvins’ on your folder, man?’ 

‘Melvin was gonna be my stage name, man, ’cause Melvins 
were one of Kurt’s influences, and … .’ Sage rolled his eyes 
and snorted. ‘What kind of a nerfherder doesn’t know about 
Melvins. You’ll totally have to come over to my place.’  

 
 
Sage told his mum to drive them to King’s Emporium, 

which had second hand clothing and bric a brac and rows and 
rows of CDs, records and even tapes, plus hundreds of music 
t-shirts hanging from racks. The shadowy rear of the store, lit 
by two naked bulbs, was crammed with music and listening 
posts and stools and a cabinet full of KISS keyrings and 
Ramones patches. Johnny pulled out a few CDs which he 
thought had cool covers, and Sage either said, ‘Wayyy gay, 



 

man,’ if the CD wasn’t worth getting, or ‘Criminally under-
appreciated’ if he approved.  

Sage’s mum trailed him with an armload of school shorts, 
keeping the four metres away that her son had instructed. 
Johnny admired her denim jeans and flip flops and faded 
blonde hair. She had a touch of real rock n roll to her and 
seemed poor and unambitious. She tousled Johnny’s hair and 
said, ‘It’s so good he’s got a boy to play with.’ 

Johnny focused hard as Sage taught him what was cool – 
stuff from the 70s could be cool, and definitely early 90s 
Seattle rock, but nothing from the 80s was acceptable, pretty 
much. Sage lugged 16 vinyl records under his thick arms 
including Marquee Moon by Television and Fear of Music by 
Talking Heads, until he started sweating and let Johnny carry 
some. Johnny squinted, trying to work out how such a big 
dude could be so unfit. He realised he’d never seen Sage kick a 
ball or swing a bat. Sage was just a cool dude that finished his 
tests early and read Rolling Stone magazines while Johnny tried 
to remember what SOHCAHTOA stood for.  

‘I probly can’t even get these anyway,’ Sage complained, 
resting his records on his belly. He tossed his head toward his 
mum. ‘Bitch won’t raise my allowance.’ 

Allowance. Sage had chosen to use a far-cooler American 
word than pocket money. The most American thing Sage 
liked was this band called R.E.M., this band with mysterious 
letters and a singer with a thick American accent like on 60 
Minutes. R.E.M.’s first album, Murmur, was a seminal moment 
in rock history and a total must-have on vinyl, Sage explained, 
flipping through the R records. He’d pay anything if he could 
find Murmur as an LP. Sage put a chunky, black-haired arm on 
Johnny’s shoulder and leaned close. His breath smelled like 
the exotic Japanese crackers he always had on him. ‘Vinyl’s the 
only way to truly listen to music.’ 



 

Johnny had spotted in the M section of records a 12 inch 
LP which read, ‘Clean Edit Murmur – R.E.M. For Promotional 
Purposes Only’. He took the record to the giant 13-year-old 
who had backed his scrawny mum against the wall of the 
changing rooms and was cursing at her.  

‘I found you this, man. I think it was in the wrong place.’ 

Sage’s mum scowled at the $29 price tag. ‘It’s practically 
30 bucks, and you, my friend, have five.’ 

‘Shut up, bitch. I’m thinking.’ 
Johnny, who hadn’t been to the movies in months 

because his usual friends felt like old clothes, pulled out his 
Ghostbusters wallet. It had six tens from six movies he’d told his 
dad he’d been to. He’d been thinking about buying his own 
tent and getting good at camping alone to earn his 
Independence badge, but this was a tonnes better idea. He 
hated to see forces pulling Sage down.  

‘I’ll cover you, man.’ 
Sage looked down from his mountain as he shook 

Johnny’s hand. ‘You have no idea how much this is worth, 
man.’ 

 
* 
 

On Saturdays and Sundays, Johnny got a lift to his usual 
friends’ houses, waved his mum’s car away, then sprinted to 
the alleyway and cut over towards Sage’s place. 

Sage lived at 60 Lisbon Street in a plain white 
weatherboard house with a sad garden and a fence missing 
some pickets. The verandah had a lot of paint flaking away, 
and inside some of the wallpaper was torn, but his bedroom 
was like a church, covered in posters of Bob and Lou and Jimi 
and Reverend Maynard. Sage showed him how to play chess 
and skateboard and how to slash the knees of his jeans. They 
had their first sleepover and stayed awake all night. Sage’s 



 

mum dropped Johnny home on Sunday at lunchtime and he 
collapsed on the couch, barely even watching TV, just 
replaying in his head how Sage had read excerpts from High 
Fidelity while Johnny lay on his belly, head in his hands. No 
one had read anything to Johnny since he was, like, five. They 
had their second sleepover and Sage made Johnny stay 
perfectly still while he put on this Nirvana album with a baby 
chasing money through a pool and Sage shouted the song 
titles at Johnny then paused each song midway to explain the 
significance of certain lyrics. The songs were all screaming and 
loud guitars and words celebrating sex and rednecks. When 
‘Something in the Way’ finished, Sage finally explained that 
Kurt lived under a bridge eating fish. Kurt made being an 
outcast beautiful, Sage explained.  

They ate American pizza and watched American movies 
and sipped Pepsi and ate Twinkies. Johnny was allowed to see 
Sage’s guitar in its case. Its strings seemed stiff and likely to 
cut his fingers. Sage played a couple of songs that sounded 
vaguely like ‘Smoke On the Water’ and that Nirvana song and 
Johnny tapped his foot to the rhythm.  

‘The fuck are you doing?’ Sage frowned, nodding until his 
long hair began flapping about. ‘Tapping’s gay. Mosh, dude, 
like this.’ 

‘You were saying that guy from R.E.M.’s gay. I thought 
gay was good?’ 

‘I didn’t mean gay like that, I just mean, like, tapping just 
is gay, man. Unless it’s ironic.’ 

‘What’s ironic?’  
Sage stopped moshing and rested his hands on his belly 

and patiently explained. Sage was the dad around here. 
‘Ironic’s when you do something, or say something, but you 
don’t mean it.’ He talked about an Alanis Morrissette song 
called ‘Ironic’ which didn’t have many examples of irony in it, 
and how that meant the song itself was ironic and deeply 



 

complex. He talked about Alanis’ guest vocals on some album 
by Tricky, who was from a band called Massive Attack, who 
frequently collaborated with Portishead, who were admired by 
Nirvana, who had a singer called Kurt who considered the 
Melvins and the Pixies the greatest artists ever.  

‘Everything comes full-circle to Nirvana, man,’ Sage 
explained. ‘I mean, the musical legend who overdoses on 
heroin at 27? It’s ALL ABOUT the 27 Club, man. You die at 
27, it’s like epically significant. You make it to the 27 Club, 
you’re the centre of everything that matters. That’s me in the 
future, man.’ 

‘What does Nirvana mean?’ 
Sage scratched beneath his glasses, took a deep breath, 

poured a fistful of M&Ms into his mouth. ‘From what I’ve 
read, heroin leads a person to enlightenment. I mean, that’s 
gotta be why Kurt named the band Nirvana, it has to be. He 
was like a Nostradamus or something. I have this theory, you 
know? I’m gonna write about it for Rolling Stone. Maybe.’ He 
pushed his glasses back where they were. ‘Or I could blog. 
You got a blog? I got a blog, man. You should read it.’ 

They watched Sid and Nancy, and Sage monologued for 
two hours on whether Courtney had really killed Kurt, till the 
strip of yellow light at the bottom of his mum’s bedroom door 
went black. She was asleep. The boys were free.  

When Letterman finished, they lay on the lounge floor in 
their sleeping bags. No one said anything. Crickets chirped. 
Sage’s hand spidered across the floor and crept into Johnny’s 
sleeping bag. Johnny’s diddle was alert and ready. Sage 
squeezed and moved his grip up and down for a few minutes 
before Johnny’s knees spasmed and he lost control and 
gasped. Johnny lay there panting, then moved close and tried 
to kiss Sage. ‘Don’t be gay,’ Sage said, and rolled away.  

*  
 



 

They made all the kids go to boxing practice in the gym. It 
was okay – just another sport for Johnny to easily pass, like 
the Swimlympics, the soccer, the long jump. In boxing, 
Johnny was far better at avoiding blows than punching 
himself. He had too much awe for other boys to hit them, but 
of course he wouldn’t let anyone strike him. Johnny had an 
aura that needed to be clean and perfect and free of blemishes. 
He only threw punches when the opponent had irritated him 
then shown his weakness. He even ducked Carson’s punches 
for three rounds, which was amazing considering how vicious 
Carson was that time he’d beaten that retarded Ethiopian kid 
in the toilets till the kid cried ’cause the kid had called Carson 
a faggot. Stomping on a kid’s ears because they called you a 
fag was like a new realm of behaviour, to Johnny, like 
hammering a flag into the soil of another country. He almost 
understood why all those rappers hated fags. There was 
something wise in it, something divine. If he could just get to 
know Carson better he could figure it out.  

Carson seemed always in Johnny’s peripheral vision this 
year. He paid especially close attention when Carson had 
fights with people, not that many people went through with 
the fights, cause of Carson’s dad being a gangsta and all that. 
Johnny worried Carson might try fight Sage someday, which 
would be kind of sacrilegious and wrong, like fighting a priest. 
Carson was brutal and exciting. Carson drove a convertible 
and smoked cigarettes and something called ‘pot’ and etched 
187 on a teacher’s car with a nail. Carson listened to Two 
Pack, an artist Sage had never once talked about. Sage hardly 
talked about black people at all, unless they were super-
ancient, like Lead Belly and Robert Johnson. 

Kids still invited Johnny to pool parties, where there 
would be balloons and piñatas and fizzy drink and Johnny said 
he was sick every time. He was through with playing in 
shallow water.  



 

The only class Sage and Johnny didn’t share was Art. 
Johnny was disappointed to learn through reports from other 
kids that Sage didn’t sit by himself in Art with his coloured 
pencils designing album covers for The Murmur Project. 
Apparently Sage instead sat in the International Zone. He’d 
speak Italian with these exchange students, Lina and Mónica 
and Carmela, girls so 10-out-of-10 that all the domestic girls 
hated them, and Sage and the Tens would talk about bands 
that this country was too unhip to play on the radio yet, like 
Interpol and Mr Bungle. Racing up behind his friend in the art 
block corridor, Johnny asked Sage why Sage never spoke 
Italian to him and Sage just rolled his eyes and asked the Tens 
to excuse him for a while. Sage waited til the Italian Tens were 
a few metres away and looked over his shoulder before he 
spoke. ‘You gotta know the language to learn who’s up and 
coming. Like the Brussels club scene? THAT’S what’s hot. I 
mean the Belgians have been into Sigur Rós for, like, years. 
This country’s like total harsh realm, man. We’re 20 years 
behind Berlin. Germany reached nirvana a long time ago, 
man.’ 

Johnny’s family paid for him to go on a sports camp, and 
Sage was off sick for a few days, and Johnny and Sage had 
their first week apart. Then, Sage did something remarkable in 
the Creative Corner segment of assembly. He didn’t even 
warn Johnny. Creative Corner was usually some girl playing 
the bagpipes or some kid from Tonga doing a tribal dance, 
but when the curtains parted, Sage was sitting on a teacher’s 
chair with his guitar on his lap. The guitar was plugged into an 
amplifier. Johnny’s heart stopped. Someone switched the 
projector on. It painted the wall behind him with a giant 
Project Murmur logo, which looked pretty much like Pink 
Floyd’s The Wall. Beside him was a black box, almost as tall as 
him. It had to be an amp, that Easter Island-ish monolith seen 
in the background of Sage’s London Calling poster. Sage stood 



 

up, shunted the microphone towards him, and stroked his 
long black hair until it concealed his face. He strummed the 
high strings of his guitar and a PLING erupted from the 
speakers at the rear of the hall. All of a sudden, Johnny 
needed to piss badly. 

With every note Sage played, Project Murmur became 
more real, and no one yelled out any disses. KRN, BRM-
BLIM-BL, KRN, BRM-BLIM-BL, KRN, BRM-BLIM-
whumwhumwhum.  

Then: Sage had a voice. ‘I’m so happy / ’cause today I 
found my friends / they’re in my head.’ The song gripped 
people with its harsh, stark sarcasm, its simple, repeating 
melody, but most of all, because when it hit the chorus, Sage 
stood up and screamed, ‘YEAH YEAH! YEAAAH! 
YEAAAH YEAH YEAH YEAH!’ and his bulk thundered 
inside his flannel shirt.  

The school had never seen anything like it. Sage’s guitar 
strokes had torn holes the curtain of reality and let something 
else in. For a week, Sage was getting stroked and hi-fived and 
getting his hair brushed on the bleachers by homegirls while 
he read aloud passages from The Art of War. Sage was lending 
people his Nirvana and Soundgarden and Mudhoney CDs and 
people were asking him to sign the discs, as if Sage were the 
performer. Whenever Sage was in the art corridor it was 
always too crowded with admirers for Johnny to approach 
him. Johnny even spotted Carson inviting Sage into the front 
seat of his convertible, and Sage giving his mum the finger as 
she hovered in the car park. People started listening to The 
Hives, The Strokes, The Killers, whatever bands had The in 
their title. Two weeks passed with Sage and his guitar case 
getting rides home with Carson, then three. 

When school let out on the last mufti day of the year, 
Johnny stood on the edge of the parking lot in his ripped jeans 



 

and Kurt shirt and watched Carson and Sage doing a bro 
handshake and approaching Carson’s convertible. 

‘Don’t let him sleep over at your place,’ Johnny said 
casually as they passed, shifting his schoolbag from shoulder 
to shoulder so it would cover his Kurt shirt up. He may as 
well dump the stupid shirt on Sage’s lawn if Sage was too 
popular these days to message him back. Stupid faggot. 

Sage said he had to grab some books from the library and 
shambled away.  

Carson froze. He looked disgusted. ‘You telling me what 
to do, son?’  

‘This guy here, he tried to touch my cock, one time, when 
we were sleeping over.’ Johnny started walking across the 
carpark. He couldn’t wait to burn his Kurt shirt when he got 
home. It’d gotten contaminated that night he’d pulled it over 
his head and it had fallen into Sage’s sleeping bag. He never 
should’ve taken it off. He never should’ve found out what it 
felt like to have a chest against his, pressed so tightly they 
could feel each other’s hearts thudding. ‘Just thought I’d give 
you a heads-up.’ 

‘Wait up.’ Carson pointed him toward the car. ‘Hop in. 
Tell me what the fuck I need to know.’ 

 
* 
 

Johnny got a ride home in Carson’s convertible that day, 
and the next, and the rest of the month. Being invited into 
Carson’s car was easier if Johnny had an excuse to get in. 
Johnny always had a new piece of intel on Sage. It was 
amazing how much there was to hate. 

Summer ruffled their hair and cooked their skin. They 
wore sunglasses indoors. Johnny forced his voice to go deeper 
to match Carson’s. He copied Carson’s walk, too, and 
Carson’s gold chain and the way he always put cold drinks in a 



 

brown paper bag so he could pretend he was sipping a forty, 
and the way Carson seemed impatient about everything. 
Hating everything beneath you was a quick way to rise up. 
Within the month Johnny was using cool words with more 
confidence, and pashing Carson’s sister, sometimes, and also 
Dipika, who was Carson’s girlfriend. Carson said it was all 
good. Bros before hoes, Carson said.  

Carson drove with his shirt off whenever he could. 
Johnny rode in the passenger seat and wondered about the 
Thug Life tattoo Carson’s dad had etched across his son’s 
hard, scrawny stomach. When he picked up a CD case from 
under the seat and saw a picture of 2Pac, it was obvious where 
Carson’s shaved head and spackle of moustache came from. 
There was time for just one or two songs on the drive home 
and Carson put on ‘Dear Mama’ song in the car most days. 
The girls sang along as 2Pac rapped about protecting his 
mother. Johnny found it uncomfortable, playing one song 
over and over, especially one about pride in loving your 
mama. He couldn’t believe he’d ever admired Sage for dissing 
his mum, or let Sage make him think it was normal to lie on 
the carpet, pressing heavy headphones against your ears, 
listening to a single boring unending Radiohead album for an 
hour. 

Sage was a ghost, now. Sage seemed to hide all day and 
emerge when the bell rang and hop in his mum’s car silently. 
The car would sag and kids would throw acorns at it and 
Carson would yell ‘FAAAGGOT’ and ‘GAAAYSIAN’ in 
front of a hundred kids.  

Every time someone threw a paper aeroplane with 
boogers on it at Sage’s hair, he would trudge out of 
Economics or Maths and head over to the art block and seal 
himself in the darkroom. He’d come out hours later, chip 
crumbs on his shirt, reeking of pot smoke, clutching 
photographs. He painted, made collages, tinkered with images 



 

on the computer, made sculptures. Sage’s shoulders got 
heavier and he grew a beard. He made one sculpture called 
Attaining Nirvana. He had smashed his guitar and glued 
fragments of wood and plastic and fibreglass onto an amplifier 
and wrapped it with guitar strings. It was tossed in a dumpster 
a week later. Sage turned to designing album covers. His were 
mostly photos of leaves and tree bark, since no human would 
allow the Gaysian to photograph them because the photos 
would end up on his gay porn website, everyone said. It was 
true that Sage knew how to build websites, and blog, and 
escape from reality into cyberspace. Some of his blogs had 
been reprinted in Spin and NME, the principal had told 
assembly. Only the Italian girls clapped. 

    
* 
 

Carson’s dad’s house had huge columns over the door 
and wide black windows and views of everything. Carson’s 
dad had a garage full of boats and motorcycles. He never 
closed the garage. Just try stealing something, go ahead. 
Carson’s dad wanted people to fuck with his shit, Carson 
explained, so he could tie burglars up and melt their feet off 
with a blowtorch. The dad himself didn’t say much. He was 
hunched over a Harley Davidson. Johnny watched a 
conversation zig-zag around the garage, with Carson’s sister 
and Dipika asking Carson’s dad about the bikes. Johnny 
stayed out of the conversation. His stomach hurt. Johnny was 
about to get his first tattoo. It was going to sting.  

They waited for the tat and when they started to run out 
of conversation, Johnny updated Carson on Sage.  

‘Who?’ 
‘The Gaysian, man, I mean bro,’ Johnny explained, sitting 

on a work bench. ‘I wasted two years on that guy.’ 



 

Carson silently read a text for 20 seconds, holding a Be 
Patient finger up, then looked up. ‘Why you so obsessed with 
that nigga?’  

‘I just hate fags, that’s all,’ Johnny said, and put a smoke in 
his mouth.  

‘Attaboy,’ Carson’s dad muttered, rearranging the cigarette 
in his mouth. 

‘Shit, nigga, no one hates fags as much as this guy,’ 
Carson said.  

‘Want a bet?’ Johnny pulled his tank top over his head. 
‘Yo, sir? Let’s do this. I want the word Faggots in the middle 
of a circle, with a red line going through it,’ Johnny said. ‘That 
can be my tattoo.’ 

‘The bro don’t like no homo,’ Carson’s dad said, and 
patted the tattoo bench. ‘Pay up and we’ll get into it.’ 

Carson took a swig of the beer he’d taken from his dad’s 
fridge and swallowed it without wincing. ‘Yo, pops – do me 
up, too.’ Carson’s sister and her friend Dipika rolled their 
sleeves up. ‘Do us all up. Fagbusters, motherfucker! 
Fagbusters!’ 

In the brown light of the garage, Carson’s dad yanked the 
beer bottle out of Carson’s hand. ‘Don’t tell me what to do, 
ever.’ Then Carson’s dad went over to the wall and switched 
on his tattoo machine. It buzzed and rattled. It bit his skin 
without relent. It hurt ’cause it was permanent. The tat had to 
be permanent. He couldn’t let himself get all soft and sensitive 
again. 

 
* 
 

Johnny and the others tiptoed along the edge of eighteen 
then fell in, Carson first, then Dipika and Carson’s sister, then 
Johnny. They went to the casino together, got credit cards, 
fucked in clothing store changing rooms and gas station 



 

toilets. They bought Lotto tickets and fireworks. Carson did 
200 push-ups a day. His dad said he had to join the air force.  

They were excited about their Fagbusters tattoos for a 
couple of weeks, initially. They took a videos of gay kids 
around school and profiled them on the Fagbusters blog. 
Photos of everyone’s Fagbusters tattoos made good profile 
pics until they replaced them with graduation photos.  

Johnny’s parents didn’t have to nag him too much to 
study for his final exams. He still played soccer, scored goals, 
passed his exams, took photos of a bored-looking Dipika 
blowing him in the changing rooms at K-Mart. He would have 
liked to fuck a different bitch but there were no other options 
in his quartet. Prom night was coming up, and the two boys 
and two girls didn’t have any options as to who they would 
take. They were the only people on their plateau, looking 
down on humanity. Messing around with any non-Fagbusters 
would be a step down. Stepping down was something that 
Sage did in the hallway, ducking into the disabled toilet to 
avoid Carson’s posse.  

Johnny sat his final exam, Accounting, staring at the 
Italian Tens and trying to figure out a way to get with them, 
but the only way to make those girls like him would be to act 
like Sage, learning Latin or whatever, and writing expressive 
opinions about the irony in the upbeat pop of Brian Wilson. 
Fuck that.  

On prom night, teachers shook Johnny’s hand and wished 
him luck. The teachers seemed to relish the handshake more 
than Johnny did. Johnny was distracted seeing Sage across the 
room. Sage appeared to be flaunting two Italian dates, his eyes 
melted with alcohol, his white shirt tails hanging sloppily over 
his belt. Sage hardly had any belly any more. Maybe that was 
why the alcohol got to him and why Sage bellowed the 
national anthem sarcastically and walked past the Fagbusters’ 
table with Tens on either side of him and muttered some joke 



 

about ‘The Johnny-Carson Show.’ Carson got up and hit the 
wall with a bottle of non-alcoholic wine. The bottle didn’t 
smash, so Carson picked it up waggled it in front of Sage’s 
face. Mónica knocked it out of Carson’s hands and screeched 
at him and made scary hand gestures until he sat down. Sage 
had already scurried to a taxi and gone home. His mum told 
the Board of Trustees she was going to sue for sexual 
harassment and homophobic abuse. Johnny had to come into 
the school to pick up his leaving certificate and he saw Sage 
once, kneeling on the doormat in the school’s reception and 
begging his mum not to go into the meeting with the 
principal. 

* 
 

Carson’s dad moved to Australia for some motorcycle 
thing and Carson moved with him instead of doing the air 
force cadetship, which Johnny thought was kind of weak, 
seeing as Carson was 20 now. Sure he was someone’s son, but 
you could be 60 years old and still be someone’s son if you 
thought about it. Carson wasn’t even a teenager anymore. 
Carson’s sister moved to Australia too, and with the group 
halved, Johnny finally had an excuse not to see Dipika. Her 
family expected him to marry her, and Johnny carried a knife, 
briefly, in case her brothers really pushed the subject. If he got 
rushed, no one would have his back. 

  
* 
 

At university, most of the brothers in the commerce 
clique had the same haircut as Johnny and the same easy 
ability to impress important people. At parties, they pumped 
heavy R&B and hip hop through the speakers and Johnny’s 
quiet hopes that they would play some Pixies or Sufjan 
Stevens flickered down and died out. He’d thought maybe he 



 

wouldn’t have to listen to rap after Carson moved away. It 
was sort-of okay to have thirty brothers, but sort-of annoying 
too. When they sauna’d together after soccer, one of them 
asked him why he’d got the Fagbusters tattoo on his shoulder, 
and he realised every guy in the sauna was listening and they’d 
stopped congratulating him for that epic bicycle kick that led 
to the pass that got the goal. Johnny put a cloth over the 
tattoo but they still wanted him to report.  

‘I dunno,’ Johnny explained, eventually, standing up and 
tightening his towel. 

‘It’s sooo not cool,’ one of the guys said. ‘Just wait till you 
try get laid and she sees that.’  

‘Hope you made the most of it, ’cause it’ll probly be your 
last time, bro.’ The boys laughed and high-fived.  

Carson would’ve smashed these niggas, or pledged to, 
anyway. Johnny tried to think up a quick retort. ‘It’s not even 
real,’ he mumbled, and walked out.  

 
* 
 

The summer after he graduated, Johnny interned at 
Kickstarter. The brothers said it was a good way to get 
handshakes. Handshakes got you way farther than your CV, 
the brothers reckoned. His job was to monetise financial 
pledges to make the world a better, more tolerant place. It was 
sort-of cool, he liked drinking Jägerbombs with his new team 
but didn’t like it when things got political. His office read 
about this gay kid at school who’d been bullied till he killed 
himself, and Johnny had to run to the toilets and look up 
Sage’s fan page on Facebook. Sage was definitely still alive – 
he had 120,000 likes. He was one of the world’s top music 
bloggers. Kickstarter’s feature campaign pledging to eradicate 
homophobic bullying from schools permanently got people 



 

buzzing in the office but Johnny felt like the oxygen was being 
slowly cut off.   

Johnny quit without warning. He sat in his dorm room 
reading webpages about getting qualified as a social worker. If 
they put him in a school, Johnny would be just six years older 
than the eldest students. He could spread positive messages. 
He could be looked up to by the coolest boys. If some of the 
girls fell in love with him that would be a perk, too.  

He sank all his funds into laser tattoo removal, though. It 

cost $200 for an appointment alone. The first male nurse 
assigned to look at it snorted and said he had to go check 
something and left Johnny sitting on an examination table 
wearing only a shift. Finally they sent a female to look at him 
instead. She asked so many questions she had to flip the pages 
on her clipboard twice. Johnny didn’t even know what 
hepatitis was or how you got such a disease. 

‘You’d pick it up if you swapped fluids with another 
male,’ the nurse said. She was a Nine out of ten and she hadn’t 
even made eye contact with Johnny yet. ‘You ever swapped 
fluid with another male?’ 

‘What fluid? What, blood or something?’ 
She gave him a straight, hard look with her green eyes. 

‘Or semen.’ 
The ink was too deep in Johnny’s skin, they reported at 

last. We cannot undo this. Whoever had done this to Johnny 
was not a qualified tattooist, they said. The ink had been 
pushed in too deep, way under the fourth layer. It looked like 
a garage job, they said. Were you unconscious when they did 
this to you? Was this a hate crime? Do you want us to call 
somebody? 

 
* 
 



 

The postgraduate counselling qualification was over 
within nine months. While he studied, he had a job going door 
to door apologising to customers for internet outages. They 
wouldn’t place him in a school even for unpaid work 
experience. He couldn’t wait to get started working properly.  

After he’d paid the graduate school $7432 in fees and sent 
in 120 applications for counselling-related roles for jobs as far 
away as Malaysia, Johnny asked for a meeting with the grad 
school’s Chancellor of Humanities. There was a conspiracy 
against him, he was certain. A lawyer sat in the room with 
them. The Chancellor turned her computer monitor so 
Johnny could see the reason he would never work as a 
counsellor. The monitor showed a photograph of Johnny 
without a shirt on, standing on a table covered in beer bottles. 
The photo had been taken from his Facebook and posted on 
GayTimes.com. A blog had led to a Kickstarter campaign to ban 
the Commerce Society from campus; CommSoc had 
responded saying that Johnny had been kicked out long ago 
and CommSoc in no way tolerated homophobia.  

The chancellor searched for a way to make Johnny leave. 
‘The Libertarians, the free speech club? They might be able to 
help?’ 

‘Can’t you help me get the website taken down?’ 
‘They have the right to free speech in the same way you 

have the right to… your, ah, your position. Thanks for 
coming in.’ 

The Sunday papers put on the front page the same 
photograph of a smiling Johnny with his Kickstarter team 
with an inserted close-up of the Fagbusters tattoo. The story 
quoted his boss at Kickstarter saying Johnny was never really 
an employee. Everyone was terribly disappointed and stricter 
criteria would prevent such people being accepted in future.  

Johnny stayed in his apartment for a week, reading all the 
stories that mentioned him, and reading online news about 



 

himself, plus every piece of Sage’s writing he could find. He 
had to know if Sage had mentioned him, good or bad. Sage by 
now was the edgiest music column in America or anywhere. 
They cited Sage’s words in news sites across Japan and Britain 
and Europe, and especially Italy, where Sage was sometimes 
interviewed on TV. He was the edgiest spokesperson for the 
18-35 demographic on his half of the globe. Mónica addressed 
him like an old friend. The subtitle gave his proper name, 
Edwin, but when she interviewed him, Mónica called him 
Saggio. When it was the anniversary of Kurt Cobain’s death 
she needed his words to televise across the world, to soothe 
people. Wise words. Sage wisdom.  

‘Being unmolested, being left free to express himself 
without hassle was never an option afforded to Kurt,’ The 
Sage told MTV Europe, staring through the television into 
Johnny’s sticky eyes.  

 
* 
 

Jono dawdled along Lisbon Street with his clipboard 
feeling anxious about knocking on number 60. The job paid 
average, normal. A little above minimum wage. The safe 
middle, far from the outliers. 

Jono walked up the creaking steps and knocked on the 
door. Flakes of paint fell off. The place looked abandoned. He 
was glad it’d been so long. There had to be new people here 
now. Jono rehearsed his spiel, worried he would blurt 
something stupid. Hi, I’m here representing Vodafone. We 
understand recent lines work has interrupted the continuous 
flow of broadband which you value, and as such, I’m here to 
personally –  

The man with the sleepy dugong eyes and the black beard 
and the Pearl Jam shirt opened the door, looked down from 
door step and gave a relaxed smile.  



 

Sage’s glasses were the same ones Carson had thrown 
mud at seven years earlier, and he still had the height, and the 
long straggly goatee of a monk – but Sage was skinny.  His 
chest had collapsed on its wide frame and his nipples hung far 
too low. His hair looked brittle and his jaw stuck out, with no 
fleshy cheeks to bury it under.  

Jono knocked his sunglasses down over his eyes, but it 
was too late.  

‘Oh, hey man, long time,’ said Sage, taking a tired, deep 
breath and coughing up mucous, which he spat politely away 
from Jono.  ‘What can I do for ya?’ 

I came to check and see if you still hate me. 
Jono took a breath and said, ‘Sir, I’m here representing 

Vodafone. We understand recent lines work may have 
interrupt– ’ 

‘Oh, that’s no bother, man,’ Sage said, and chortled. ‘So 
welcome to the 27 Club. Long time.’   

‘Sir, recent lines work has interrupted the continuous flow 
of – ’ 

‘Dude, chill.’ Sage patted his shoulder. His hand had no 
heft to it anymore. His 13-year-old self could’ve kicked his 27 
self’s arse. Sage had carpeted his house with records. There 
was a chandelier of CDs, record covers stapled to the wall, 
and huge posters of Jimi Hendrix. There wasn’t a single 
curtain open inside the house. The light was brown. ‘Come in. 
I wanna show you something. Mum died, like, ages ago. Lucky 
the school paid her arse all that compensation.’ He laughed. ‘I 
should really repay the bank.’ 

‘Sir – I mean, man: I’m like epic-sorry. Seriously.’ 
‘What, sorry about dear mama?’ He extended his arms 

and fingers like winter branches sticking stiffly out of the side 
of a tree. ‘Fuck that bitch. Got the estate all to myself. Here, 
have a seat.’ The thing-to-sit-on in front of Sage’s computer 
wasn’t a chair. It was a plywood crate, which Sage presumably 



 

kept LPs in. The room stank of burned chemicals. ‘I wanted 
to email you this, but your address kept bouncing for some 
reason, plus I couldn’t find you on Facebook.’ 

‘I don’t go by Johnny anymore, I changed my whole… 
never mind.’ Stench wafted up from Sage’s shoulders and 
Jono saw some tiny scabs on the back of Sage’s hand.  

‘Here. On Amazon. Check this out. Type in 12 inch LP 
Clean Edit Murmur R.E.M.. Just do it.’ 

‘Look, sir, I’ve just gotta apologise for the interruption to 
your broadband and then I’d best be – ’ 

Sage wasn’t even looking at him. Sage seemed to enjoy 
somebody to share the glow of his monitor with. ‘Internet’s 
fine, pssht. Gotta expect the worst from internet service 
providers. I got a new super-router to jump the signal. See? 
See how much that fuckin Murmur record’s going for these 
days, Johnny?’ 

‘Clearly your internet’s not fine, because this isn’t 
displaying right. Lookie – says a hundred grand. I think it’s got 
too many… Oh. Oh damn.’ 

‘Too many zeroes?’ 
Jono looked into Sage’s eyes, searching for some kind of 

set-up. He found excitement and deranged lust.  
Sage took his hand off his mouse, revolved and folded his 

arms on what used to be a belly. On the edge of the messy 
computer desk, Jono could see a dinner plate with bloody 
clods of cotton wool, three needles, two lighters and a 
blackened tea spoon. He supposed Sage’s thinking was 
muddled.  

‘This is where you do all your blogs and reviews and 
stuff?’ 

‘This is where the magic happens. Hey – you heard of The 
Money? They’ve asked me to design their album cover.’ 

‘The Money? I mean, of course. Hell yeah. Uh… 
congratulations. Didn’t they score a Grammy?’ 



 

Sage handed over a prototype album cover with a grainy, 
retro-looking photo of Johnny showing off his tattoo.  

‘Jesus… you want my permission to, what, this is gonna 
be The Money’s album cover? This picture? Of the tat?’ 

‘It’s ironic, right?’ Sage said. “You’ll be famous in artistic 
circles as the man with the ironic tattoo. Irony’s big these 
days, man. You could be a trendsetter. I’ll tell people you were 
way ahead of the curve, heh heh. Right?’ Sage swivelled 
around in his chair, fetched the plate of needles and swivelled 
back. ‘Anyway, help a brother out. Tie us off if you can.’ 

‘Eh?’ 
‘Tie my arm off.’ 
‘I don’t understand this.’ 
‘In which case, I shall explain. I believe it was Mr Scott 

Weiland of a little band known as the Stone Temple Pilots – 
and of late, the reprehensible so-called supergroup Velvet 
Revolver – who said the opioid family brings a sense of 
enlightenment, a golden glow from one’s fingers all the way to 
one’s stomach. “Like a drop of water rejoining the ocean,” he 
once told an Italian journalist friend of mine. I have to say: I 
concur.’ Sage grabbed a black t-shirt and tossed it in Jono’s 
lap. The shirt showed a yellow smiley face turned wobbly on 
drugs, its eyes dead crosses. ‘Make yourself useful and tie me 
off, eh?’ 

‘Sage, what the FUCK, man! Why are you doing this, 
man?’ 

Sage smiled so broadly Jono could see his yellow teeth. 
He focused his pink eyes on his old friend. ‘Wrap it around 
the bicep there. That’s it. Just stick ‘er in aaand reee-lease.’ 
Sage’s eyelids were melting with delirium. He slid down his 
computer chair, poised to fall off onto the mess of clothes and 
magazines on the floor. With his eyes closed, he looked 
exactly like the Buddha. ‘Seriously, man, I’m so happy you’re 
here.’ 



 

I rocked up to Franklin Congregational Church on the 
Monday wearing thick hi-vis yellow socks and within a minute, 
honest, this milf come out from the lil office where she was 
doin the accounting and arksed if I was there to do some 
community service, like sent by Department of Corrections 
and shit. Here’s her thinkin I was there to weed the garden 



 

and scoop rotten leaves out of the roof gutters and it was like, 
Bitch, I know you got cash money round here somewhere. 
Pay the playa. 

She got me to wash paint brushes for a hour, still thinking 
I’s some sucker on probation. People always think that, even 
when I’m not. After I’d had enough of little painty water 
sploshlets staining my shirt, I went out into the hallway and 
took a squiz around reception, looking for some decent shit to 
roll. Bitch wasn’t at her computer, bitch was loading the 
dishwasher, I could tell from the noise comin outta the 
kitchen. Just me and her with a whole church to ourselves. No 
kids in the daycare that morning, leaving me pretty much 
uninterrupted while I searched for the collection plate, or 
collection box or whatever.  

Turned out this place had a ice cream container for its 
collection dish. Retards hadn’t even emptied it. I hefted it, 
tryna predict how much I would score, just a little game I liked 
to play. Fools are there to get played, I’m there to get paid. I 
tipped the notes and gold coins into my gumboots, musta 

been like $150 all up, and moonwalked the fuck up outta 
there, trying not to clink like a motherfuckin piggy bank. I 
hopped on a bus that said it was goin downtown and the 
driver was like, You got change? and I just about cracked up. 
Yeah boi. I had me some change. 

The movies was good, and the Burger Fuel deluxe kumara 
chips with aioli tasted better than Scarlett Johansson’s pussy, 
but when the food and flicks was over, there was me, sitting in 
a lit-up cinema, drumming my fingers, like Fuck. Less than a 
hundy left. Back to work already.  

I went to Specsavers, bought me nerd glasses that took up 

like $50, got a squeaky-nark haircut with a part down the side 

from this old white fella for $20, then got one of them golf 
shirts with the crocodile on the titty and that was me pretty 
much tapped out, just a broke-arse undercover gangsta, shirt 



 

tucked in, school shoes blacked up. I looked like a honest 
dude just dressed up nice for a job interview at a real good gas 
station. The po-poes even cruised past and I fully nodded at 
them, like Good morning, officer. Lovely day to be a pigshit.  

Then I jumped on a bus and went Waiuku ways. 
  

* 
 

The West Franklin Baptist Haven was this ginormous 
octagon-shaped building that musta been three storeys tall, 
with a epic metal roof, huge panes of glass, and billboards on 
its lawn – ’cept the billboard was looking kinda rain-soaked, 
and some of them panes of glass was different colours like 
they’d been replaced on the cheap. Kind of looked like the 
pad could use a community service slave to spruce it the fuck 
up.  

There was no point standin out on the street where the 5-
0 could pick me up so I headed up the wheelchair ramp, 
knocked on the door, peered in the dark glass. A man came 
across the carpet and opened the door, without even 
hesitating. What a trusting cunt.  

‘Hello hello hello!’ he said, pulling a cordless phone away 
from his ear and pressing the End button. He looked like kind 
of a faggot in his black turtleneck skivvy and black pants and 
soft white sneakers, except a fag who’s in the closet. He 
wasn’t skinny though, he had a bit of muscle on his old brown 
body. 

‘Just been dealing with insurance,’ he went, rolling his 
eyes. Then his eyebrows asked me a question, like Say what 
you’re here for, son.  

I opened my mouth to bullshit like I’d been sent to 
unclog the roof gutter or some shit, but I kinda stuttered. The 
big old pastor lookin all satisfied and confident with his 



 

insurance bullshit made me need to shit and piss at the same 
time. I don’t usually deal with anyone but old ladies.   

The pastor got the message I was nervous. He held the 
door open all wide and grampa-ish. Only when he shut the 
door behind me could I breathe again. I’s wrong to call him a 
fag. I sensed some strength in the dude – yeah, he was built, if 
you looked at him for a bit, and tall. His head was bald on top 
with puffy silver curls above his ears, like a old-arse circus 
clown, but from the jaw down Mr Pastor had a body like a old 
gangsta.  

‘You look like you’ve been walking the streets for far too 
long,’ he said, smiling, putting his hands in his pockets, non-
confrontational-styles. ‘Bet you could use a roof over your 
head and a warm cup of Milo.’ 

I nodded and pouted like a bitchboy. 
‘I’m stapling some crêpe paper on the walls, but I always 

have time to welcome visitors. We’ll talk when you’re ready. 
Come staple with me.’ 

 
* 
 

The church was borderline fucked. Pastor didn’t say it in 
them words, but that was the message. The place looked like it 
was held together with papier mâché. ‘We’re not insured 
against wet weather damage, so thank God for this,’ he went, 
flicking his hand up at the skylight over reception. Outside it 
was sunny but there were a few dirty clouds. I spotted a drip 
coming down.  

‘Your roof still looks kinda fucked,’ I told him. ‘Sall rusty 
and shit.’ 

Pastor put a hand on my shoulder and sorta brushed me 
towards the church hall. It had a peak in the middle with a big 
octagon-ial skylight and extra lights fixed to these racks and 
frames way up on the ceiling. Megachurches is sposda be 



 

bright and clean but this one was dirty everywhere except 
around the central platformy thingy with the microphone– 
pulpit, I think that’s what you call it. I could see the crêpe 
paper the pastor had been putting up on the walls but they 
wouldn’t’ve had much of a party here. Like, there was electric 
leads everywhere and mosta them had Sellotape holding them 
in place. They couldn’t even afford duct tape, bro.  

Pastor said the first thing I could do was find a way to tie 
up the electric leads that didn’t cost a gazillion dollars. I 
followed the leads to where they were plugged in, in this little 
AV booth that looked like a coat locker. It was a old-as sound 
system, like on the mixing desk there was knobs missing, plus 
a big-arse hole in one place they’d just Sellotaped some 
newspaper over, and there wasn’t even a digital projector – 
they had a god damn slide projector, G, like from the Stone 
Age. I was prepared to look around pretty thorough for 
electronics to boost, but this? I’d be losing money if I 
transported this outta here. The labels on each of the buttons 
were written with a label maker, for fuck’s sake.  

I started bundling the extension cords and tried to put 
back all the knobs I knocked off the mixing desk and I done 
that for about 10 minutes before I yelled out to the pastor, 
‘Oi, cuz. I mean, scuse me, sir: you need a new PA system, 
bad. How old’s this fuckin thing?’ 

Pastor patted the mixing desk. ‘You mean Momo.’ He 
pointed to the Momo tag on it. Momo’s this German brand 
that used to mean something. ‘Momo’s been here as long as I 
have, son. You wouldn’t believe the insurance premiums on 
these things!’ 

Premium sounded good. Everything classy and 
expensive’s called premium, like the Premium Whopper at 
BK. ‘Yeah, looks like it could start a fire. Fuses are all fucked.’ 

‘No fire yet, thank God. She’s irreplaceable, Momo is, my 
son.’  



 

Son. Yeah, old faggot, I thought. Get all affection-y on me. Write 
me into your fuckin will.  

He gave me a staple gun and a stepladder to staple the 
paper onto the carpeted walls, but when the good staples ran 
out, Pastor handed me a ordinary stapler. God damn broke-
arse church.  

While I was on top of the stepladder, I looked out the 
window and got such a epic fright I had to clutch the 
windowsill. I could see cops patrolling the lawn like sharks – 
two of them. I ducked down right away, the ladder shifted, 
then just as I was about to fall, the Pastor hugged my ladder.  

‘You saved my arse, sir,’ I told him, stepping down. ‘I 
mean pastor. Reverend?’  

‘Paulo’s my name,’ he went. His face looked amused, but 
he didn’t actually go through with the laugh. ‘So – cords 
corded, paper paped. Shall we call it a day?’ 

I didn’t know what the fuck that meant. Sounded like 
some shit a nine-to-fiver would say to ya. ‘It’s a day, I guess… 
Oi, any buses come round here soon?’ 

‘I’d expect the next bus at eight.’ 
‘Aiight. Laters.’ 
‘Eight tomorrow, son. Morning bus. No worries this end 

if you’d like to sleep here,’ he went, ‘We have dormitories.’  
I puffed my cheeks and scratched my armpits. ‘Whatever.’ 
 

* 
 

I had some good sleep-ins and some late nights and used 
tonnes of wifi on my phone and I had the whole dorms to 
myself. Breakfast was mostly pretty dumb but they had this 
rule about buying real Just Juice so I lived off OJ, pretty 
much. The old ladies who emerged from the little back offices 
and the play room acted like I was their long-lost grandson 
and shit. We’d put up the crêpe paper ’cause we were putting 



 

on a baptism, and the baptism was fuckin gay. It was a alright-
sized gathering of people, with peeps in the kitchen, peeps in a 
couple of the pews, but I just couldn’t get over how budget 
the place was. I had all the lights on ready to go and I was 
standing in the AV booth chuckin some beats through the 
speakers, ’cept out of the eight pairs of speakers fixed at every 
corner of the massive-arse auditorium, only three of them still 
worked. People streamed in for 10 minutes, and soon enough 
20 peeps were standin round the pulpit, and I was like Sweet 
as, got a crowd comin in, they’ll chuck their handbags into the 
cloak room for me, except they didn’t. They stood there, 
clutching their purses, with their backs to me. They weren’t 
even all members of the family of the baby that was getting 
dunked. The baby was like Papua New Guinean or 
Zimbabwinese or some weird kind of black, so there were 
these three tropical lookin peeps with cornrows for hair, and 
then like six Asians, plus Pastor Paulo and his old white 
bitches.  

Don’t get me wrong, the peeps all looked happy, dunking 
their baby and taking turns reading Bible verses through a 
microphone that crackled and clicked while the big pastor 
shook endless hands with his big paws and kissed all the 
women’s cheeks, but as I looked round for money, I thought: 
this church here’s on life support. I’ll bet that’s why the man 
upstairs sent me here, actually. Someone with balls to empty 
the till and pull the plug.  

God must’ve told the Pastor I’s thinkin that very thought, 
’cause the Pastor came over to the sound booth and he patted 
it and went, ‘Momo’s on her last legs.’ I checked out the tats 
on his hands. There were some little crosses on his fingers, 
some letters and some moons and Nazi signs, plus a 
spiderweb that the Rolex on his left wrist was covering up. 
Pastor Paulo had done time, I could tell. 



 

‘Time to buy a new Momo then. My cousin can get you 
something hot for –’ 

‘Oh, I’ve had quotes from Blaupunkt to Sony to Bose, 
don’t get me wrong,’ Pastor Paulo went, drumming his thick 

tattooed fingers on Momo. ‘If we had the $100,000 needed… 
my Lord, the services we could deliver.’ He shook his head, 
like he’d just seen a real brutal car crash. ‘Ah well. We’re all 
grateful for Momo. Now, my son: on with the show.’ 

‘You’re the boss,’ I went, putting the lyrics for Joy to the 
World into the slide projector. ‘On with the show.’ 

 
* 

The old ladies, with their obviously dyed hair and their 
legs covered in blue veins, were there every day, making tea, 
polishing tables, photocopying hymns typed out in shitty old 
fonts. They had breaks for cupsa tea every 90 minutes and 
they put THEIR OWN fuckin money into a donation box 
each time they ate a Superwine biscuit – like, basically they 
paid themselves to eat.  

I went out on a mission with six old church ladies to buy 
‘supplies’ in the van. Going on a mission was cool; bullshitting 
me about the amount of supplies we were gonna load up on 
was NOT cool. They shoulda said they were going to buy 
‘supply,’ single, ’cause it turned out we were just going to get 
tape. I made lame-arse small talk like What’s your name? and 
Did you grow up here? and shit but they didn’t ask that much 
about me, they said the Pastor had told ’em everything 
already. As I grilled them, I wanted to hear the word 
Treasurer. I wanted to hear Accountant. I wanted one of them 
to go, ‘Son, my role is to put all the money in the safe at the 
end of each Sunday sermon, and that safe’s combination is 
Left-43, Right-21, Left 37.’ Then I’d reach over, grab the 
steering wheel and roll the van over, kill everyone, kick the 



 

windscreen out, jog back to the church. You get played; I get 
paid.  

Instead, we drove 10 kays below the speed limit, losing 
speed on every corner, and they told me each of their roles at 
the church.  One old lady ran the second-hand shop, selling 
stinky old wool jerseys. Another lady’s job was bringing in the 
newspaper. Three ladies said they printed the sermon together 
and I wanted to ask if it took eight of them to screw in a 
fuckin lightbulb. We got to Hammer Hardware and I felt that 
nervous tingle in my pee-hole, y’know, ’cause I’d stolen 
gazillions of things from Hammer Hardware before. I was 
about to go undercover as a straighto. The ladies gave me a 20 
and arksed me to buy the church a roll of electrical tape. 
There was a security guard, and I almost ducked and pulled 
my hood over my head, then I paused and thought, Nah. I 
look respectable. I’m associated with old ladies in nice dresses. 
No caps, no track pants, no jandals. Patience, bro.  

I got this real premium electrical tape that’s good for tying 
people’s hands behind their back if you ever need to do that 
and I came back to the van with the change making noises in 
my pocket and handed over the electrical tape and the ladies 
thanked me about a million times and I pushed the change in 
fronta the face of Penelope, the woman driving, and she 
stopped the van – like actually fully took the keys out – and it 
took her about six minutes for the accountant lady, Sophia, to 
put the coins back in the red-lidded Tupperware container. I 
wanted to seriously scream. It would take weeks to make any 
money off this church. Most places, right, you can score 
SOMETHING if there’s no hard currency. Grocery vouchers 
if you’re helping out the Salvation Army, ketamine if you’re 
volunteering at the dog pound. You can get SIM cards from 
the lockers of parents of sick kids if you’re working at Ronald 
McDonald House and use the SIMs to get into people’s 
Amazon accounts and order shit with their credit card usually. 



 

Fuck, if there’s no vouchers or SIM cards at a place, you go 
into the toilets, find taps that are made of that orangey metal, 
brass or copper or bronze or whatever, and boost those. But 
this fuckin church was a desert island. Even the walls were too 
rotted to sell for firewood.   

There was a service the next Sunday and barely more 
peeps than the Baptism came along – 40 peeps spread across 
200 seats, I think I counted, sitting in my AV booth hating 
everyone.  A wedding happened, and Pastor Paulo read out 
some real powerful words that’d been handwritten on scrap 
cardboard to save money ’cause they didn’t have printer 
paper. They held something called a Children’s Day and bro, it 
was closer to one single child than lots of children. I think I 
counted seven kids running round, chasing the lollies the 
Pastor threw on the lawn. Not even a square, even, round 10 
children – just seven, and some of them had Downs’s 
syndrome, so they didn’t even count. Plus, the lollies were 
breath mints. 

I’d never been undercover this long. I was amping for 
payday. I stared at Pastor Paulo’s meaty hands and fantasised 
about hacking the left one off and boosting his Rolex. I 
stomped the floorboards all through the church till I heard 
what had to be a trapdoor leading down to a cellar full of 
gemstones and suits of silver armour, ’cept all that was down 
there was heaps of coat hangers and a box of instruction 
booklets for the Momo. I searched the cleaning cupboard for 
expensive mops, or some of that Bugbuster concentrated 

cleaner that retails for $50 a litre that they let you get a refund 
on without a receipt. No petrol vouchers in the office, no 
jewels, no chequebooks, no paint. No donations in the 
donation box. I took breaks in the kitchen and drank, like, six 
glasses of Just Juice in a row just to cost them some money. A 
big score was definitely comin. I just had to think of what it 
was. 



 

* 
 

The so-called youth group had a disco. Each youngsta 
brought a friend so they managed to scrape 14 kids together. 
Only about two and a half girls looked fuckable, and they all 
had freaky mutations. The half-a-girl was this bitch in a 
wheelchair with a real nice rack up top and a real innocent 
face, but obviously only half of her was worth lookin at. 

Puttin on the disco almost broke me. I would’ve robbed 
the diabetic kids’ insulin if I knew anyone that’d buy it. Doing 
the lighting, I almost got electrocuted from the sparking, 
unreliable Momo. I hung some little bunting flags, glued lolly 
wrappers on a globe to make a disco ball, and I got asked to 
put on a all-Boney M playlist. I stood in the back of the place 
in the darkness. Even the old ladies came out on the 
floorboards and boogied. I shot them all down with lasers 
from my eyes. I could feel ulcers brewing in my mouth.  

 
* 
 

On about my tenth day workin there, the po-po knocked 
on the door. I was like, ‘What can I do for you, officer?’ as I 
held open the ranch slider, my voice soundin like a robot. The 
po-po looked over my head, callin out for Big Paulo. They did 
this loud, rough handshake like as if they knew each other. I 
heard them start talking about burglar-proofin the place. I 
wanted to bust my guts laughin right there. Fuckin dumb 
cunts didn’t even know they had a criminal mastermind in the 
building! They talked about insurance being part of burglary 
protection while I loaded the dishwasher, still keepin my 
sanding mask and goggles on, one ear cocked towards the big 
men. Paulo was sayin something about just barely keepin up 
with the contents insurance and I was thinkin, Bro, honestly: 
pay for a wrecking ball and start over.  



 

When Porky Po-Po waddled his curly tail back to his 
pigmobile, Pastor Paulo came over and leaned on the canteen 
bench. I slid the wooden curtain aside to let the man speak. 
He sighed and went on this sorta sermon about how all his 
troubles started with burglaries back in the day and I was like 
‘Ehhh?’ Pastor Paulo wasn’t fazed, he seemed to have a bit of 
a sermon prepared. He started talkin ’bout how he used to be 
a thug, how he bashed his stepdad, how he rolled with this 
clique, how he used to graffiti tombstones, how he used to 
throw bottles at cop cars, and heaps of stealing, he reckoned 
he used to nick licence plates all day long and fill up 40 cars a 
day at 40 different gas stations for the presidents of all these 
gangs with faggy old school names like The Roaring Forties. I 
wanted to get his stats, like how many people he shanked, 
how many old-school ho’s he tricked out, but I think his 
purpose was to warn me against any of my bros getting me 
into stealing shit, so I adjusted my fake specs and nodded and 
bowed my head a little bit to make it look like I’s listening real 
intently and told him I’s lucky he’d rescued me from the route 
I was heading down. 

‘Praise God,’ he went, bending his heavy brow into a 
smile. 

‘Totes,’ I went. 
 

* 
 

On day 12, as they had their 9.55am cuppa tea and wine 
bikkies, they started talkin about what Porky Pig had told 
Pastor Paulo, about the hunt for someone that’d ripped off 
Franklin Congregational. They reckoned the ‘thief’ was a dude 
with ratty sorta moustache, short and skinny, and I wanted to 
yell out, like Oi – first off, I’m not skinny. Second-off, I’m not 
short, I’m actually a centimetre over the national average (if 
you’re in Thailand). They didn’t say nothing ’bout the epic 



 

Yakuza-style tat I’ve got on my back that shoulda been the 
main way peeps described me. I seriously wanted to rip my 
shirt off and show them the future of organised crime. Yeah 
my tat was only a goldfish but I’d get it expanded once I got 
paid. 

I was getting rid of all the spam in the church’s inbox (and 
looking for credit card deets) when Pastor Paulo told me he 
had to go into town to meet with this couple who wanted to 
hold their wedding here at the church. The church would get, 

like, a $500 donation. Paulo reckoned that would cover next 
month’s insurance.  

Pastor Paulo went out and stood there waiting for the bus 
to go and meet with strangers, and all the staff went out to the 
kerb too. They’d chose the bus over the van ’cause they didn’t 
have enough money to update the van’s rego and they didn’t 
wanna get pulled over and cop a big fine. Pussy-arse old 
idiots. They left me in charge at 11.20am on a Saturday. It felt 
buzzy. I called out, saw my voice shake the crêpe papered 
walls. I plugged my phone into the sound system but couldn’t 
get it to recognise my device. Fuck it. On with the plan. 

I stood on the pulpit, put my hands together and shook 
’em up towards the Big Guy in the Sky.  

‘Shot, God,’ I muttered. It wasn’t Saturday after all. It was 
Pay Day.  

The Momo mixing console was not as deep as you’d 
think. After I got the screws out, all it amounted to was a 
extra-heavy console and keyboard, maybe 30kgs. Hopefully 
the old-school components would have some copper and gold 
in ’em. I lugged it out to the van, found the keys under the 
front door mat (nice hiding place, faggots), came inside and 
took one last look around. When I started workin this joint, 
there’d been three working speakers remaining on the wall. 
Since then, two had stopped working. No one would buy one 



 

speaker off me, but the mixing console? Four hundred bucks, 
I reckoned. Maybe five.  

I shunted the Momo onto a trolley, loaded the van up, 
tucked a big-arse bottle of Just Juice down my pants, and 
drove up to my fave scrapyard in Mangere. It’s got no name 
or nothing, you just recognise it ’cause you can see over the 
chain-link fence the mountains of scrap with blue tarps draped 
over them. Monty’s dogs chased the van and tried to nip me 
as I stepped out. The Momo was really too wide and bulky to 
move around so I begged Mighty Monty to come out to the 
van, and to lock his dogs up too. Monty chucked his Mob 
jacket on – he always puts it on when he goes outside, even if 
it’s just to have a smoke – and opened the back doors of the 
van.  

‘There she blows,’ I went. Fools get played, I get paid. 
Monty squinted, shoved me aside, got in the van and 

crouched over the Momo a like CSI forensics motherfucker.  
‘She blows, alright,’ he went, and spat on the floor. I didn’t 
appreciate him spittin on my van, but I couldn’t say nothing. 
‘Thought you said she had copper.’  

‘She does. Peep this.’ I crawled in, getting Mighty Monty’s 
spit on my knee. I waggled some of the orange wire. 
‘Shitloadsa copper.’ 

‘Don’t you know the difference between fuckin copper 
and fuckin brass, shithead?’ 

I wanted to say Don’t get all accurate on me, but my 
second phone went off – the gangsta line.  

‘Hold up, business call,’ I told Monty. Hopefully saying 
‘Business call’ would make me seem like some important, 
exclusive trader dude. He’d fuck me up if I wasted his time.   

I pressed the green button on my phone. ‘Who’s this?’  
‘Just a quick call to express my thanks,’ went the voice.  
Pastor Paulo. ‘This line’s not for… you.’ 



 

‘I promise I won’t hold you up,’ he went, and I think I 
could hear his lips bending into a smile. And that big gangsta 
forehead. ‘Well, it took a little bit of paperwork, but the Lord 
has provided. Everyone is rapt with the new sound system. I 
take it you’re getting some value out of dear Momo?’ 

‘You dirty mother–  ’ 
 ‘Two hundred thousand dollars, to answer your next 

question, not including the policy covering the van. If you’d 
like to see our new equipment, we would love to have you 
back. We’re expecting quite a few more on Sundays, what with 
our new A.V. system to bring us a quality of sound which can 
only be described as heavensent.’  

Monty slammed the van doors and said, ‘Get this piece of 
shit outta here, it’s hot as fuck. Why would ya nick a van that 
says CHURCH on the fuckin side of it, ya fuckin Mongoloid?’ 
Monty stuck his fingers in his mouth and whistled. His dogs 
erupted in a cloud of dust and came straight for me. 

‘Thanks again, from the bottom of my heart,’ Pastor 
Paulo said into my ear. ‘Buh-bye, son.’ 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 

 
You’re standing in a cold kitchen, breath steaming in the 

frozen air, when the world ends. You’re hoping Hazel doesn’t 
hear the fight and wake up, but Cindy doesn’t give a shit about 
Hazel no more. Cindy wants you to deal with a crying child, 
wants you to stress, wants you to grind your teeth. Cindy 
swallows just enough to control her voice and calmly says 
she’ll give you some money to spend on daycare to look after 
Haze while you’re waiting for the mining recruiters to get back 
to you about drivin a dump truck around Opal, Queensland 
and you’re like, You sayin I need pocket money like a little 
kid? and you tell her she could save a bit more if she didn’t go 
out clubbing leaving you here like a fuckin babysitter and she 
says Babysitter is the only job you can actually hold onto and 
you feel the veins and arteries in your legs turn to cold metal 
cause NO ONE disses your job situation. NO ONE.   

Cindy stands with her chin out, like saying ‘Punch me’ but 
at the same time saying ‘Don’t you dare punch me.’ You 
punch a hole in a cupboard instead. Your hand gets stuck in 
the door and while you’re trying to pull it out, Cindy gives you 
this wounded look, like you’ve smashed more than the 



 

cupboard, and she grabs her handbag and keys and doesn’t 
even say bye to Haze, just struts out into a night so cold 
there’s frost sparkling on the handrail. The clop of her Fuck 
Me heels that started this whole argument-thing gets smaller 
and – oh fuck – she actually gets in the Mazda that YOU fixed 
the disc rotors of and she’s gone.  

You slump against the wall of the kitchen and dribble 
down it like a hunk of spit, pooling on the cold tiles. 
Everything outside goes black. You listen intently for the 
sound of her return but all you hear is owls. Your phone says 
it’s 11.45 August 31, then it’s midnight, then it’s September 1, 
12.01a.m. and you take your back off the wall and crawl like 
an animal over to your La-Z-Boy – Cindy’s La-Z-Boy, really, 
’cause Cind paid for every fuckin thing in this place– and you 
curl your big heavy man’s body into the La-Z-Boy and take 
the cap off your white coffee and suck some stinging liquid 
hard enough to make the house warm for a moment. The 
vodka doesn’t look like white coffee but it’s hot and bitter and 
it warms you and it’s comforting to have a little in-joke with 
yourself. That Al-Jazeera 24/7 news is on. You watch with the 
volume up pretty loud but Hazel sleeps right through. These 
radical fuckers have blown up a synagogue in Hamburg. The 
prams full of burned glass, the crying mums, the black smoke 
billowing out of broken windows, all that shit isn’t as 
devastating as shivering in a too-big flat with an empty 
fireplace because the one person who could’ve paid for 
firewood from a 24-hour gas station is gone and you’re alone. 
With your baby girl, yeah – but still alone.  

 
* 
 

Haze wakes you on the armchair. She hops up onto your 
lap and plays Bejeweled on your phone while you have more 
white coffee for breakfast and try think up a way to chuck 



 

Haze into daycare so you can get a job and catch up on the 
rent and survive September. Cindy threatened to pay for 
daycare but jetted before she’d actually released any cash, 
damn it. Haze isn’t three until the end of the month and you’ll 
have to pay shitloads if you put her in daycare now. Come 
October 1 she’ll be fully subsidised but the next 30 days will 
cost ya.  

With no income and no breadwinner, you’re fucked. You 
take a swig of the white stuff. The pressure eases, a little. Right 

now Haze would cost $73 per day to get looked after; 

problem is you’re only gonna make $91 after tax if you drive 
out to the docks and unload shipping containers for 
0800QUIKLABR for eight hours (plus 30 minutes there, plus 
30 minutes back). October is 30 long-arse days away. It’s 720 
hours away – you do the maths on your phone. Kristov vodka 

is going to cost you $126 a week if you want to be pain-free, 
not to mention the smokes you’ll need to go with the white 
coffees, plus the pizzas, the trips to McDonalds. WINZ will 
make shit difficult with or without Cind. You’ll have to beg 
them. Surviving September is gonna cost thousands. It’s 
cheaper to just be dead.  

Tryina figure out how to get through the month takes up 
a whole day, although you give yourself a break around noon 
and eat noodles and cereal with Haze, and play Duplo, which 
brings up all these memories of uncles and rope swings and 
your mum making pies from basically nothing. All stuff you 
hadn’t thought of in ages. An advert pops up on your phone 
for a new pay day loans company and at around 3pm, as Haze 
is napping in a pile of blocks, you beg the company for two 
hundy and the operator lady on the phone is mega-helpful and 
she does you a favour and skips the part about how much 
interest you’ll have to pay. You watch the loan drop into your 
bank account and you unfurl Hazey’s little fist and make her 
high-five you. Daddy’s earning.  



 

You celebrate with a drink, scoop Haze into your arms, 

lug her to her pram and head out to get a $4.90 pizza from 
Dominos, feeling drunkenly confident, so confident that you 
ring up WINZ and they let you make an appointment for 
financial assistance. The appointment’s tomorrow, 8.30 in the 
morning. Sweet, you say, you’ll definitely 100 percent 
guaranteed be there. The pavement seems all wobbly and cars 
keep coming onto the sidewalk and honking at you and you 
chuck rocks at them. You and your Number One Lady munch 
the pizza on the way back. You curl up at the foot of her bed 
like a dog. You whisper rhymes till Hazel’s snoring, little 
snippets of Dre and Pac and Cube. Optimistic stuff. Silliness. 

   
* 
 

You’re in court, defending yourself against charges the 
prosecution was keeping secret from you, and the judge is Ben 
Haggis, this kid with a ridiculous briefcase and different-
coloured eyes you used to hassle back in school. Benji Faggis 
you always called him. He’s brought his briefcase into the 
courtroom and he keeps ruling against you, piling years onto 
your prison sentence, and finally he opens the briefcase and in 
there is a printout of all the hidings you gave to people that 
were weaker than you, the sticky drinks you poured into 
Faggis’s hair, the girls you criticised until they let you fuck 
them.  

You wake up in a cold knot on the foot of Hazel’s bed. 
You call for Cindy. You can see your breath and the window 
is white and dribbling. This flat is always cold. Hazel crawls 
across your chest so she can grin into your eyes, pressing her 
knees into a bladder so crammed with white coffee you’re 
about piss your pants. She prises your eyes fully open, crams 
her little paws inside Daddy’s hands and she’s saying 
Rollercoasty, rollercoasty, merry-go-round. Your day’s fucked 



 

already. You’ve not only gotta take two people to the toilet, 
you’ve gotta make her toast, pour her milk, wash the bed 
sheets she’s pissed in, praise her if she ain’t pissed, run her a 
bath before Cindy gets the electricity and water switched off, 
spread goop inside her sandwiches, trim the crusts 360 
degrees so her sandwiches are circle-shaped, cut off some 
cling film, put the sandwiches in the wrap, put the wrapped 
sammies in her bag, put her bag –   

No. It’s only September 2. She won’t need sammies ’cause 
you’re stuck with her and you have an appointment in 10 
minutes and it’ll take you 40 minutes to get there. 

 
September 2 is about apologising to the receptionist for 

being 45 minutes late, begging for another appointment, 
waiting two hours for that appointment to come around, 
spending some of next week’s rent money on a pack of 
nappies when she pisses herself in the toy corner, making it 
through the appointment without crying in front of a woman, 
depositing Hazel in a toilet stall by herself while you weep, 
unseen, in the next stall over, then bus home. Just getting the 
application forms has taken up a day in which you could’ve 
done anything. Retyped your CV. Smooth-talked the 
receptionist at that steel fabricator place. Signed up for a 
welding course and got some student money. Painted pictures 
with Haze using the fucking Christmas art set that Cindy left 
in the cupboard with all the other toys she’d lined up for 
Hazey. You put Haze down for a nap, draw the curtains, sip 
warming, numbing acid, watch the terrorist fires on the news, 
trying to imagine how satisfying it must be to walk into 
Cindy’s work with a belt of dynamite and a trigger. 

  
* 
 



 

September 4, first order of business is getting Haze to try 
the childcare centre for a day so you can give the registration 
paperwork to WINZ soon as so when October rolls around 
you don’t miss out on what you’re owed so you can wipe your 
arse with something other than strips of fucking newspaper.  

To get to daycare as quickly as poss means you have to go 
in a straight line, shunting the pushchair across a sports 
ground so muddy it’s pretty much a lake. 

You try to make it a fun trip, singing dumb songs with 
Hazel. The whole thing would be a hundred million times 
easier in Cindy’s car but you try not to even think her name. 
You spot the entrance of the daycare on the far side of the 
Milo-coloured lake. Hazel’s asleep, smiling as if she doesn’t 
even know how agonising it is to be alive. If you have to do 
this every day, four kays there, four back, her sleeping pattern 
is going to be majorly fucked up, but you’re here now. No 
sense turning back, doing eight kays for nothing. No sense 
being alive, if you look at the big picture. Easier to choke 
Cindy on her mum’s doorstep, point your fingers at the cops, 
pyow pyow, get warned to put down the weapon, get shot, no 
more misery. No more struggle. 

That can be the mission for tomorrow, though; today, the 
mish is to get a little girl inside and warm and dry.  

It’s noisy and bright in the daycare and there are wet 
clothes steaming on the column heater and there are women 
without makeup and a hundred paintings drying on an 
Extendaline than runs across the room and there’s stickers 
and colours everywhere, colours you’d forgot existed in this 
world. Bright joyous yellows, blues, purples. The colours of 
ice blocks and swimming togs. They tell you they can offer a 
half-day free trial, here and now, and you’re like Fuck yeah. 
Other people will be actually DOING the hard work, but 
YOU made it happen. Someone oughta tell Cindy.  



 

The daycare centre’s got about 40 kids and four staff and 
no mums. Not many of the grown-ups are down on the floor 
getting proper-involved with the kiddies. It’s more like they’re 
watching a game from up in the commentary box, arms 
folded. Workers wade through the children, sipping from 
steaming mugs or going outside to huddle around cigarettes.  

You unclip Hazel and she waddles over to a box full of 
various stuff and pulls out a giant book with thick cardboard 
pages.  

‘Got a lavatory around here, sister?’ you ask this teenage-
looking girl who reveals a mouthful of braces. 

‘Scuse me? Laboratory?’ 
‘A lavatory.’ Being a big man around all these kids makes 

you nervous. Someone might find out you’re despised by 
Hazel’s mum, and Cindy’s mum, and that tyre-fitter place you 
done a month at, and Benji Faggis, and all the people you ever 
punched or swore at or shouted at or took for granted. God 
damn vodka makes you wanna fight yourself. You need a 
quiet room to have a quick private coffee and recalibrate.  

‘We got a toilet, if that’s what you mean?’ 
Hazel sees you’re about to shut yourself in the toilet and 

drops her book and chases you. She claws the door, bleating, 
while you slip your backpack off your shoulder, sit on the 
toilet, unscrew the bottle cap and knock back a blast of relief. 
Ahhh. Cheaper and sweeter than weed or rocks any day. You 
tip your head back while the coffee melts into your arteries, 
analysing the ceiling, think deeply about the smoke alarm up 
there, one of those TaiCorp pieces of shit you saw on 60 
Minutes that failed in that shopping mall fire. Any smoke swirls 
around the TaiCorp, it probably won’t even work. 

Hazel is still attacking the door and you’re screwing the 
top back on your bottle and thinking, Why the fuck hasn’t a 
teacher picked Hazel up and tried to calm her down?  



 

You open the door and she seizes your legs. You’d rather 
a teacher was taking care of her, but no – one of the teachers 
is pressing a child against a seat and smacking an exposed 
bum, and another teacher, the jailbait with the braces, she’s 
opened a ranch slider and she’s letting the wet wind in while 
licking a cigarette paper, pretending to monitor the kids. 
Really she’s monitoring her smoke. You watch her hand a 
ciggy to another teacher then roll one for herself. Hazel gets 
into a fight with a baby that seems to have no one looking 
after it. No one shows you how to sign Hazel up. Plus didn’t 
they make it illegal to smack kids? You must be liquored. 
You’re paranoid. You’re remembering the smacking thing 
wrong. The white coffee reaches your toes and you shiver 
with warmth. You instruct yourself to be happy. You go sit on 
a bench and see if you’ve got any credit on your phone to 
email some CVs out, beg for forgiveness from every boss you 
ever told to go fuck themselves. Every person you hassled at 
school. Every Cindy.  

 
* 
 

September 10, you get up before Haze for the first time 
in, like, ever, but your dole money hasn’t come through, and 
no one wants to chat on Facebook and you find yourself on a 
slope, sliding down through this featureless zone, these days 
with the same breakfast cartoons and the same news reports 
about work-related shit happening to people that actually get 
to be at work. The only difference between the days is you 
take Hazel to a different playground one Thursday, then 
there’s this Saturday where you try to cheer yourself up by 

trying out a $22 bottle of white coffee, something classier than 

the $19 Kristov, a treat. 
Icy rain slaps the windows. Gales scream down the 

chimney. It’s a message from some god that you’re nothing 



 

against nature. You think of the old-time Maori battling 
through whitecaps, clinging to logs and crawling onto the 
shore, arriving soaked and starving, with far less than you. 
Those people built roofs to keep the rain off. They gathered 
firewood and went fishing in the rain and kept their families 
together and bred a million descendants. What’ve you done? 
Started with nothing, finished with nothing, zero descendants.  

Okay, one descendant, but even when you’ve got your 
fingers in her ribs and she’s giggling so hard her cheeks flush 
red-hot, you don’t feel worthy of claiming her as your own. 
She should really be looked after by someone better. She had 
her sample session at daycare. When September ends you’ll 
dump her in daycare every single day then get on with making 
the world right. Working a job, maybe, or maybe cutting the 
bad bits out of the earth. Cutting yourself out, firstly. There 
has to be a decent beam in this flat you can hang yourself 
from. You’re fucked, otherwise, if you hafta go on living.    

 
* 
 

It’s September 20, well past the halfway mark of the 
month. You’re gonna make it. You drink to that. You need a 
swig anyway ’cause WINZ is supposed to inject some sweet 
relief into your bank account so you can get that payday loans 
company off your case. They ring, like, eight times a day. You 
don’t wanna switch your phone off ’cause all your old group is 
on Facebook, and there’s a school reunion coming up and you 
can’t stop looking at pictures of how people’ve turned out. 
Take Ben Haggis, for example – the dude’s kinda handsome 
these days, his photos are all warm fuzzies and white smiles 
and he always wears real expensive golf shirts in his profile 
pics. Dude musta won the Lotto or something. 

You have a stiff coffee and agree to trudge to the park, 
even though a screen of rain hangs in the air like a bead 



 

curtain. You feel guilty for doing this kinda thing on a 
workday. Feel guilty about everything. Feel guilty when Hazel 
tries to spin a roundabout by herself and keeps slipping over 
then crying while you sit on a park bench writing a plan on 
your phone of how you’re gonna get your shit together. 

Haze nags you to play and you tickle her bulgy little 
tummy till she releases laughter from her core like a beam of 
light. She does everything with full gusto, no bluff, no 
moderation. She thinks jokes about poop and pee-pee are 
hilarious, like you’re some astonishing comedian. She thinks 
your noodles and hot dogs are gourmet cuisine. She’s never 
mad at you for longer than ten seconds. She deserves way 
better than you. Grown-ups lie about their feelings 24/7 and 
fuck each other over. It’s hard to imagine a grown-up worthy 
of her. 

There’s a fresh-faced bitchboy on a park bench with his 
two girls a few metres away. They all wear bright, gay jackets 
that fit perfectly, complete with shiny wet polyester hoods. 
That faggot doesn’t look like he’s fucked over many peeps. 
Good for him. Big hundy kilo boy like yourself? You’ve 
slapped a few people. Maybe the slaps mean you’re not 
allowed to apply to join the army or work for the government, 
maybe you lug around a criminal record like a boulder but the 
slaps seemed essential at the time. Gotta be staunch. When it 
feels like being patient’s not gonna get you any respect, you 
gotta stand up and take it.   

Haze jumps on a swing and starts squealing ‘Wheee.’ A 
text rumbles your phone. It could be about that outbound 
sales from home thing you told that lady on Facebook you’d 
do. Hopefully not another rejection. 

Dear sir a late payment fee of $48.60 has been added to – 
‘MOTHERFUCKER.’ Your bowling arm drives your 

phone straight into the wet bark. That’s a $110 screen you’ve 
just smashed. The clean-faced faggot puts his hands on his 



 

knees, stands up and walks over, staring only at you, blocking 
out the sky. 

He tells you he’s a police constable when he’s at work. He 
tells you you’re lucky it’s his day off. His eyes are blue and 
clear and firm. Reminds you of the time you ripped up Benji 
Faggis’s Star Trek magazine and he didn’t attempt to stop you, 
just looked at you so hard that his eyes saw right into your 
shitty soul. 

 
* 
 

September 21 begins at 12.01am, and you pray to that big 
wanker in the sky before you open your internet banking, but 
the cash ain’t in. You writhe all night till it’s dawn then wake 
Hazel up. This is it. The final march.  

You push the pram through the wet gravel and puddles. 
Hazel kicks her feet happily, munching a free muesli bar 
sample you got in the mail. You read about Quick Labour on 
your phone as you push. 0800QUIKLABR’s website has this 
real smiley profile of the boss fella, Benjamin something. 
Should be same as all the other labour rackets. They’ll promise 
you work, you’ll promise to work, you’ll shake hands, then it’ll 
fall to bits come the first drug and alcohol test and you’ll drink 
a month’s worth of white coffees right there in front of the 
receptionist and tell her she’d better call an ambulance.  

You try not to think dark stuff as you pass Hirepool and 
Carter’s Building Supplies and open the door and walk into 
the heat-pumped air of Quick Labour. You park Haze in a 
corner so she doesn’t fuck up the interview for you. There are 
toys. The receptionist uses your actual name and comes 
around the desk and gets on her knees down to Hazey’s level 
and shows a trick that the fireman doll can do when you pull 
his drawstring and makes Hazel squeal with joy.  



 

The boss strides down the hallway with his hand 
extended, as if you actually matter to him.  

‘I’m Ben, awesome to meet ya,’ he says, squeezing your 
hand. There’s muscle in it. His eye contact is strong and 
penetrating like that cop the other day. He’s got a name tag 
on: General Manager Benjamin Haggis.  

This is a mafia set-up, a sting. Punishment. Humiliation. 
You’ve been lured here to get whacked. 

Back in school, one time Ben was working the scoreboard 
while you and the boys were watching this netball game, 
planning who would get to fuck what girl. Something about 
seeing him looking all in-charge and driven bothered the hell 
out of you and while he was checking a clipboard on the 
sidelines, you kicked the back of his legs, collapsing his knees. 
He fell right in front of a Wing Attack and fucked up her run. 
Ben’s fuckup cost heaps of time out and your school lost the 
game.  

All this shit plays in the little movie theatre inside your 
brain while you stand there speechless. He directs you into a 
chair and turns his computer monitor to you. He says he’s 
gonna be straight up and starts telling you what he calls the 
“unexciting parts” of signing up to work for him – there’s the 
deductions, some of the health and safety policy meaning you 
can’t work without hundred-dollar boots, and you have to pay 
for your own medical assessments – plus Ben says he’s gonna 
be straight-up: pay is only three bucks more than minimum 
wage. 

‘Still, though, happy to start you this week, if that works 
for you,’ he says with that same smile – hard and probing, but 
clean. Confident. Not judgemental. ‘Or whenever’s 
convenient.’  

Why don’t you hate me? asks the voice in your head. 
Everyone else hates me. Too honest to be a crook, too 
crooked to be honest.  



 

‘On your application form, you’ve not ticked the box 
which asks if you have any childcare commitments?’ 

‘I shouldn’t have… Look, I got a kid, alright.’ 
‘And she’s at home with mum?’ 
‘Not exactly.’ 
Benji Faggis, who you blinded with a fire extinguisher in 

the corridor outside science, leans right back in his leather 
chair, then leans right forward. ‘Bring her in, my friend. I 
know it’s hard.’  

You laugh slightly. ‘You’ll never know till you have kids, 
brother.’ You half-rise. You think of the towers they talked 
about on the news on September 11, falling and exploding. 
Armageddon came on a Tuesday. Some people’s lives were 
over. For the winners of the world, though, the week carried 
on. 

‘I have four of ’em,’ Benji Faggis says. Your eyes creep 
around his framed photos. There he is in his black graduation 
gown. His baby is playing with his hardhat. ‘My wife 
homeschooled ’em. You can’t put a price on the safety of your 
kids, can ya. You got a daycare centre sorted? Hey – oh, I see 
I’ve upset you. Hey there.’  

He opens a drawer, hands you a small packet of pink 
Hello Kitty tissues. ‘I know it’s hard, man. Listen, job’s yours 
soon as you’re able, so long as you can get to the site, that’s 
not an issue. Now: go to your daughter. We’re cool. Just be 
here for the alcohol and drug test on October First. That 
work for you?’ 

‘Can’t wait,’ you say, your lips sticky with snot. You sniff 
and try to blink the tears out of your eyes. ‘And bro – sorry 
’bout, y’know. All the stuff that happened.’ 

He tips his head sideways like a parrot. The dude’s too 
content to remember. He doesn’t recognise who you used to 
be. ‘Oh?’ he says, bamboozled as fuck, ‘What stuff?’ 

  



 

* 
 

You open the gate of the daycare centre and your girl 
scuttles towards the rainbows and Play-Doh and little chairs 
and tiny tables. Play-Doh is gangsta. You wanna spend the day 
feeling its cool calming squelch between your fingers. You can 
smell ciggies and hear someone swearing, but that’s okay. 
Lower your expectations way down and you’ll be alright. 
Terrible place, lasting damage to your kid, but that’s penance, 
you suppose. 

Through the smoke comes a kid with bloody knees, but 
that’s okay. Can’t expect every kid to get close attention.  

There’s a leak in the roof and the bucket someone’s put 
out to catch the drops is overflowing. All the teachers are 
outside having smokes and when a chain of little kids starts 
tugging on the pilled, ratty track pants of one of the teachers, 
she makes a little kicking motion with her leg, holding her 
precious ciggy safely away.  

She’s kicked the kid. It wasn’t a punt or a drop kick or 
anything, but it was still a kick.  

You poke your head out the ranch slider and the teachers 
pull their cigarettes away from you. The teachers pretend 
they’re on the job.  

‘She all good, your daughter? What’s her name again?’ 
‘Hazel.’ Your stomach rumbles. You need a coffee bad. 

‘She’s got a nametag on… .’ 
‘You register?’ says a tall teacher with mean black 

eyebrows. There’s a hicky on her neck she’s tried to erase with 
foundation. ‘You can leave your boy here if you’re registered, 
’sall good.’ 

‘I gave you the paperwork ages ago. I came in and spoke 
with you. ’Member? And she’s a girl.’ 



 

Hicky mashes her cigarette out, swats the smoke away, 
comes inside, stands in front of a whiteboard with wensday 
October 1 written on it.  

Wens.  
Day.  
‘KIDS! MAT TIME! GETCHA ARSES IN HERE!’  
The children sit timidly on their bums. You kiss Hazel’s 

head and she shrieks and tries to clutch you with tiny hands 
that you shake off. You’re a big dude, mustn’t forget that, 
mustn’t be dragged. You cried in front of a man, yeah, but 
once in 25 years isn’t bad, and you doubt you’ll see Ben 
Haggis again. He’s satisfied, he’s happy. He doesn’t get 
anxious about people scheming against him cause he’s never 
fucked anyone over.  

You jump a collection of Tonka trucks and a child who is 
painting directly on the floor, and a puddle of some yellow 
liquid with a toddler standing beside it playing with his diddle.  

Hazel chases you all the way to the door and her screams 
follow you towards the bus stop, across the rainy car park. 
Inside the bus shelter you pause, listening to fat rain 
drumming on the roof. You are clutching the handle of an 
empty stroller. Trucks go by, making brown water whoosh 
onto the sidewalk.  

There’s a bottle of relief in the backpack which dangles 
from the stroller. You’re alone and sheltered, it’s grey out here 
and, screened by the rain, no one notices you. All you need is 
just a little eency peency sip of confidence to get you to Quick 
Labour. 

Your phone spooks you with a reminder. If you don’t get 
your arse downtown and give an alcohol-free piss sample, you 
can forget about working at the only employer in town that’ll 
have you.  

It was nice to catch up with Ben and say sorry. It was nice 
to be offered a job, even if it ended before it even started. 



 

You’ll drink to that. You’ll tell the bus driver Sorry, this was a 
mistake. You’ll cross the road again with an empty stroller that 
has no purpose without a little girl in it. You’ll march back 
into that daycare centre and pluck Hazey off the mat and take 
your baby home. She needs her daddy.  

   
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 



 

My sister introduced me to her famous friend under a 
heat lamp in the beer garden where the cobblestoned street 
had all these Shakespeare-themed pubs, which I thought was 
awesome, ’cause all my papers were literature. She said her 
friend’s name was Dagger and he had a reputation as a 
hilarious party guy around campus and that was about all she 
knew. It was winter, 11 at night, and you froze if you weren’t 
talking or walking. Dagger seemed to need a fresh table to sit 
at and keep the frost from settling on him. He did sideways 
glances around the beer garden before he gave up hope of 
finding cooler students to sit with and gave us some eye 



 

contact and a reluctant smile. A stench of aftershave rose as 
he sat down. Dagger seized my hand and shook it without 
looking at me properly. His hand was more muscular than 
mine, and he was wearing a brand-new surf t-shirt even 
though it was so cold we could see our breath when we spoke. 
He busted out this joke about how the wintry breaths looked 
like speech bubbles in a Garfield cartoon strip and we all 
cracked up. Dag had said just two lines, and 50% of the lines 
were hilarious jokes. The dude had a one in two strike rate. 
The cool jokiness compensated for his age a little bit. I could 
see wrinkles around his eyes and these thin lines separating his 
cheeks from his lips, and his throat was just that little bit 
saggier than it should’ve been, but he wore his cap backwards, 
taking a couple years off, pinning him at about 35 years old, 
maybe. I was, like, over ten years younger but I didn’t have 
any friends apart from my sister. I got by with one friend and 
assumed she’d always be around. I’d take an old, famous dude 
as a friend without a second thought.  

I couldn’t stop checking out Dag’s sculpted arms and I 
tried to make banter about the gym but ended up blurting out 
this story about having a panic attack at the gym earlier in the 
week and Dag interrupted with a tale about a few celebrities 
he’d personally met who had “weak nerves” as he called it. 

‘You know celebs?’ 
‘Obviously,’ he snorted. He got out his phone, scrolled 

through the contacts list, named 10 news reporters and actors 
and rappers on his 10 fingers and asked me if I wanted him to 
carry on counting on his toes. I cracked up laughing and 
grabbed my sister’s sleeve. ‘Where did you find this guy?!’  

I offered him a smoke and he said Nah, can’t, I’m a part 
time dance teacher, popping a pill from a brownish bottle. He 
looked like a dancer, yeah – slim, dark, strong, agile, vaguely 
Asian. I tugged my black beanie down over my Mohawk and 
felt ugly and unremarkable. 



 

I was busting my arse lugging rolled-up carpets around a 
factory for 25 hours a week inbetween lectures and pasting 
pictures into my zines at night, so I didn’t have tonnes of 
money but I bought enough rounds of beer to keep Dagger 
talking. He got onto this tangent about TMO and those weeks 
when you poon so much pussy that you lose count.  

‘What’s TMO?’ 
‘Too many orgasms.’ He scolled my beer and winked at 

me.  
My sister ran out of money and said Goodnight, 

loverboys, and I drunkenly followed Dagger to the converted 
warehouse he lived in, watching his toned gym legs sashay in 
the silky basketball shorts he had on, easy synthetic fabric, no 
constrictive denim, no leather.  

We flopped onto a couple couches and Dag found some 
porn and we watched it with the volume on mute. Dagger 
talked about what he’d studied in the past tense. It seemed like 
he’d finished his degree but didn’t wanna leave campus. If he 
stayed around uni, there would be pussy and unlimited student 
money to borrow. Dagger was like a comforting reminder: this 
can be your future, long as you don’t sell out. 

  
* 
 

We traded CDs and DVDs and a few babysitter pornos. 
Dag was the best dude to trade porns with, he didn’t make it 
awkward like with most of my other bros. He said he had 
about a hundred more I could borrow any time. ‘Just don’t 
jizz on the cases,’ he went, and it was hilarious, but there was 
like this level of trust to his comment, too. I told him to come 
to a few of my film lectures, seeing as he didn’t have a job, 
and next day he sat down beside me during a Kurosawa 
screening, saying he was epic hungry, and ate a few of my 
McDonalds chips. He borrowed my Subway sandwich, too, 



 

and it seemed cool, relaxed, natural. True friends don’t keep a 
tab or worry about owesies. I gave him lunch; he gave me 
street cred. He sat in the back of some of my workshops on 
haiku and creative writing, reading stuff on his phone, and 
made me feel less embarrassed about those. He gave me 
advice to harden up my doughy stomach. He let me sniff his 
fingers when they had fresh pussy juice on them.  

There was this girl Sartre who had put a few things in the 
poetry zine I spent most of my nights gluing together; this 
other girl, Chrissie, put a couple poems in, too. They were 
pretty much the only girls who spoke to me. When the zine 
seemed perfect, I’d make 200 copies, occupying a corner of 
the university library until 10pm each night. I’d walk home 
with my headphones blasting, wondering what Dagger was up 
to, stopping every 15 minutes to light up a Marlboro, then 
thinking, Bro, Dag doesn’t smoke, so why should you?  

I was buying him sushi one day in exchange for some 
snowboarding stories when I noticed Sartre sidling through 
the doors of the student common. She stood out because she 
had immaculate blonde curls in a big bouff, plus she always 
carried a huge scrapbook under one arm, stuffed with leaflets 
and band posters and handwritten poems. She almost walked 
past, stopped, exchanged awkward words with me, avoided 
looking at Dag and blushed as we talked English stuff. I said I 
was keen to proofread this novella she’d completed and we 
swapped email addresses and promised to talk. When she was 
out of earshot, Dagger shrugged. ‘Been there, done that. 
What’s your action plan?’  

‘What’s my what?’ 
‘Like, the next thing you’re gonna do to her, y’know.’ He 

pretended to yawn while he pinched a pill and slipped it under 
his tongue.  

She was finally out of sight, so I returned to my seat. 
‘What’s with the pills, dude?’  



 

‘Stay on track, son. Listen: Nibble her ears, it’ll make her 
gag.’ 

‘What if she’s not into that?’ 
‘Trust me, she is.’ He rolled his eyes, checked the 

messages on his phone. ‘Obviously I’ve fucked her.’ 
‘Right,’ I said, and seized a campus newsletter and scrolled 

the pages impatiently, avoiding eye contact. ‘Obviously.’ 
 

* 
 

Dag stepped inside through my kitchen window one 
night, stinking of cologne, apologising for breaking my 
drainpipe while he crawled up it. I told him it was the 
landlord’s drainpipe, didn’t matter. Rock ’n roll, yo. 

Dagger ate a bowl of this nutty muesli he found in my 
larder behind all the tinned military rations I was trying to live 
off. He talked about his mum and how, at 55, she was still 
getting tattoos, still smoking and driving a convertible. He said 
he couldn’t tell if his mum was an alcoholic addicted to work 
or a hard worker who drank to recover, ha ha. She owned 
rental properties up and down the country and made 20 grand 
some months, he said, and she knew everyone in The Biz. It 
wasn’t showbiz he was talking about – it was real estate. 
Anyone on TV, in newspapers ads with a famous real estate 
photo, she’d fucked or at least done coke with. Dag’s mum 
didn’t just party with famous property developers, she partied 
with Dag and his friends, too, in the family spa pool up in the 
mountains, he told me, back when his mum was like 49 and 
still vaguely fuckable, and she got everyone wasted on 
Absinthe that Dag was never allowed to touch and she ended 
pashing one of Dag’s mates and Dag punched his mum and 
broke her Gucci leopard print sunglasses and they clawed each 
other on the lawn, dripping and pink and covered in 
goosebumps and prickles. He told me the story and even re-



 

enacted the punch and I laughed so hard my abs scraped my 
ribs, and Dag smirked wearily. I thought that was the end of 
the story but he kept going, talking through dripping 
mouthfuls of cereal. He said the deal with his mum is he 
studies the odd business paper and his Olds give him an 
allowance. His parents basically pay him to give them hope, he 
reckoned. Dag wasn’t smirking any more. In a way, Dagger 
said, he was basically paying his mum, because of the 
satisfaction she derived from him getting the occasional pass 
on an assignment. She was well into her 50s now, he said, and 
the closer she got to retirement, the more money she’d throw 
at her son to get him to study something that would make her 
and his question mark of a dad rich.  

There was a catch, Dag said – he was often called home 
to hang with his mum and watch TV for weeks at a time, 
sipping Bacardi. He had to keep her company, had to have the 
water bed and the massages and the Saturday tennis.  

‘Your life’s fuckin awesome,’ I laughed, and we clinked 
bottles of this rare stout that my sis had given me three years 
back that I thought I would never share with anyone. ‘You got 
more stories?’ 

  
* 
 

I concentrated on essays and exams real hard for a five-
week period and when I raised my head I realised I hadn’t had 
any texts from Dag in ages. His status updates and Tweets 
didn’t say where he was. Sartre bumped into me at 
McDonalds and asked me why I had two chicken salads. ‘I 
suppose one’s for you, now,’ I told her. Soon as she sat down, 
sliding her handbag across the table and into my personal 
space, I asked her if she knew where Dag was.  

‘Who cares?’ she shrugged, and reached for my Fanta and 
bent the straw to her lips and put her saliva on mine.  



 

‘But you… and him…?’ 
‘Dude, what about YOU and him?’ 
I tried to fuck her that night, on my single mattress, 

pressed against the wall covered in Sabbath posters. She 
laughed hysterically. ‘My dear boy, it doesn’t work that way,’ 
she said, buttoning her cardigan and packing more weed into 
the cone.  

‘Worked for Dagger, didn’t it?’ I pouted, folding my arms. 
Before she turned up the volume on my computer, she 

said loudly and plainly, ‘You’re. Not. Him.’ 
She stayed, though, and we talked nonstop until brunch. 
I got offered a scholarship to do Honours in postmodern 

poetry at the university up in Showbiz City, the Big Smoke, 
where Sartre was going to be doing advanced design. We 
talked one night about our plans for the coming year. We had 
a couple more dates, then when I had a real bad night, 
outmanned by some guys at this party up in the hills, she 
stayed the night at mine and didn’t leave in the morning and, 
after I went out and brought back bagels and cream cheese, 
she crawled on top of me and wrapped my body up inside 
hers. ‘You need someone to look after you, boy-o.’ 

He texted me one night while I was trying to make crêpes 
for Sartre and asked me to call him ’cause he didn’t have any 
money on his phone, as usual. He answered the phone with a 
‘Dag here,’ like he always did, not sorry or anxious that he 
hadn’t been in touch. He told me he’d been scripting radio 
adverts in GOD DAMN SYDNEY AUSTRALIA and he’d 
been getting pretty gnarly at writing jokes and was looking to 
step on the next rung up. Forget dance, he said: stand-up 
comedy’s the only option for a man to get himself ahead. 
There was more of it in the big city, where he was calling 
from, now. I could actually hear the traffic behind him.  

Sartre headed up to the Big Smoke first; I drove up after. 
She told me she was still deciding if she wanted a relationship. 



 

We got a flat together, though. One afternoon, after we went 
jogging together and got caught in the rain, and sheltered 
under a tropical tree, she pressed her wet tits against my chest 
and put her nose against mine. ‘I changed my relationship 
status,’ she said, and stroked the side of my face. 

‘But you sucked Dagger’s cock.’ I shrugged her off, 
walked away, waiting for her to chase me.  

‘Least I don’t do it on a regular basis,’ she yelled. ‘OI! You 
don’t walk away from me. Where the fuck are you going?’ 

 
* 
 

Dagger booked all these comedy gigs in town and I blew 
off CrossFit and book launches and appointments with Sartre 
to watch him perform. He’d stay out all night, come back to 
our flat at breakfast, sleep all day on the couch, watch stand-
up comedy on our surround-sound system. It was a treat 
when I had the luck to bump into him in the hallway outside 
the bathroom. I had a sort-of famous dude on my couch. I 
would go straight from work to lurk in the back of his comedy 
gigs. I watched him take this girl into the toilets one night, this 
tall, skinny unobtainable red-haired Israeli girl who no one had 
the guts to talk to, just grab her hand, pull her up from the 
table and lead her away. I looked around the room of girls, 
realised the last piece of pussy I’d ever get in my life was 
waiting for me at home, painting canvases and rubbing the 
little hump in her belly. I got drunk and ate burgers and 
milkshakes in my car on the motorway. I woke Sartre up for 
sex and while I was thrusting into her, I asked her what she 
thought about getting married – not, like, a firm offer. Just 
something to think about.  

I travelled 80 minutes to the office, worked nine hours. I 
stayed late, ate in the city centre, went to Dagger’s gigs. He 
said Sydney paid him to fly over but I’m sure it was his mum 



 

paying. Years passed instead of seasons, here in the scorching 
city of celebrities and road rage and coiled highways, where all 
the heavy news stories happened right outside. My stomach 
got fat and rubbery. I was in meetings all day, working as a 
buyer inside CarpetQual’s corporate office. When Dagger 
came to town I watched pub landlords hand him tightly curled 
banknotes, even though he’d showed up late and 30 people 
had left during his comedy set. His jokes were mostly advice 
for guys on how to get a girl to suck your dick. After each 
show I saw girls pull down the brim of his cap and nibble the 
diamond in his ear. I went home to my wife and nudged the 
laptop off her belly. The sex to make our second child was 
purely business. I watched a lot of Suicide Girls, looking for 
faces who looked like chicks from my first-year undergrad 
poetry classes. I made blog posts at 4am, wrote a couple of 
nasty rumours about a certain up-and-coming comedian, then 
felt sick and deleted them. Then I got up at 5.30 and ate cereal 
and watched the weather report and drove to work, wishing it 
was night, wishing I was in a club. On stage or in the audience 
blogging critical reviews, either way. 

  
* 
 

I asked Dag if he’d do a comedy bit at our wedding 
reception and he said of course. He asked for the cash up 
front, 10 weeks before the wedding date. He previewed the 
jokes over the phone and after two minutes started talking 
about how he’d gone back to the mountains to crash at his 
mum’s place, and to fuck snow bunnies, and I wasn’t sure if 
he was still doing jokes or not. I almost asked him to tell me 
the story of his mum making out with the young snowboarder 
from the X-Games in the steaming hot tub with the dirty sky 
above and the mountains frosted. I’d seen pics of Dag’s 
mum’s long legs on Facebook, seen her freckles. What her 



 

eyes and teeth looked like behind the sunglasses and cigarette 
was a mystery. 

Sartre kneed me in the thigh, and I winced and held the 
phone away from my ear.  

‘Is that Dag on the phone?’ 
‘Um... yes?’ 
‘So is he doing some shit at our wedding or not?’ 
‘I think so. I paid him a retainer.’ 
She tsked. ‘He’d better get seriously famous seriously 

quick.’ 
 
My old poet friend Chrissie had moved to the Big Smoke 

with two guitar cases, one full of clothes. She stayed on our 
couch. Sartre said she wasn’t worried about any woman letting 
me fuck them. Sartre said that would never happen even if I 
wanted it to. Chrissie, who ate one meal a day and lived 
mostly on herbal tea and gum, performed the national anthem 
of Bangladesh at Open Mic, at The Pub. Some kind of protest 
about the new governor of Dhaka, apparently. She was 
nervous about going on, and I stroked her back. Afterwards 
she asked me if she was good enough. ‘I loved… all of it,’ I 
told her.  

When each comedian finished, they stepped a few inches 
down off the dais and mingled with the punters. People 
bought the comedians drinks. Dagger was there and I bought 
him a plate of wings ’cause although he didn’t drive, he could 
get called on as an Uber driver at a moment’s notice, and he 
had to be sober. He approached Chrissie and said, ‘Your place 
sounds good.’  

I tried sitting in the back of my car while Chrissie drove. 
She bumped another car at the traffic lights, so we swapped 
and Dagger and Chrissie set up in the back seat. They were 
already squeezing each other’s knees and thighs by the time 
we got back to my place. 



 

‘Sarch is sleeping, Chrissie. Don’t get too worked up, 
now.’ 

Dagger opened another pill bottle. ‘This is better than 
vodka,’ he said in his low, raspy voice, licked his fingertip, 
dabbed a pill and pushed it onto Chrissie’s hungry tongue. 
They flopped back on my couch and Dagger pulled the cap 
off his head, letting his bald spot show amongst the shoulder-
length flowing black strands. ‘Strap yourself in.’ 

I was fidgety. I topped up the cat’s food and fluffed a 
couple of cushions and watered the pot plants and paced. 

‘Am I still picking you up for that appointment?’ I said, 
sitting on the edge of my beer crate. ‘And Dag, yo, you still 
doin that gig? At that hotel? The one on at the lake resort 
where my sister works? You gonna catch up with her?’ 

‘Definitely, you have my full attention, lol,’ Dag said, 
saying something about some restraint he supposedly learned 
when he was supposedly a bouncer, twisting Chrissie’s arm 
behind her back like a pretzel, moving in, putting his lips on 
her neck. I checked the image gallery on my phone, to make 
sure I’d zoomed in correctly and taken a satisfactory photo of 
the pill being pushed onto the tongue. My phone cost almost 
a grand. It took amazing photos. In the picture I’d snapped 
you could read Dagger’s name on the side of the pill bottle. 
I’d tag him on Instagram when I thought up a funny-enough 
caption. People only knew that I was great at subdividing my 
property and making some serious coin, and getting a second 
storey built on my house, but I could write great comedy too. 
Deadbeats aren’t the only genius satirists on earth. People had 
to know. 

 
* 

 
My famous friend hung around in the big smoke, did 

some alright gigs, fucked some teenagers in cars, got some 



 

reviews. He would disappear to the mountains of Queenstown 
to sit in the hot tub with his mum once a season, but Sydney 
wouldn’t have him back. I met my sister for a drink and on 
the pillar beside us was a poster for Dag’s show Talented and 
Humble. ‘That’s my boy,’ I told her, grinning and sucking beer. 

My sister said she saw him at a party at Lorde’s sister’s 
21st and he spent the night on a pool lounger wearing black 
shades, clicking his fingers at teen girls, ordering them to 
come over to him and let him whisper in their ear, apparently. 
I dunno. It sounded like Dag. I didn’t want to side with my 
sister against him, though, ’cause those two I was sure had 
fucked back in the day, and she despised him, now, and 
thought it was funny I wrote negative reviews of his shows on 
TheatreofUnease.com. Someone had to give the dude negative 
reviews. Even the most successful comedians on earth have 
their critics. I was keeping him humble, that’s what I was 
doing.  

When he got back into town, I caught up with Dag in a 
pretty large bar within the casino after he did a one hour set. 
Security gave me a pass. I was friends with a famous guy.  

‘I’m getting $300 for my bit on Thursday,’ he told me, and 
wiped the juices off his forehead and tossed something from 
his pill bottle down his throat and gulped loudly. ‘Problem is I 
owe my mum fuckloads. Yo: you had dinner?’ 

There were three girls and two fanboys waiting for him 
just outside the exit doors.  

‘How are your boys?’ he went. 
‘Well, they’re both girls,’ I told him, ‘So not doing too well 

on the boy-front, ha ha.’  
Dagger wrote something on his phone. ‘I might turn that 

into a bit, how you don’t see your friends’ kids for ages and 
then your friend develops an attitude problem. What d’you 
reckon?’ 



 

We ate at Burger King, then I paid for onion rings for 
some girls that came over and sat real close to Dag. I tried to 
ask them from the counter what kind of dipping sauce they 
wanted for their onion rings but they were too busy letting 
Dag squeeze their tits. This is Dagger Chiang the comedian 
speaking, I would say when I phoned the managers of all the 
clubs in the country. I’m just phoning to say you’d better hope 
your daughter’s not in the audience. Maybe I’ll fuck her. 
Maybe I won’t. 

It was probably true. The prick probably was a rapist. 
Even worse, he was a shitty friend.   

I drove everyone home in my big station wagon with 
child seats in the back. Dag and his teenagers giggled and 
poked each other. I clenched the steering wheel. 

  
* 
 

My oldest girl turned four and I helped blow up balloons 
and picked up a five litre tub of ice cream because 20 kids 
were coming around to our house. I was late to the cutting of 
her cake because I was making some edits to Dag’s Wikipedia 
page. I invented a term of abuse with his first and last name in 
it and added it to Urban Dictionary. I asked questions about 
his methods and success rate for rapes on Ask.fm. Then I 
went through to the sisters-in-law and uncles who were 10 
years younger than me and never asked about my work and I 
picked up my baby girl and kissed her. An aunty snatched her 
out of my arms. For a moment, I thought about my archery 
set, and how many family members I could take out before 
the cops shot me down. If they pushed me far enough, that is. 

My nephews didn’t ask me to play ball with them. My 
daughters almost opened my presents first, before they saw a 
huge monster-truck wheel sticking out of a gift from Big 
Uncle Felix and opened that instead, and ran outside and put 



 

batteries in the remote control and drove the monster truck 
into the sunshine.  

I stepped backwards into the darkness. Nothing was 
happening on any of my social media. I picked up my 
cellphone.  

I texted Dag’s mum. Next time u r in town meet me, I 
messaged her. 

A text message came straight back.  
Hi honey. Y u ask when im n twn? 
Dnt knw how to say this but iv got to make luv 2u. im dags friend. 

We shd meet ;o) 
 

* 
 

My phone went off within the hour. It wasn’t Dagger’s 
mum accepting the proposition. It was Dag, tweeting.  

#That moment when ur BFF hits on your mum, Dag had 
written, and posted a frame from some old movie with a 
detective getting a knife in his back. The retweets had just 
passed 1000. I unfollowed him, then blocked him, then 
worried about what he was saying about me and unblocked 
him. Probably more backstabber memes he was posting, the 
prick.  

He posted a photo of himself with his mum. Between 
them, they were holding a cellphone with my text. Anyone 
could easily read it. My phone number. My words. A steel bar 
was plunged into my chest. Children dripping pool water 
squeezed past me in the hallway. I had to sit down.  

I locked the door of my office. Kids and aunties and 
Sartre knocked for half an hour then gave up on me. I would 
be on my computer all night, evening things up. I had a 
photograph. I beamed the photograph to my own Twitter. 
The photo seemed to show Dagger placing a pill on the 
tongue of Chrissie.  



 

Found this on a blog, I tweeted Dag. I think itz that 
comedian Dagger drugging a rape victim Cosby-styles. Will 
more victims cum 4th? #DaggerJustice 

I aimed the threat at Dag, for now, but it would circulate. 
I wanted him to watch the retweets pull him apart and push 
me into prominence. The comedian community would first 
post it, then decide it’s true, then the newspapers and finally 
police would get behind it and want to laud the whistleblower, 
all this would happen within 30 hours. 20,000 people would 
soon be hashtagging #DaggerJustice. Dag needed to know 
there was power in me.  

He took four hours to ring me. I lay back in my office 
chair and waited. I needed him to beg.  

‘C’you ring me back?’ he said instead, ‘I don’t have much 
credit on my phone. I just wanted to say: Don’t.’  

‘Please what?’ 
‘I didn’t say please.’ 
There was silence, then my phone beeped to indicate my 

credit was running low. ‘Time’s running out. Maybe you 
should say please.’ 

‘Don’t put that thing out there on the web, bro. I get bad 
enough anxiety as it is. Need my meds.’ 

‘Bro? Bro?!’ 
‘Hey, can you speak up a bit? Heaps of people at this X-

Factor audition, real noisy. I’m a tiddly bit nervous, tell you 
the truth, bro.’ 

‘AuDITION? You’re auditioning at a time like this? Tell 
me who you’re auditioning for. I’ll tweet them, tell them 
everything they need to know. Don’t you know I’m about to 
end you?’ 

Silence for 20 heartbeats. ‘I’m confused, man. Did I do 
something to you, or… ?’ 

‘You honestly don’t… Dude, I’m hitting the tweet button 
and the world’s gonna see that photo of you pushing pills on 



 

Chrissie. I’m about to end you. You got 30 seconds to tell me 
10 nice things.’ 

I couldn’t hear him breathe for a while. Finally he sighed 
and said, ‘I can’t think of ten. Can we make it five?’ 

‘Is this a joke? Are you seriously doing a bit right now?’ 
‘No, sorry, just trying to… My brain’s not the best at 

remembering wholesome warm fuzzy stuff sometimes. Mostly 
I just remember my mates hitting on my old lady.’ 

I took the burning phone away from my ear for a 
moment. I looked at my locked door. I heard people having 
fun without me. ‘You’re a real bad friend, Dag.’ 

I heard his name called by the talent scouts. I heard his 
basketball shoes squeak across a white theatre. I heard the 
directors telling him to turn his phone off. I heard him say 
Sorry, he was catching up with an old mate. 

‘If I had a wife, she’d be my friend,’ he said at last. ‘Just 
something to think about.’ 

There was a red button on my screen. It said End. 
 

* 
 

Saturday night I ate roast chicken, potatoes and ice cream. 
I ate continuously across three hours. I pulled the skin off the 
roast chicken, because it seemed fattening, and put it aside, 
and when an hour had passed, I dangled it over my mouth 
and ate it. There was a comedy roast on Comedy Central. I 
didn’t have to leave the couch. 

My two-year-old baby girl asked for her usual story about 
a spunky crane who delivers hugs to children away from their 
parents. She sat on my knee and I read to her. My home life 
was Lego, pillows, rubber ducks and foamy baths. I felt 
hollow and heavy at the same time. I put on Friday night TV. 
Graham Norton had American comedians on his couch. I 
closed my eyes. That could be me, drenched in limelight, if I’d 



 

been a bit more strategic, a bit more patient, not so obsessed 
with repaying my student loan and getting a house and 
wedding rings. My body was getting pudgier. I had boobs, 
now, sort-of. I kissed my kids’ eyes. I stretched my arms, told 
my girls I loved them thiiis much. I went back to my couch. It 
creaked as I collapsed into it. X-Factor was on TV and they 
said a comedian was coming up, and it cost 20 cents to send in 
a text voting for or against every contestant. I knew that one 
kilometre away, our babysitter would be watching and playing 
on her phone. She was a Diet Mountain Dew-guzzling piglet 
with fat arms who worked in a butchery and never seemed 
unhappy. I’d showed her my American Express Diamond 
card last time, told her offhand that I had a habit of helping 
out people who were nice to me. I almost texted her but every 
time I picked up my phone, Twitter distracted me. 

I dozed on the couch, squeezing the remote control, and 
watched people taking risks. There was some contestant with 
pigtails, a girl doing tricks with a hula-hoop. Pigtails are like 
handles for you to whip and lash the beast as you ride her 
from behind. Dagger taught me that. I unlocked my phone 
and found the babysitter’s number. I’d tell her my wife and I 
had a date organised, could she babysit tomorrow night? I’d 
have X-Factor on the screen when she arrived at 6.30 to begin 
her shift. Come in, I’d say. Have a seat. 

I’d plop down beside her, play with my American 
Express, twirling it, tossing it casually on the coffee table. 

Is that X-Factor? she’d say. 
Yeah. This is that comedian, I’d say. I know that guy, 

actually. 
No way? she’d say, and shift along the couch an inch 

closer, putting her fingers on my knee.  
Time to go, I’d say, getting up and taking my wife’s coat 

off the coat hook, wrapping my wife up warm, leaving my 
famous friend trapped inside the telly. 



 

 

 
Janelle pulled the curtains open and lit a joint and 

thought, Please tell me I remembered to buy the fuckin 
candles… Yup. Sorted. Three brittle candles, 99 cents from 

the supermarket, plus $1.06 gas. She groaned, dropped the 
roach of her joint into her coffee cup, prepared to leave her 
bedroom and fight the world. Fuckin petrol. Oughta splash 
some around here and burn the fuck-ups outta my life.  

She made the bed, fantasised about throwing out her 
duvet, as if she had the money for a new one. It’d had the jism 
of six guys on it, including JJ. JJ loved to come on her clothes, 
her tits, her face. He loved soiling things like a destructive 
eight-year-old. She couldn’t believe she’d had a baby girl with 
that piece of shit. Baby Kruizer, with Play-Doh in her hair and 
nail polish on her knees. Janelle’s mum once told her Kruizer 



 

was the only thing in Janelle’s life she hadn’t fucked up. Janelle 
agreed. 

It was Kruizer’s third birthday today and even if 
everything else in her life was fucked-up, Janelle was gonna 
make sure her girl’s birthday cake was not.  

Janelle wet her throat with an old glass of warm Coruba, 
popped a Lorazepam and some Prozacs. When she came out 
of the toilet, she saw Kruizer had dressed herself and turned 
her iPad on. YouTube was taking care of her. The kitchen lino 
and some of the carpet had a white milk puddle on it dotted 
with Froot Loops. First fuck-up of the day.  

Janelle was trying to find clean leggings in a pile of dirty 
laundry when a cop, a female, craned first her head then her 
whole body inside Janelle’s flat. 

‘Way to knock,’ Janelle said, pulling shorts the final inch 
over her hips. ‘You sure you’re sposda enter people’s houses 
like that?’ 

‘Not exactly your house if you’re renting, is it,’ said the 
cop, but she stopped moving inward and took up a wide 
stance, clutching a tiny notebook and a pen. This cop – 
something Thai-looking – had a partner behind her, some desi 
Indian lady with a full-on dot between her eyebrows. Janelle 
had had her wrists grabbed by a lot of pigshits, but a desi and 
an Asian together? That was something new. It gave her a 
flashback to school, all them black-haired speccy academic 
girls in the tidy blazers with merit badges on them, making 
Janelle feel dirty for having freckles and see-through skin and 
a pilled shirt.  

The pigshits stood in her house and asked if everything 
was going alright with the restraining order she’d put on JJ. JJ 
had been getting more out-of-it since he went from a 
hangaround to a prospect, saying Yes to fights he would’ve 
turned down a year ago, standing over courier drivers and 
petrol pumpers and even the Plunket lady who took Kruizer 



 

for playdates sometimes. Staunch with a gang, angry and lost 
without one. Prospect prospect prospect! Patch for a smash! 
Smash for ya patch!   

‘So your arse is on my property just ’cause you care about 
my wellbeing?’ 

‘And to ask if you’re in possession of anything illicit we 
should know about,’ the first pigshit said, ‘we have a mandate 
to check on the welfare of all children.’ 

Janelle folded her arms. ‘Go to my mum’s place if you 
want someone to tell you how much of a fuck-up I am. I’m 
about to make a cake, so yous can go if you want.’ 

The Asian pigshit pressed her pen against her notepad. 
‘So, to clarify, JJ’s not running a growing operation here? Not 
stashing any drugs? No booty calls?’ 

‘Booty…? Honest, you can fuck him if you want, but JJ’s 
outta my life.’ Until lunchtime every other fucking day, she wanted 
to add. 

One of them gave Janelle a business card. ‘Call this 
number directly to reach me, sister,’ said the Indian one, like 
her and Janelle were on the same level. They trudged back to 
the cop car. They hadn’t even turned the engine off, as if 
Janelle wasn’t important enough to stop for.  

She followed them out, picking up her watering can and 
showering Kruizer’s stiff little carrot flowers, which were sort-
of pretty and looked like a miniature bouquet Janelle and 
Kruizey could take turns tossing behind their backs, giggling, 
pretending someone had married them. The carrots took 
about 40 cents off the grocery bill each week. The only people 
who knew Janelle had grown the fuckin things were her and 
God.  

She was heading back inside to check on Kruizey-woozy 
when another vehicle crunched up the driveway. This one had 
no licence plates. 



 

‘KRUIZE?’ Janelle shrieked, running back to the kitchen, 
‘You sure you’re okay?’ 

Kruizey looked up from her screen. ‘I’m okay, mama.’ 
‘Stay here, babe. If I don’t come back, phone Mumsy, eh? 

Promise?’  
Two bulldykes were getting out of the car, leaving it to 

rumble by itself. They had to be debt collectors from Home 
Helpers. You grabbed Size 2 knickers with Humpty Dumpty 
on them out of a door-to-door homewares van, no money 
down, and if you didn’t pay later, these ladies did the 
invoicing.  

One had a shaved head, one had dreadlocks. Neither dyke 
took off her sunglasses. ‘See you had the 5-0 up in here,’ one 
of them said. ‘Got friends in the police gang, eh?’ 

‘Here’s the list of shit you owe,’ said the other, pushing a 
printed list into Janelle’s hands. She cringed as she recognised 
each purchase. Kruizey’s iPad; Baby Genius DVDs. The Dell 
Sunshine690 laptop computer Janelle had hoped could pretty-
up her CV and get her a job. Every stupid purchase had had a 
smell of hope that had gone sour. Fuck. Kruizey’s knickers 
that were sposda be a reward for pissing in the toilet instead 
of pissing in the posh Plunket lady’s car. If Janelle got kerb-
stomped today over some tiny knickers, the only thing she’d 
think of would be Kruizey, grinning as she waddled around 
the house wearing only Humpty Dumpty knickers, too 
overjoyed to notice the paint peeling on the windowsills.  

‘Total’s eight hundred,’ said the dreadlocked dyke. 
‘Shivers, I got 10 cash, 15 maybe… I could, like, borrow 

off my mum? It’s just I got my daughter’s birthday cake to 
budget for.’ 

‘I got a kid too.’ 
‘Oh.’ Janelle let herself breathe for a second. ‘Amen to 

that, right?’ 



 

‘And my kid doesn’t have a FUCKIN SCROUNGER 
FOR A MUM. Ten won’t even pay for the fuckin gas it took 
to drive here.’  

Kruizer appeared between Janelle’s legs, sucking her 
thumb. Janelle scooped her up. 

‘Thirty bucks by six o’clock, y’hear? OI. Y’HEAR?’ 
‘Promise,’ Janelle told the women. They went back to 

their car, walking through the carrot flowers. The Koreans 
next door were watching through gaps in the fence. Janelle 
closed the door, kissed the cheeks of her special little girl, 
whose birthday was rushing by minute by minute. ‘Sorry, 
Kruizey-Kruze. Just work stuff.’ She latched the door, pulled 
down Kruizer’s knickers, checked Kruizer’s vagina, put 
moisturiser on it, put some foaming carpet cleaner and a sheet 
of newspaper over the spilled Fruit Loops, wiped the sticky 
thumbprints off the iPad. She caught up on the conversation 
bubbles on her phone, went to the end of the driveway, lifted 
from the mailbox an inch of bills, a letter from Corrections 
about her probation, and Kruizey’s first present of the day: a 
free sample of beef jerky Kruizer bit into hungrily. 

  
* 

Janelle was sipping a quick Bacardi and trying to find a 
good birthday cake recipe on her phone when chainsaws 
began to rev in the driveway. JJ was here. Fuck. 

JJ clomped into the house with his hard metal half-helmet 
on and stood over Janelle, blocking the light, his buckles 
tinkling. She heard his biker friends bellow at him, ‘TWO 
MINUTES, PROSS.’ JJ tilted his head backward, as in Let’s 
go, get on the fuckin hog, you’re lucky we stopped for you.  

‘It’s bub’s birthday,’ Janelle said, ‘So if you’re wanting me 
to come out with yous…’ 

‘Your mum’s expecting you,’ JJ said. ‘Reckons she wants 
you to bring Kruize to her place.’  



 

‘Tell her I’ve gotta stay home and bake a cake. Remind 
her we broke up, I don’t give a shit.’ 

‘You disrespecting your mum? Take this before I smack 
you.’ JJ took out six point bags plus a little weed and a couple 
of fifties. ‘Little for you, little for the bank. Where you 
stashing the stuff anyway? Hot water cupboard like I said?’ 

‘Birthday. It’s your daughter’s birthday. Not Christmas.’ 
‘Shut the fuck up, you fuckup. Birthday’s what I said. 

Here.’ He tried to put the stash in Janelle’s hand. When she 
didn’t take it, he put the little bags on the table. Janelle’s 
fingers were inches away from the pain relief, the freedom. 
Payment for the bulldykes. Balance. Half a day without hassle. 

JJ’s jaw wiggled strangely. He was tweaking. A little giggle 
burrowed through his teeth. ‘How’s my bank account by the 
way? Where’d you chuck it? Hn hn hn.’ 

She slid the pain relief back towards JJ. ‘I really wish you’d 
take your stash home, J. And maybe bring something for your 
actual daughter next time.’ 

‘Still got ya ring on? Give us that, thas a grand worth. 
Your daughter oughta have it. Newsflash: I ain’t marryin ya 
anymore.’ 

Janelle bunched her fingers and pulled her fist under the 
table to hide the engagement ring JJ had gotten down on his 
knees and given her at Nitro Circus that night with a smoke 
and a dandelion between his teeth, doing his little tweaker 
giggle as he proposed.  

Janelle followed JJ as he stomped around the house and 
found his daughter in the wash room, scooping a mountain of 
laundry powder with a toy digger. JJ knocked the washing 
powder under the bath with his boot, scooped up Kruizer and 
held the girl against his spiky leather.  

‘That shit’s poison,’ JJ said, toeing the pile of powder. 
Kruizer watched her dad’s face twitching strangely. ‘God 
you’re useless.’  



 

‘Smoking’s useless; that powder there’s worth two bucks,’ 
Janelle said, ‘Listen, I’m on a budget and you need to – ’ 

JJ picked up a scoop of laundry powder, pushed Janelle’s 
throat against the wall and held the powder in front of her 
eyes.  

‘PROSPECT! HURRY YOUR ARSE UP!’  
JJ dashed the powder on Janelle’s knees, kissed his 

daughter on the scalp, said ‘Don’t even dream of goin 
anywhere,’ and clomped back out to his bike.  

‘Daddeee!’ Kruizer squealed, ‘My birfdayyy.’ She ran hard 
at her dad, hit the door just as it was closing, and fell back into 
the arms of Janelle. Mama had got up off the floor just in time 
to catch her.  

 
Fay the Plunket Lady was the fourth fuckin disturbance of 

the day. She arrived while Janelle was occupied in the 
woodshed, caught Kruizer with a bottle of perfume, took it 
out of her hands just in time to stop the girl pouring it into 
her hair.  

‘G’day!’ Fay pipped as Janelle exited the woodshed.  
‘No it ain’t.’ Janelle had to let a caregiver take over for 90 

minutes. Court had recommended it, plus apparently it was 
‘weird’ for a mama to be with her girl around lunchtime. 
Lunchtime was when you were supposed to be at Zumba 

classes and sip $12 juices afterwards then post photos of paleo 
salads on your Instagram. At least, that’s what all her friends 
online indicated. Janelle had been reading their stupid updates 
while she sat out in the woodshed in silence, hunched over 
her phone, smoking a skinny joint and slurping bourbon and 
coke and trying to feel average. Average would be better than 
anything she’d felt in ages.  

‘Tell me Janelle: how is your mum doing?’ 
‘I dunno. Ask her if you can catch her without anxiety 

pills in her fuckin mouth.’ 



 

Fay took the birthday girl out to the driveway and 
strapped her into her clean Plunket car that smelled like fresh 
laundry. 

‘Yous’ll be back in 90 minutes, eh? We got a party to take 
care of.’ 

‘She needs lunch,’ Fay said, frowning. ‘I’ll get some 
protein down her. See you in a bit.’  

Her mobile went off and Janelle put down her drink, 
parking it on the laptop computer containing her CV, her 
photos, her half-finished assignments for that dumbarse 
medical typing qualification she probably wouldn’t score 
anyway. 

Mumsy was ringing. Fuck. ‘I can’t really talk now. Got 
some stuff on. Are you coming round here and baking a cake 
or not?’  

Mumsy asked why Janelle couldn’t just buy a cake from 
the store like everybody else in this world and where her 
selfish streak had come from anyway – ‘You got it from your 
uncle Jono, well he’s second to last in a looong line of 
bastards and it seems to me you’ve elected to take after him’ – 
and finally Mumsy asked to speak to her granddaughter.  

‘Plunket lady took her.’ 
‘They’ve taken her? They’ve TAKEN her. You stupid, 

STUPID – ’ 
‘Not like that, fuckin hell. Just a Plunket thing. She’s 

probly on a roundabout laughing her arse off right now. She 
loves other peeps looking after her.’ 

‘Well perhaps I should show her some real mothering and 
take her on a weekly basis, then.’ 

‘I WISH YOU ACTUALLY WOULD.’ 
‘So you can have time to, what – go to Zumba classes?’ 
‘YES. ACTUALLY FUCKING YES. YES I WANT TO 

GO TO FUCKING ZUMBA INSTEAD OF FUCKING 
COURT.’ Janelle lifted the phone away from her ear, wincing. 



 

‘Can you just honestly quit giving me shit and say if you’re 
coming round or not? Else I’ll do the cake myself.’  

‘I can’t just go filling up the petrol tank willy-nilly can I.’ 
‘You could if you were a good mum. You’ve had, what, 

56 years of your life to save up? Good. Mums. Have. Petrol. 
Money. Simple fact.’   

Janelle ended the call, lay on the carpet face-down. She 
ignited her cigarette lighter, held it against the corner of a 
faded rug, hoping to see flames. This kind of burn needed 
petrol, she decided. She blew the flame out, walked onto the 
driveway, backed her car carefully out onto the road and raced 
up to Mobil, not giving a fuck if she were caught driving while 
disqualified. More community service hours. So what. She 
filled an empty plastic milk bottle with two litres of petrol, 
paid for it and by the time she returned, Fay was tiptoeing 
backwards out of Kruizer’s room. 

‘Ssh,’ Fay said, ‘Wee thing’s sleepy as a slug.’ Fay paused 
and sniffed the air. ‘Did something… burn in here?’ 

Fay walked around with her nose in the air until she 
bumped the table, looked down and saw the empty black can 
lying face-down on Janelle’s ruined laptop in lake of smelly 
Coke. 

Janelle spotted it at the same time, took the roach of the 
joint and held it up, shrugging. ‘Ruined, then, eh. Fuck it.’ She 
sparked her lighter and sucked a puff of black smoke and 
collapsed against the wall, holding the middle fingers of her 
fists out towards the ceiling. ‘Thanks a lot, God.’ 

‘Sugar… .’ Fay took a tea towel, lay it over the dead 
laptop like a shroud. She hovered at the door, stepping into 
her shoes. ‘Just got to pop out to my car, fetch my bag. I’ll 
write you a cheque.’ 

‘DON’T YOU GIMME A HANDOUT. DON’T YOU 
EVER ACT LIKE YOU’RE BETTER.’ She picked up her 

$1500 laptop, stepped on the pedal of the rubbish bin and 



 

dumped the computer in the bin with a clang. ‘I’ve had a 
pretty fucked-up day so you need to DRIVE YOUR SWEET-
SMELLING CAR THE FUCK UP OUTTA HERE. GO 
SEE SOME OTHER FUCKIN FAILURES.’ 

Fay disappeared and Janelle seized her mobile, phoned 
Home Helpers about their God damn 30 bucks, phoned the 
pigs about JJ sidestepping his protection order, phoned JJ and 
told him to come with his little boy scouts. Come take fuckin 
everything. Got me some gas and I’ma BURN THIS 
MOTHERFUCKER DOWN. She drank three bourbons, 
paced the kitchen, shredded her pointless mailbox coupons. 
Come alll you fuckers. 

  
* 
 

The bulldykes were first to arrive, squirting driveway 
gravel as they braked. 

‘Stuff’s inside,’ Janelle said, moving out of the way, ‘On 
the table.’ 

She’d laid out $190 of merch – bags of crystal, foils of 
weed, a pile of blunts, plus a vial of weed oil.  

‘Fuckin A-right,’ said the dreadlocked bulldyke. She was 
cramming the merch in an ice-cream container as a bike 
arrived, rumbling, then rumbled even closer, and closer, then 
JJ dipped his front wheel inside Janelle’s hallway, twisting the 
doormat, blocking the exit with 500 kilos of steel.  

JJ marched down the hallway, the buckles on his boots 
rattling. Picture frames rattled. He didn’t slow down to ask 
what was happening, just saw two strangers with their fingers 
on his merch. The dreadlocked dyke positioned herself to 
confront him then collapsed as JJ’s helmet crushed her face. 
She tried to hold her nose on her face with her fingers full of 
dark red blood.    



 

He roared ‘CUNT!’ and dragged one debt collector down 
the hall in a headlock, the other by her legs.  

‘THIS HERE’S TRIBAL! TRIBAL!’  
Kruizer emerged from her bedroom, rubbing her eyes. JJ 

sensed the girl, returned inside, took three strides and 
snatched her up.   

Janelle tried to seize her. ‘DON’T – what are you – ’ 
‘Sweetmeat,’ JJ said, picking bloody blonde hairs off the 

rim of the helmet, ‘I need to get at ya birthday presents.’ 
‘I could be a pwesent.’ 
‘Not you. Tell daddy where mummy keeps the birthday 

presents, eh girl?’  
Janelle watched her daughter point to the hot water 

cupboard. 
As JJ emptied the cupboard he let go of Kruizer, who 

went running into her mummy’s arms. JJ packed his stash and 
his reserve stash in a bag on his bike. As he guided his bike off 
the front doorstep and straddled it and woke the engine up he 
was surprised to see a cop car slowing and stopping in the 
driveway.  

‘Awesome timing,’ JJ announced loudly, ‘I’s just cleaning 
up this shitty useless mother’s drug den.’  

‘Tell tales if you want, I don’t give a fuck,’ Janelle called 
out, burying Kruizer’s face in her boobs and holding out her 
phone while she videoed.  

JJ shook his head at the cops like a tired old man. ‘Yous 
oughta call Child Protection. D’you know you’re dealing with 
a drug den right here?’ 

‘We had an inkling,’ said one pigshit. 
‘I take it you won’t mind coming to the station to put a 

few things on paper?’ said the other.  
JJ gave them a wink then buckled his helmet and blew a 

kiss toward Kruizer. ‘Wouldn’t mind at all, Officer.’  



 

Janelle continued filming as JJ showed the cops the 
harmful substances he’d helpfully removed. She filmed JJ 
following the authorities away. She was saving the video when 
six other bikers arrived.  

‘You missed your prospect by about a minute,’ Janelle 
said, her voice exhausted, raspy. She swapped her heavy, 
sleepy girl from one arm to the other. ‘JJ’s gone down to the 
cop shop to snitch on everyone. Better hurry if you wanna 
stop him.’ 

‘Say again?’ 
‘Big time snitch, I’m telling yous. You oughta waste his 

arse.’ 
‘You better be on the level.’ The bikers lowered their 

shades and she cupped her hand around the screen of her 
phone and showed them the video of JJ and the cops talking, 
the familiar pats on the shoulders, JJ’s good guy nark voice, 
cooperating, sniggering. Wouldn’t mind at all, Officer. The 
bikers cursed and punched their chests and finished off the 
carrot flowers as they rumbled away. 

 
* 
 

Janelle had just sat down in the lounge to smoke a cone 
and have a cry when Mumsy arrived with a Betty Crocker 
cake, two perfect eggs and a litre of milk.  

‘Before you ask: 12 dollars and 80 cents.’ 

Janelle threw a $20 note at her broke-arse pathetic mum, 
took the iPad out of her little girl’s hands. ‘Go give your 
granny a kiss, babe.’ 

Mother and daughter and granddaughter mixed the cake, 
argued about whether crushed eggshells would block the sink, 
put the sloppy cake mix in the oven, argued about whether 
Kruizer was allowed to lick the eggbeaters and finally sat 
around the table sipping cups of water while the cake baked. 



 

Janelle kept leaving the table to pee all the bourbon out. She 
fetched her largest, sharpest knife as she returned.  

They talked about Janelle’s piece-of-shit father hiding out 
in Spain, about Mumsy taking the government to another 
dispute tribunal to get her compensation extended another six 
months, about the spot on her lung, about how Janelle should 
never ever use toothpaste with fluoride in it.  

Janelle took the simple bread-coloured cake out of the 
oven and put it on the table to cool in front of them. She was 
glad they’d got the cake sorted, she said. This was tonnes 
better than community service. 

‘What’d they have you doing today, Nelle? Picking up 
trash by the side of the highway with one of those spiky 
sticks?’ 

‘God no. I’m not going to dumbass community service on 
my girly-girl’s birthday.’ 

‘YOU WERE SUPPOSED TO COMPLETE YOUR 
HOURS TODAY,’ Mumsy squawked, shaking. ‘TODAY IS 
MONDAY.’  

‘Chill, mum. Light the candles already, would ya?’ 
‘HOW DARE YOU DO THIS, JANELLE. YOU’RE A 

LOSER. YOU’RE A TOTAL WASTE.’ 
Janelle wrapped her fingers around the handle of the steak 

knife and tapped it against her palm, laughed and shook her 
head. ‘Know how many people have told me off today, 
Mumsy?’ 

‘The day’s not over yet.’ Mumsy laced her fingers and 
placed them on the table, ready for a long dispute. 

‘Mumz, today is not Monday anymore, today’s not even 
Fuckup Day: today’s my daughter’s birthday. That’s all I’m 
gonna let it be. Now unless you want me clean up the one 
remaining problem in my life I suggest you shut the fuck up. 
Kruize: cover your eyes.’ 



 

‘Wh – you couldn’t possibly – what are you fixing to do 
with that, that knife?’ 

Janelle hefted it, considering something, then pushed the 
blade across the table and leaned back. ‘Hurry up and cut us a 
slice of cake already, Mumsy. Fuck’s sake.’ 

While Mumsy cut the cake with wobbling hands and 
Kruizer leaned on her elbows, gawking, Janelle reached on top 
of the highest shelf, took the milk bottle full of orange liquid, 
opened the lid.  

‘Janelle, I’m… JANELLE. DON’T. DON’T YOU 
DARE. Is that – is that gas? Don’t! DON’T!’ 

‘NEXT TIME I TELL YOU TO COME ROUND FOR 
YOUR FUCKING GRANDDAUGHTER’S FUCKING 
BIRTHDAY, DON’T SAY YOU AIN’T GOT ENOUGH 
FUCKING GAS.’ She pushed the bottle hard into her mum’s 
arms. ‘SAVE IT. STASH IT SOMEWHERE. YOU NEVER 
SAVED A SINGLE CENT. SO SAVE THIS.’ 

Mumsy poured her face into her hands. Her shoulders 
began shuddering. Kruizer got out of her chair, climbed her 
granny’s chair and kissed the upset shoulders. Mumsy’s face 
had turned crimson and her lips were snotty. ‘Nelle, the, the, 
the Man Upstairs gave me the same bucket of manure when I 
was your age, you know. Debt collectors, old bill. Your 
father’s bloody mates from the bloody Pigeon Boys coming in 
my window at five in the bloody morning, waking my baby 
girl.’ 

‘So you were just as big a fuck-up as me. Congrats. You 
shoulda brought a present today, just for the record.’ 

Mumsy shot fierce pink eyes at her daughter. She grabbed 
Kruizer’s chubby cheek and squashed it between her thumb 
and finger. ‘I bloody well got you this, didn’t I?’ 

Janelle sucked in breath, almost said something, stopped 
herself, and hacked into the cake.  



 

 
You clock onto your shift at 11.50pm. Nicholas is 

standing by the automatic doors waggling his clipboard, like 
‘Hurry up.’ This is the biggest Kmart in the country, it closes 
at midnight, and Nicholas wants to lock the doors and hand 
over to the Nightfill Manager. That’s you. 

Nicholas is the same age as you, but white and skinny and 
goin bald and married and obviously he’s on a higher salary 
than you. Most of the world is. Nicholas inspects the shelves 
in each aisle, peering at the dust on his fingertip. He says he 
wants four pallets of Huggies pull-ups unloaded in Infantware 
– no, wait, scratch that. Do Infantware at 1.30am. First hour 
you can spend on putting some of that motor oil out. Upstairs 



 

says the mark-up’s higher. Better margins. Put out 2000 
gallons of motor oil instead.  

 ‘Although, bear with me – Mother’s Day IS coming up, 
I’ll bet those pull-ups would move pretty quick… stand by.’ 

You roll your eyes while he hums and ha’s about two 
products both of which will end up on the shop floor tonight 
regardless. God damn Nicholas doesn’t have a bone of 
leadership in him. You notice some of the girls are 
eavesdropping. They want you to be decisive, authoritative. 
‘Just tell me what we need to put out. We’re nightfill. We got 
this.’  

He doesn’t need to know who you’ve rostered on 
overnight and he doesn’t need to know you got a map showin 
the black spots where the CCTV doesn’t cover. You’ll get the 
work done, for sure, but there’ll be fun and games tonight, 
too. Some stress relief with the girls he doesn’t need to know 
about.  

You escort him to the front of the store and press the 
Exit button. He lifts a sheet of paper on his clipboard, says 
‘Oh: and you have a new team member starting tonight, by the 
way. Since that other girl quit on you.’ He puts his foot out so 
the doors can’t close on him. ‘She has retail experience, I can 
tell you that.’ 

‘I thought I got a say on who’s in my crew? I already 
rostered Misty and Nevaeh. Cazandra’s on, even.’ 

You see what looks like a Mercedes pull into the parking 
lot. Piglet, your 2IC, comes squealing up beside yous and 
jumps out of his forklift, still short even in his rubber-heeled 
work boots. Piglet points through the glass at the car.  

‘New girl starting? She gonna pay tax?’ 
‘Of course, Pig. She gonna pay.’ 
‘G’night, homies,’ Nicholas says. Piglet spits on the floor 

right by Nicholas’ shoes. He wants Nicholas to know we’re 
not his homies. Nicholas passes the woman coming in from 



 

the parking lot and they exchange some words and the woman 
shifts her handbag from one shoulder to the other, looking 
scared of Nicholas for some reason. She’s disappointing, this 
newbie, only about a five outta ten. Oldish, classy-looking. 
The woman’s skinny as fuck, haircut short and yellow and 
dykey and her throat’s loose and wobbly. Lady’s 46 years old, 
maybe. She’d be the 19th hottest piece of arse out of the 22 
bitches who work under you, and brother: she’d better be 
prepared to work under you.  

Before you let her into your huge, quiet store, Piglet 
points towards her whip, buried under so much night you can 
only just read the licence plate. Looks like the plate reads 
RCHBCH.  

‘What’s that sposda spell?’ 
‘Rich bitch, I think.’ 
You keep her standing on the cold side of the glass for 

two minutes, three, sizing up how much self-esteem she’s got. 
She doesn’t speak up. Finally you let her in and the door 
hisses closed behind her.  

‘I’m Richelle,’ she goes, ‘With an I, ha ha.’ She sticks out 
her hand for you to shake, like she’s your equal or something.  

Piglet pulls his head back. ‘Sup with the licence plate?’ 
‘The licence plate from hell, you mean, ha ha. Anniversary 

present from my former beau, you know, R-C-H for 
Richelle… he’s, erm, not currently beau du jour, nor beau 
anything for that matter, ha ha.’ 

It takes a second or two for you to translate the way she 
talks. Why she showing her education off? And what’s there 
to be upbeat about? Bitch ain’t gonna fit in here.  

‘…silly licence plate, I know, but those things are 
dreadfully expensive to replace and, well, things are tight for 
us all, ha ha.’  

You hear tight and think of pussy, and give her a second 
look-over just in case you missed some attractiveness the first 



 

time around. Why is management lumping you with this 
weird-ass lady? 

‘So, Nicholas said I report to you?’ 
You nod. ‘Big night ahead of us. Getcha self a hi-vis vest. 

Drive forks?’ 
‘Sorry?’ 
‘HAVE YOU DRIVEN A FORKLIFT BEFORE?’ She 

looks at Piglet, as if the Oompa Loompa-loookin 
motherfucker’s any help. ‘Lady, do you want me to Google 
Image a forklift?’ 

‘Oh. I wasn’t expecting… I could learn? If you could 
show me?’ 

You waggle your eyebrows at Piglet. ‘Just go with this guy, 
he’ll show you how to build bins with the pallets. There’s 6000 
Oral B toothbrushes to go out. And your work had better be 
perfect – god damn mystery shoppers come through every 
day. We’ll get our asses chewed out if the store don’t look 
perfect by morning.’ 

‘Upper management have told you this?’ 
‘Lady, just go with the Pig, alright?’ 
You veer off, march down through Plumbing Supplies, 

ignore the girls with their arms full of pipes who try ask you 
stuff. You march past Drapery, take a right at Cleaning and 
through the door up to your office, where you are the mayor 
of the night, elevated, all-seeing, all-knowing. You give your 
people instructions over the PA, remind them that you’re 
watching them. Your voice is the voice of God. It’s good to 
have some power for once in your life.  

Through the window, in the southwest of the maze, you 
watch Piglet point the Rich Bitch at a pallet jack with 10 boxes 
of 100 toothbrushes on it. The two storey tall shelving racks 
look like city blocks. Suburbs of shoes, suburbs of umbrellas, 
a central business district of checkouts and chocolate and 
chewing gum.  



 

She gets the toothbrushes replenished and, without being 
asked, drags a pallet of odd socks from Clothing over to 
Footwear and spends 90 minutes putting each stray sock back 
where it belongs, then she goes and asks Piglet for more work. 
She doesn’t take a cigarette break; she probably doesn’t even 
smoke. The other girls keep their backs turned to her. They 
hate her already. Good.  

Dziah tells the new girl she’s got a job for her and starts 
lobbing these heavy boxes of photo frames at Richelle, hoping 
Rich Bitch will drop one and get her arse fired. Dziah’s 
screwed-up pit-bull face is saying, ‘He’s not boyfriend 
material, so stay the fuck away.’  

Good to know she’s talkin about you. 
 

* 
 

There’s a downside to getting too many beaver pelts, 
knocking back shots in the dark privacy of your car, sucking 
smoke, unbuttoning blouses, nibbling necks, watching the 
clock so when your break’s over you can zip up and walk back 
into work, catching your breath. Sometimes you give yourself 
a heart attack with the exertion of it all, using your stomach 
muscles, panting real hard, blood pressure up, sweating, 
grunting, holding these agonising positions for minutes just 
’cause it feels better than any other drug. Fucking in the 
handicap toilets ’cause they’re clean and spacious, fucking in 
the freight elevator ’cause it’s always empty. Putting down an 
airbed in a CCTV black spot and stroking the spiderweb off a 
girl’s brow after she’s been dusting shelves all night. These 
girls go down on you, but the oral stuff’s a one-way street, no 
way in hell you’ll ever get on your knees and work to please 
some chickypie.  

Justice, Keisha, LaRaine, Dziah, Tamzin, Maxeen, Marley, 
Krystal, Nevaeh, Misty, Nazia, Cazandra, Roxxane, K’rina, 



 

Aimey, M’riah, Trina, China, Jess, Honor, Janelle and Jule: you 
protect them, keep them employed, keep their shifts 
predictable, keep a buffer between management and working 
class. Your girls do what you tell them ’cause they’re on 10 
bucks an hour after tax is taken off and you’re on 12. You all 
smudge your income, dilute it, stretch it out by covering what 
expenses you can at work. You polish your shoes and put the 
tins of nugget back on the shelves, you open bottles of 
vitamins and swallow half and screw the cap back on, you step 
into three pairs of boxer shorts and take ’em home to add to 
the mountain of merch spilling out of your cupboards. You 
drench your necks in stolen cologne. You use lip balm, put it 
back on the shelf. You steal back the dignity management’s 
trying to take from you, a few cents at a time. 

Most of the girls take the bus to work and get off the bus 
and trudge through the carpark to arrive at 11.57 at night, just 
as Rich Bitch is rockin up in her Benz. You hear some of 
them call her Bichelle when they’re talkin about her up on the 
catwalk over Sporting Goods where the smoke alarm can’t 
smell their cigarettes. The other girls give Richelle the shittiest 
jobs, scraping bubblegum off the polished concrete floor, 
price-stickering bottom-shelf jobs, jobs that involve the most 
crouching and bending, ’cause a person knows they’re really 
doing shit work when their face is close to the ground. You’re 
not sure how, but Richelle has stuffed her karma up and got 
herself a sentence in the country’s hugest department store. 
Richelle’s there midnight to breakfast for five straight days, 
proving that she’s not a quitter, and that’s fine and dandy, but 
Ms Mature will never be able to catch up on all the in-jokes 
she’s missed out on. Plus she’s been hired directly by 
Nicholas, making her a nark, most likely.  

She wipes the dust off jellybeans that some customer’s 
three year old has split open. She puts the jellybeans back in 
their packet and uses her sticker gun to mark the packet down 



 

to 20 cents. She checks bottles of spring water and disposes of 
the ones that people have taken sips out of. Above the 
towering shelves, energy-saving lights switch off when she’s 
been on her knees for too long, still as a statue, moving only 
her wrists, replacing toddler underwear that people have 
filched out of five-packs. Some of the dropped undies stink of 
piss. Customers are pissing on her, essentially. Serves her right 
for being rich. Every night we get the displays perfect as a 
museum all so the daywalkers can start wrecking things when 
they file in at 7.30. Welcome to our hell.  

Pay Day comes around. You all love getting your tiny slips 
of paper; you hate how little money you get. You need to 
vent. You gather in the centre of your city and clear the 
dehumidifiers out of the way to create an arena for gladiator 
battles on forklifts, or you race trolleys through the aisles, or 
see if you can stack 100 baked bean cans in a tower from the 
floor to the vast ceiling. The highest anyone’s ever stacked the 
cans without them falling was the night you stood on the 
forklift forks, got Piglet to raise ’em 3.5m, then Piglet briefly 
stood on your shoulders and stacked the 57th can, making 7m 
of elevation. It was 2.50 in the morning, an insane part of the 
night without rules. The cans collapsed on a pile of airbeds 
you’d blown up. Piglet went down after, and you on top of 
him, and as the girls separated you from him and you laughed 
so hard your abs scraped your ribs, you thought, I’m not going 
anywhere, and wept with laughter. King of a store with no 
customers, carrying out orders for executives asleep up in the 
hills somewhere. 

Tonight’s not Beaning Tower of Pisa Night. It’s Medieval 
Night. When everyone has re-hung the dropped wetsuits and 
hotboxed the handicapped toilet with the extractor fan that 
sucks the weed smoke away, you tip out all these saucepans 
from these wonderfully stiff cardboard boxes and you slice 
and Sellotape and fold the cardboard into rectangles the 



 

height of a human then put slits in the side and the crotch 
until there are four limbs and a head. These cardboard people 
are stiff enough to stand up on their own. Piglet staples little 
packets of ketchup on the throats and chests and inside the 
thighs of the effigies. You print out colour photos of the 
managers you hate most and staple the photos onto the heads 
of the effigies. As everyone cheers, and the clock limps into 
that emptiness between four and five a.m. when it feels like 
dawn is impossible, you and your people take turns strutting 
up to the effigies like gangstas or knights or Jedi or cowboys 
and slicing their faces and guts and necks with your box cutter 
knives. They bleed ketchup and M’riah thumps her chest and 
fistbumps Janelle then collapses into your arms, heavy with 
sweat. 

When the party is at its most fierce, its most ferocious, 
joyous, primal, feral, you squeeze the hand of Nazia, this sorta 
fattish girl with these straight-o Pakistani parents who never 
let her do anything wicked. You tug her towards the toilets; 
Misty high-fives her on the way. You go, girl. On her knees 
with a razor blade, scraping a stuck barcode off the leg of a 
Cape Cod deck chair, the Rich Bitch looks up as you pass.  

 
* 
 

You wake up on your couch round dinner time while the 
weather report’s on the news. It doesn’t matter what the 
weather high was today. Doesn’t matter what the Russians are 
up to in Syria, or who won the cricket. There’s no one to cook 
for you, no one to make the bed for. You eat breakfast cereal 
at 8pm, get on the bus at eleven.  

Nicholas picks salt out of his eyes and yawns and hands 
you your list of things to stock and count and shift and box 
and unbox and rebox and says, ‘Have a nice – aw, I almost 



 

forgot: how is my Precious Princess getting on? Just gimme 
the signal if she’s not keeping up.’ 

‘Richy Rich you mean?’ 
‘Not as rich as she used to be,’ he winks. ‘God, she used 

to seem decent before she… bah. Never mind. Have a nice 
night.’ 

‘Got something you wanna tell me, Nicholas?’ 
‘Call me Nico, bro,’ he goes, and fumbles a gangsta 

handshake that embarrasses you both. ‘Aw and um, there’s 
like a note, like from the GM? Says for your guys to sweep up 
your crumbs after you make those frozen pizzas in the 
microwave in the break room, so if you could do that… Just 
sayin. Anyway – ’ 

You hit the Exit button and he’s sucked out of the airlock 
into space. General Manager? You’ve met that motherfucker, 
just once, when he hired you, before you were put 
underground with the pit ponies. Fuck him and his sunlight. 

You stroll through the passages of the City With a Single 
Ceiling. You roam the Dining Table District, linger in a 
suburb of scented candles, turn down Shampoo Street, ride a 
trolley, sit on a bench of stacked Coke cans. In a land of Levis, 
you avoid Nazia ’cause she’s been catching feelings, and you 
just say a couple words to China and LaRaine, ’cause they’re 
scanning the expiry date of every single Twix bar and it’s a 
helluva job. You find a canyon to dip into and hover a 
moment, watching the girls position those hard-to-balance 
bottles of hot sauce. They can operate a forklift good as you 
or Piglet, and you know you don’t have to ask them a second 
time to replace that Linestra bulb that went out over in 
Whiteware. Everything’s swell in the City. Time to check up 
on the Rich Bitch, who you’ve spoken to as little as possible, 
not wanting the other girls to get jealous. 

It’s 5.51am and Richelle is running the concrete polisher 
over 16000 square metres of floor. It takes about a minute per 



 

square metre if you want to do an excellent polish. It’ll pretty 
much take her the rest of the year. The old machine takes 
unleaded in its tiny tank so she has to stop every half hour and 
add more fuel, carefully mixing oil into the fuel because it’s 
only a two-stroke. The polisher is a punishment from 
management, you’re sure. It’s revenge because you and your 
people leave lights on, leave taps running, put blow-up foam 
dinosaur toys in the executive toilets. You glue their chairs to 
the tiles of the conference suite. You put fish oil in the soap 
dispensers of the executive toilets. You once placed an order 
for 120 butt plugs under the GM’s name.  

Richelle is humming as she polishes the concrete and 
you’re watching her bend and push, wondering if her pussy is 
hairless and polished, not that you’d ever eat it. Just 
wondering. She turns, pauses, but doesn’t switch the machine 
off.  

‘Oh hi,’ she says, and does that chirpy laugh she probably 
practices in the mirror to get herself through another shift. 
Being upbeat round here is a mental illness. ‘You seem to be 
following me. Those water coolers? I carried them over to 
Office Supplies, like you wanted me to, sir.’ 

‘Do I look like a sir? Fuck you workin here for, anyway? 
You a spy?’ 

Rich Bitch looks side to side, spotting Jule, who’s parked 
her trolley and is chewing gum with her arms folded, enjoying 
the confrontation. ‘Preee-zumably I’m working here same 
reason as you? It’s all about the benjamins, as you kids would 
say.’ 

‘Not for me it ain’t,’ you go, shaking your head. ‘I need it, 
to… Listen, where you going after this? We mostly drink 
round nine in the morning at the Daysleeper, that’s this club 
that’s for my people. Cops, ambos, hospo, peeps who work at 
gas stations, all the night-niggers. People make you swallow 
shit all day, so when you’re at the club, YOU get to be in 



 

charge of what you’re swallowing. You oughta, I dunno. Just 
come drink with us so we know you’re not a nark.’ 

She unplugs the polisher, starts pulling in the extension 
cord. ‘Gosh, I don’t understand, sweetie. You’re – you can’t 
be asking me out?’  

You notice Roxxane spit into a dumpster full of clothes 
hangers.  

‘Course not. Just say yes or no, already.’ 
She squeezes your shoulder. ‘I have classes. Management 

units, you see? I have to be in class 8.30 to 2.30 most days. I 
hardly sleep, ha ha. The gods of management are making me 
re-do a few management units, for my many crimes.’ She 
stares down at her polished floor. ‘Busy busy busy.’ 

You scrunch your fingers into fists and punch your thighs, 
half turned-away. ‘Just rock up at the usual time tomorrow 
night, then. We’ll have us a fuckin date. Yes or no?’ 

 
* 
 

She’s here for an induction, that’s all. Just a shift with her 
nightfill manager, one on one. Every girl gets a little private 
time.  

You give Richelle a plastic flower and she gushes about it 
and tries to kiss your cheek and you tell her to cool it in front 
of the other girls and guide her through the black spots onto a 
leather couch you’ve moved with your forks from Home 

Décor over to Electronics. Surrounded by $2500 of tweeters 
and subwoofers, you put on the DVD of Avatar. The graphics 
are eye-popping on the 3DTV. You slide red and green plastic 
glasses onto Richelle’s face and think about kissing her pink 
glistening lips, melting her uppity posture a little. At the far 
end of the couch she’s munching a bag of caramel corn 
marked down to 50 cents because it got cut by someone’s 
craft knife. Richelle looks innocent and content, munching 



 

away, old-fashioned hoop earrings swaying. You wonder if she 
has children. Probably. People who are happy have kids, don’t 
they?  

You’ve pulled a shade sail all the way over here from 
Outdoor Living and it covers your bodies from the security 
cameras. You have to keep your hi-vis and safety boots and 
blue t-shirt on, ’cause you might need to leap up at any 
moment if Trina needs help building cardboard versions of 
Nicholas and Harumi and Kirk and all the other management 
bastards. You hear snatches of your girls’ conversation leak 
between the shelves and you get antsy. This respectful shit’s 
not normal. Your date needs to be over, ASAP. The movie 
suddenly becomes annoyingly lengthy and you’ve used up all 
your little tricks to make her lean into you and let her hand 
come near your cock. You’re not really having this date. 
You’re not really sacrificing your time to please someone 
inferior. It’s just a ritual you’ve gotta go through to get the 
Rich Bitch to look up to you a little more. To keep control.  

Richelle clutches a cushion over her crotch, as if she’s 
blocking you from eating her pussy with your face underneath 
her, looking up, as if you would ever do a thing like that. It’s 
hard to stop thinking about eating her now that the thought’s 
crept under your eyelids. She gasps through her fingers as 
Avatar gets tense and the holograms flying at her eyes are too 
exciting to take.  

Finally the movie ends and you tighten the laces on your 
boots, grab a jack and wheel a pallet of IKEA desks 200m 
across the store, just in chase Honor asks you what you’ve 
been doing. Richelle scurries behind you. You spin her into 
Kitchenware, park her arse at a bar stool, fetch a pizza from 
Frozen Goods, heat it in a display microwave that stinks of 
plastic, serve the pizza on its circle of cardboard, dine at a 
Formica breakfast bar under a 0% Interest For 3 Years sign 
dangling over your heads.  



 

5 a.m. becomes 5.30. You play minigolf on a strip of 
Astroturf. You relax a little. Your hi-vis vests come off. The 
date ends just as Nicholas is buzzing the main door for you to 
let him in, haloed with orange sunlight, and you squint against 
the light and realise seven o’clock has caught you by surprise 
and you think: Did we move the dye? Did we clean up the 
cardboard? Did we shelve those towels? Will we pass 
inspection if a mystery shopper comes through?  

 ‘Yo, I saw your arse last night already, Nicholas,’ you go, 
letting the glass open. ‘What you doin here?’ 

‘Bro, please, it’s Nico,’ he goes, playfully punching your 
shoulder with his knobbly knuckles. ‘Listen, I kinda wanted to 
catch up with you: there’s a spot on my social soccer team and 
we could use a big aggressive guy to really, y’know, kick the 
shit outta the opposition on Thursdays. 8 o’clock, it starts.’ 

‘I work nights,’ you grumble, your eyebrows crushing your 
nose. ‘Fuck you doin at work this early anyway?’ 

He laughs. ‘Bro, when you’re management, you get 
treated like a grown-up!’ 

‘Well isn’t there a job goin for Assistant Buying Manager?’ 
‘Yes indeedy. I’ve got a few CVs to read over today, 

actually.’ 
‘Well my CV’s in there, I could be a awesome manager.’ 
Nicholas bursts out laughing and punches your other 

shoulder. ‘God you’re a crack-up,’ he goes, and tucks in the 
bottom of his shirt. ‘Hey – lipstick, by the way, on your 
cheek,’ Nicholas goes, touching his face. 

Rich approaches. You notice her lower her head. ‘Ah: 
Little Miss Management,’ he chuckles. 

‘I’m out of here, guys,’ Richelle goes, squeezing your arm. 
‘Thanks for last night.’ She squeezes past Nicholas, who 
doesn’t even stand aside to let her through the door.  

‘Miss Management?’ 



 

‘Richelle’s used to a little mismanagement, so that’s what 
we call her upstairs.’ He claps and tries to strut away towards 
the stairs leading up into the office suite.  

‘Slow your roll,’ you go, grabbing his collar bone. ‘Nico, 
er, bro: tell me everything.’ 

Nicholas raises an eyebrow. ‘Thought you knew? I mean, 
hellOOO?! You don’t just cancel quality assurance procedures 
without asking the generals. She was only Regional Seef.’ 

‘Seef?’ 
‘Regional CFO, man. Cost the company money – money 

that wasn’t hers. She’s lucky to have a job. She wouldn’t 
exactly have received a glowing reference were she out in the 
job market now, would she. “What did you achieve in your 
last position, Richelle?” What’s she going to say, honestly? 
“Well, gee, I gave away benefits to the night niggers.” I mean, 
come ON! You screwed up, sister!’ He’s panting, worked-up 
about how much he hates her. ‘We had an amazing Mystery 
Shopper scheme and she terminated it without authority, as if 
our floor staff didn’t need daily audits. Socialist heroine? Puh-
lease.’ 

‘Is that right?’ 
‘Just say the word and we can get her pulled, no problem. 

Plenty more slaves around to do nightfill, yeah?’ He looks at 

his $2000 watch. ‘Time for you to head home, eh. Off ya go, 
bro.’ 

You lurch out into the parking lot, desperate for 
sunglasses, eyes compressed to slits, walking at first, then 
sprinting. You chase her down. She’s trying to sit in the driver 
seat.  

In a corner of the parking lot you wrestle her for the car 
keys. She gets out of the car, tries to shove you away. You 
step over a puddle, hold her wrists. She bites your chin, begins 
sucking your neck. You push her back inside the car, crawl in 
after her, opening her thighs. It’s cosy and soft inside the car. 



 

It reeks of deodorant. The back seats are stuffed with clothes 
and hair brushes. You lean on her, bite her neck, lick her eyes, 
suck her little nipples. No areola. She hasn’t had kids. She has 
the nipples of a woman who put work over family. Her hips 
rise above the passenger seat, her pussy pulled toward your 
mouth. You bury your nose inside.  

 
* 
 

Night again. Tension. 600 white lights. One Ceiling City. 
Your girls snap the dull ends off your box cutters. The girls 
need their blades fresh and sharp for when they see the Rich 
Bitch.  

You send Richelle to search through bins of 20,000 CDs, 
tell her she needs to find an artist named Snipe. She hardly 
says anything, just saunters away. 

You get on the PA, announce that everyone needs to 
assemble by Coffee Therapy. A team meeting’s on.  

‘You need to hear this from me, people: word is she used 
to be some kind of management,’ you say from atop a pallet 
high up on the raised forklift forks. Your makeshift Vatican 
balcony. Everyone is small, underneath you. ‘Could be 
bullshit, though.’ 

‘It’s truth,’ Marley calls out, ‘Look how good she stacked 
them pool noodles. Tryna make us look like slack-arses.’  

‘Oh no she DIDN’T.’ 
‘She’s slipping, for real.’ 
‘Are we gonna have Upstairs fucking up our shit?’ Piglet 

yells. 
‘FUCK NO!’ the girls chant. They add their own 

variations, Jess yelling ‘Fuck that bitch’ and Keisha saying 
something about rolling her. You look down on the mob of 
girls, girls whose faces you’ve pushed into pillows, girls 
who’ve left sticky resin beneath your belly button where their 



 

stomachs grinded against you, girls who’ve cursed you and 
hated you minutes after you’ve come in them. Girls you 
babysat until the doors opened at dawn and they walked off 
into the sun. 

Everyone’s heads turn. Richelle is approaching your 
gathering. ‘I couldn’t find that CD, I’m really sorry, and sorry 
I’m late for the meeting, um, no one told me, sorry…’ 

‘You living in your car or what?’ Piglet goes, and everyone 
laughs. ‘Does a fuckin maid come and clean every morning, 
huh?’  

Richelle looks around. Two dozen girls who’ll never go to 
management classes, stand there with their arms folded. Her 
skin is worse than theirs. Her muscles are weaker. ‘I don’t 
have a maid anymore,’ Richelle begins in a plain, simple voice. 
‘I don’t have even have a house, ha ha. I was on 140,000 
dollars a year. I had a husband. I had children – your age, 
actually. They have a new mother, now, sooo… yeah. I am the 
maid, I guess.’ 

Piglet lowers the forks till you’re only a metre off the floor 
and you hop off.  

‘We got something for you,’ the girls coo, and chuckle, 
and extend their blades.  

Richelle sprints toward the exit doors. You sprint after 
her. 

‘OI! I DIDN’T SAY YOU COULD GO ANYWHERE!’ 
You drag her back inside the store and she squirms and 

wriggles as you force her into the circle of knives.  
Piglet approaches. In one hand, he holds his blade. In the 

other, a cardboard cutout, woman-shaped. It could be a 
silhouette of Richelle, it’s that precise.  

The girls have printed a photo of Richelle from the 
corporate magazine, from her Regional CFO days when she 
would come into work all prestigious and powerful, with 
makeup confident and joyous, the same makeup stolen by 



 

these girls who take bites out of the foundations of the 
company like rats then go off to have families, leaving you 
feeling like you’re the one who’s been used. These girls, their 
wombs are their ticket. Have a baby and  you’ll never have to 
polish a concrete floor again.   

Richelle stands in front of the image of herself. You press 
a cutter into her hand, close her fingers around it.  

Richelle cuts the face of the woman from management 
and the ketchup dribbles down from one eye as if she’s 
weeping blood.  

She comes over and collapses into your arms. She fits you 
perfectly. It must be morning now. There is a halo around the 
front doors. 

‘Where you going after this?’  
‘I’m not going anywhere,’ you tell her.  

 
 

 
 
 



 

 
Hey u :o)  
 
I appreciate your opening my email. You’ll be glad you 

did, for I am about to reveal how humanity may end all 
suffering.  

I want you to ring me and listen to my revelations. Read 
this communiqué and perhaps you will. Remember when you 
were running that poetry workshop on campus and you said if 
I stopped screaming at people during the peer critique I could 
totally become an amazing poet and really blow up someday? 
I’m emailing to tell you I can, I will and I am. 

It’s taken my whole life to realise that the way to end 
suffering is simply to END SUFFERING. This is the 



 

explosive truth. If you’ll ‘suffer’ my explanation, so to speak, 
then I’ll reveal how you can end your own suffering. You are a 
critic of art and literature and poetry, and all critics suffer in 
their desire for better, finer things. Hear me out and you will 
suffer no more.  

I moved away after you and all the little Eichmanns in 
Auckland started to criticise my poetry performances in online 
discussion groups. ‘If he is attempting satire, the performance 
fails for being too sincere; if he is attempting to be sincere, his 
performance seems a parody of himself,’ said the review 
written by the reprehensible Gina Liang Guo on 
Theatreview.org.nz. 

She’s a vessel, you have to realise that. A cypher. All of 
these movers and shakers, these critics who decide what’s hip 
and what’s not, they’re turncoats, sellouts, traitors.  

I fled to Wellington with nothing but a student loan. The 
city seemed refreshingly liberal at first. I braved a flat in Aro 
Valley on the third floor of a mansion on a cliff populated by 
chemistry students. To keep warm amongst the wind, they 
liked to burn things in a backyard full of weeds and bricks. 
They showed me how steel wool, when set alight and spun on 
a washing line until it’s pumped with oxygen, produces a white 
flame. They showed me how to mix frozen orange juice with 
petrol to make a sticky concoction they labelled Napier 
Napalm. They were all bred in the aloof, misogynistic confines 
of the boys’ high school in Hawke’s Bay, these baboons, 
tribal, dependent on the hive-mind, unprepared for anyone to 
swat the meat-lovers pizza out of their hands and inform them 
that beef farming was destroying the ecosystem. They couldn’t 
comprehend that for a divine cause a man must starve until 
his mind evaporates into a gas light enough to float above the 
earth before it joins the invisible dimension of shared 
consciousness.  



 

Those good ole boys walked away after I gathered them 
around the bonfire to experience The Truth – a monologue 
which had taken me all winter to prepare. Their mockery of 
my revelation hurt far more than the broken nose I received 
when I attempted to stop them guffawing as they turned on 
the barbecue when they trapped a live rat in it, one otherwise-
boring Wednesday night. The barbecue was a single spark 
away from igniting when I threw my frail body upon it. Have 
you ever wondered why you’re not allowed to use your 
cellphone on the forecourt of a petrol station? It’s the spark in 
the basic transistor on the phone’s circuit board. Any chink in 
the transistor can cause a tiny spark of electricity to leap into 
the air, igniting the gas.  

Everyone in Wellington cooled on me until the entire city 
felt cold. The anarchists wouldn’t help me topple the banks; 
the Falun Gong got toey with me when I protested their lack 
of explosive action over the People’s Republic of China 
refusing us access inside the embassy. I rescued 18 pizzas 
from the dumpster behind Domino’s one Thursday night. My 
flat-so-called-mates wouldn’t even eat it.  

Anyway.  
In Melbourne, the cabal of ‘established’ poets acted as if 

my Tuesday night monologues weren’t anything spectacular. 
The playwrights told me I should come back to ScriptCircle 
six months from now with stronger material. My ribs jutted 
out of my belly. Every dumpster in the city was padlocked to 
prevent people from finding out the explosive truth about the 
quantities of food wasted in this world on a daily basis. 

 I joined the tribe of working-class lads unloading 
containers on the docks. They proved to be closed-minded 
Luddites and quickly became hostile to me. Dragging my feet 
along unkind streets I was surprised to find kindness in the 
men coming out of the central mosque. I came to despise so-
called Christians when in kitchen conversations in al-matbakh I 



 

heard about what these beautiful, spiritual people endured in 
detention centres. My Muslim friends never convinced me to 
hate Jesus Christ, though. Jesus, Mohammed, Abraham, 
Gautama Buddha: each prophet speaks for the same central 
spirit, it turns out. They are the godhead. The godhead wants 
what’s right. He shakes the earth to get our attention. In the 
dining hall of Bediuzzaman Said Nursi my Muslim brethren 
and I conversed excitedly about the Anglo-White-Western 
Military Industrial Complex. They debated and flailed their 
hands, bantering in Pashtu and Urdu as they smoked 
cigarettes. Then, I would lose them to strip clubs where they 

ate $10 plates of steak and eggs and threw their weekly wages 
at white women without pride. In the face of temptation, their 
piety was nothing. I followed them, once, to a strip club, 
wrapped my arms around an objectified woman, did my best 
to carry her to freedom. You have to throw your body against 
the gears and wheels and levers, Mario Savio once said. A 
bouncer dragged me away while I tried to stop the machine, 
screaming the truth. 

There is a truth out there, you know. It’s a truth ripe and 
ready to burst. All will be revealed as I end this letter. 

Anyway.  
I went on a single outing with the Earth Liberation Front 

because I was starving and the ELFs always promised a bowl 
of dahl and a quilt to whoever came to them in need. Tearing 
down the Complex began with a chicken factory somewhere 
in New South Wales (or was it South Australia?) where I’d 
been told there were 400,000 chickens. When we got inside 
the first of four warehouses, I stood amazed as I counted. The 
aisles of cages were 20 high and 100 wide and there were 54 
aisles. There were 108,000 imprisoned chicken souls in each 
of the four warehouses. 432,000 crimes, each in want of 
justice. 



 

I was told that night I was too slow, and that it was a sin 
to take my balaclava and hoodie off and show the security 
cameras who I really was. My so-called fellow warriors were 
revealed as cowards, afraid to confront the establishment. We 
drove through the desert, slowing every few minutes for 
kangaroos. By showing my face I was fucking up their 
strategy, they claimed. They opened the back of the van and 
the last thing I told them was that I would return to annihilate 
their suffering. All would be flattened so we could rebuild. 

I told them I didn’t hate them for dumping me in God’s 
proving ground. I told them my fabulous weapon of 
revelation would soon explode and the fallout would land on 
their brows and they would grasp understanding. They locked 
the doors of the van and drove into the black, red tail lights 
like fading embers.    

I lay in the road as I’d been told the Wangkamadla people 
wisely do, absorbing heat from the asphalt, not that there was 
any heat in this crevasse of night. The road sparkled with ice 
crystals. I stopped rubbing my body when I felt a pool of 
warm water spread across me. I stripped off my frosted 
clothes so my soul could evaporate into the moonlit clouds. A 
police officer halted with a screech of stinking brakes metres 
from my body just as my essence was beginning to leak from 
my mouth in a white mist.  

I awoke in an Accident & Emergency waiting room. Two 
days had passed. Immigration were coming to pick me up, 
they told me. They gave an English name for the town. I told 
the nurse I didn’t recognise the geographical naming 
conventions of the Imperial Caucasian Occupational Force.  

I was told my hospital bed needed to be given to another 
patient. There was nowhere to go but the hospital waiting 
room where I watched the ceiling fan rotate for 30 hours. 
Finally I got to talking with a miner who was quite obviously 
missing three fingers and a good portion of his arm flesh. He 



 

explained he’d been injured when a blasting cap had ignited 
because his cellphone had gone off while he was carrying it. A 
slight chink in the part of the phone housing the antenna was 
all it took to produce a spark which ignited the merest fraction 
of phosphorous gas leaking from the blasting cap. He claimed 
his injury didn’t faze him much and the mines had forced him 
to come here as an insurance requirement. He said he was 
pleased he would now get a couple of hundred extra bucks per 
week, Workman’s Comp, he called it. “Shoulda blowed me 
hand off yonks ago,” he said with a wink. He poked the 
occasional text message on his phone with his two fingered 
hand as we talked, and I wondered if a cellphone spark could 
really cause such a change in human understanding. Does it 
take an explosion and a tearing of flesh to awaken mankind? 

Tell me everything, I said to him. Tell me the significance 
of the mines. Tell me why your psyche drives a man into the 
desert. Tell me how in the absence of a shaman, a man 
becomes a shaman. 

He was happy to take me to paid work. He needed 
somebody to roll his cigarettes as we drove for 72 hours. We 
passed through Aboriginal nations. The miner got me a room 
in the barracks at Coolmista, southwest of the area he called 
Queensland between Diamantina and Goneaway National 
Parks. Orange hills made of dust rolled past the car window 
like waves. I could feel a divine presence here in the sweaty, 
honest work, the easy beer and country music, the diesel and 
sunburn. God lives in sweat and mud, in inflammation and 
bursitis and tinnitus, in brown teeth, in eardrums bruised from 
explosions. God was in the good-natured humour of men 
who blasted the cliffs of a quarry every day on 12-hour shifts 
then scooped up the rubble and drove it three miles to the 
largest conveyor belt you’ve ever seen where the rubble went 

through 200 stages of sifting for diamonds. $60,000 profit for 

a diamond which costs $47,000 to discover: that was 



 

providence to these men. Out here no one criticised their 
rough, ugly, honest work.  

The man who had helped me escape the hospital said he 
was happy to have a novice on site to share his techniques 
with. In a life of blowing things up, he and his people had 
found a quiet nirvana. When they finished their shift, these 
men would leave with the pockets of their rugby league shorts 
stuffed with blasting caps. They would raid storage sheds on 
weekends, making off with wires, bundles of gelignite and 
TNT and blasters and oxidiser. They all owned sections of 
unfenced land with desert on three sides and a river on the 
fourth, land for one thousand dollars a hectare, and here they 
would gather with their mates on Sundays. Church, for these 
men, was blowing up patches of rock and bramble while 
watching from deck chairs in the trays of pickup trucks. When 
the stones had fallen back to earth, they would pour gallons of 
acid out of plastic containers to melt through limestone then 
scour the hissing ground for rubies and opals, kissing the little 
stones when they found them, and spitting out acidy saliva.  

When they couldn’t steal the explosives they needed, they 
would buy bags of sulphur and nitrogen instead, slit the bags 
open and pour bleach over the fertiliser. They would soak 
their fertiliser bombs in diesel or liquid petroleum gas, expose 
the LED in the circuitry of a disposable cellphones, plant the 
cellphone in the fertiliser and ring it. If the cellphone’s circuits 
became wet, it would be unusable, but if the circumstances 
were right, the spark could set off what was effectively an 
inside-out bomb, no pipe, no metal housing. The earth would 
erupt like an angry zit, a geyser of dust, stones arcing through 
the air. They even found a gemstone, once every few months, 
which they could sell to pay off their bar tabs.  

I worked as a ‘Sifty Cunt’ (the phrase being an example of 
the humour of this particular subculture), assigned to direct 
particles to be sifted into the right mechanism. Sending three-



 

millimetre particles into a machine which needed to be fed 
four-millimetre particles could mean diamonds were lost with 

the dust and I had cost the company $60,000. I had to be 
absolutely certain I’d fed the shingle through the correct steps 
before the rock waste was discarded. Then I would take a 
rubber hose and squirt acid onto little mountains of rock 
waste, melting it. The rain would wash the acidic yellow goo 
into a storm drain. The storm drain emptied into a patch of 
desert where an area the size of the North Island had been 
written off, yellowed, ruined, stained. No trees grew there, and 
when it rained, the earth fizzed and bubbled and if I listened 
to the sky, I could hear the weeping of Waramurungundi, the 
earth mother.   

I walked off my shift at four o’clock one Wednesday. I’d 
heard His voice saying my name, telling me not to rest, not to 
settle, to just walk without a reason. I walked into the lake and 
my shoes turned purple. I kneeled and I couldn’t stop itching. 
A helicopter picked me up. My crimson skin steamed. They 
delivered me to another A&E clinic. I caught up on meals. 
When I tried to return to work, I wasn’t allowed on site. I 
didn’t have a visa, they’d suddenly decided. What they claimed 
was true to them, but not to me. I had declared my 
independence from the nation-states of mortal minds long 
ago. The mining executives were jealous that in the desert I 
had discovered Mohammed and Jesus were manifestations of 
the same. Yahweh, Zoroaster, Imhotep, Krishnamurti, 
Jehovah, the Bodhisattva. My scars and discoloured skin were 
testament to my witness. I discovered we had to push apart 
the curtains of suffering and see that there is a consciousness 
out there waiting to address us. It’s upsetting to encounter 
such an explosive truth, I know, but Jews, Mormons, even the 
Shintō – they have it wrong. They haven’t been in the desert 
shaking with ecstasy as the voice of The Next Level invites 
them to ascend. 



 

  
* 
 

From the Coolmista mine I was taken to a police station, 
held for a day before being driven six hours to Toowoomba 
before being rushed to a detention centre in an imperial 
fortress serving the Western military-industrial complex. The 
occupiers call it Sydney. I refused to recognise the occupiers’ 
institution by calling it that.  

Deportation is an ugly process. There were brawls inside 
the holding centres between Sunni and Shia, Christian and 
Zoroastrian. They reacted violently to my advice to unite and 
worship the One Truth. A fight broke out. A fire extinguisher 
was used as a weapon. 

One morning I was ordered to put down my spoon, mid-
meal, and was ushered into a van and driven to the airport. 
On the plane, federal marshals sat beside me, stiff and 
immovable as pillars. There was little to no conversation, no 
farewell as the other deportees and I were dragged off the 
plane, manhandled and finally pushed through the arrival gates 
of Auckland International Airport. 

This wasn’t home. I hadn’t come full circle. All cities are 
alike, and my path was headed heavenward. Terrestrial 
geography didn’t apply.  

I received some sort of voucher at Work & Income in 
Manukau, bought a little food and some warm clothes and 
rode buses to Kingsland where I caught up with the ELF 
movement. Over vegan gazpacho I promised to repay their 
hospitality with the revelation of a profound truth worth 
billions. I rode with the ELFs through Manukau, past 
Papakura to the fields of Ardmore where, pushing through 
white fog under an indigo sky and quarter moon, we smashed 
all the windows of a pig farm, cut through the cages and 
released several suffering sows and piglets, then loaded the 



 

van with laptop computers and the brass fittings of taps which 
they could sell as scrap metal. I was paid with sacks of 
fertiliser. Nobody even helped load them into the van for me. 
It was a struggle. My body was still slender, all the corruption 
starved out of me. 

I asked them to drop me at Massey University’s North 
Shore campus. I admired the Spanish Mission architecture as I 
unloaded my bags of fertiliser at 3am and spent hours 
dragging the reeking sacks into a shed which housed a tractor, 
overlooking a rugby field where colonisers and colonised 
people would in the morning practice their revolting ritualised 
barbarism.  

Dawn was coming and I couldn’t wait to end the suffering 
of every puppet dangled from the strings of the New World 
Order-Military Industrial Complex-Cultural Occupying Force.   

It took two hours to stack the bags of fertiliser and 
another hour to slit each bag open and soak the pellets in 
diesel which I sucked from the tractor until I gasped, writhing 
and vomiting on the shed’s dirt floor. I turned on the gas of 
the barbecue, exited the shed and sat on a grass bank, 
watching the sun come up. Then, when the library opened, I 
found a computer somebody had failed to log off of and I 
emailed you.  

I won’t deny I was hoping that, after six months, my email 
inbox would have been full of offers of paid assistance from 
publishers for my manuscript of critical essays about the 
persistence of Trotskyist thinking in the Green movement. 
Alas: no supportive email. No recognition. Being 
unrecognised for what I’m capable of has been the story of 
my life.  

The story doesn’t end with this email, though. I know 
you’re in your office because I watched you this morning, 
through your window, pinning your thick brown hair behind 
one ear while you squinted at a first edition through a 



 

magnifying glass. Studying Victorian romantic poets for yet 
another postgraduate qualification, I presume. Upholding the 
tradition of Eurocentric pro-white overlords through the 
imperial dominance of English language while hypocritically 
organising anti-racist marches. I’d like to debate you on your 
lifestyle and outlook sometime. I’m better equipped now, 
prepared. Armed, you might say. And I’d like more than four 
minutes to speak. I’d like more than 40 minutes, actually. 40 
hours, perhaps. 40 days. I’d like my words to be captured and 
studied forever. When I have my platform, I’ll reveal to the 
world how to end suffering.  

Nirvana, you see, has the literal meaning ‘extinguishing 
the fire.’ The fire will burn, briefly – gas and diesel and 
nitrogen produce the most divine colours, I really can’t wait 
for you to experience them – and when the fires die down, 
there will be fewer deluded souls on earth. 100 fewer deluded 
people, perhaps? 120? Then we will all experience reality free 
of delusion, free of craving.  

End a suffering body and you end suffering. Combust the 
cells. Let light burn.  

My phone number is 021 1278 587. You need to ring my 
cellphone. It’s in the shed, overlooking the rugby field. I 
suggest you ring urgently, as people are assembling for 
morning tea on the field outside the shed. It’s a glorious, crisp 
spring morning.  

Call my phone and tell me that all the indifference you 
threw toward my creative writing was just an act, just jealousy. 
Passive-aggressive envy. Tell me you read my blog and 
touched yourself.  

Or don’t call. Don’t acknowledge the voice of revelation. 
Don’t prevent the preventable.  

It’s your call.  
 

 



 

 
Frankie kneels, adjusting her creaking body to support her 

huge pillowy tummy, and talks to her garden. Her cherry 
tomatoes tell her where they need trimming, watering. She 
can’t dig or twist the nozzle of a hose, but Frankie can push 
thin bamboo stakes into the ground to hold her tomatoes up. 
The arthritis hasn’t taken that from her.  

‘Least I’ve got the weight to push a little harder these 
days,’ she says to her garden, resting her belly on the lip of the 
planter box. Her neighbours all talk to themselves, so why 
can’t she? There are two mental health outpatients to the left 
in council flat number one, two to the right in council flat 
three. Meat and Romeo on the right, the older ones, and 



 

Gareth and Ivan on the left, the youngsters. She saw each of 
these men in Sunnyside Hospital at some point when she 
worked there as a nurse. The men have had mental distress for 
years, partly organic mental illness and partly fried brain lobes 
from sucking pipes packed with oven cleaner or whatever it is 
the youngsters are partying on these days. She always wanted 
to sit a police officer down and tell them their ban on 
cannabis pushed people to depend on that manufactured 
synthetic ganja mumbo jumbo. Ho hum. She’s lived 60 years, 
seen every drug craze, seen the cops reverse into Sunnyside in 
a beeping truck and dump clients like landfill. They shift 
human refuse around the city but never clean it up.  

She listens to her fingers and wrists to see if the pain is 
worsening today or just stable. There hasn’t been a decline in 
pain for two years. Worse and Not Worse are the only levels 
of pain she feels, never Better. Even walking across the 
parking lot to buy the tomato stakes was hard. Her daughter 
Leanne screamed with outrage the one time Frankie parked in 
a convenient yellow disabled spot. Her tiny granddaughter 
Ocean put her face between her knees to cover her ears while 
Mummy yelled at Granny Frankie. The health department said 
Frankie’s form of arthritis is not a disability, Leanne reminded 
her. She isn’t entitled to a mobility parking permit, nor an 
invalid’s benefit. Frankie has five years to go until she’s 65 and 
can claim a pension. She doubts she’ll last.  

Frankie gets off the steps, clenching her teeth, sweating 
and wincing as her femurs grind against the sockets of her 
hips. She promises herself she’ll get ready to go to bed soon as 
she’s gathered a few tomatoes. It’s only 3.30 in the afternoon, 
so bright out here, but sleep is the only escape from the 
torturous iron maiden her body has become. She really ought 
to flip her mattress again. She wants to ask the men next door 
to flip the thing for her, but they seem unpredictable. Meat 
has a rat’s tail. Romeo shaves his skull. Best not disturb people 



 

like that unless you have to. Then again: look how many 
cherry tomatoes she has, and lettuces, and cucumbers. Leanne 

will pay $28 a kilogram for this stuff at the grower’s market 
but she won’t touch her own mother’s produce. Same with 
that husband of hers, Mr Perfect with his hard black 
judgemental eyes and uniform of dark skin. Finally she decides 
the ruffians in the flats beside her could use some Vitamin C 
to help their serotonin levels. Just something she used to tell 
her boys at Sunnyside when she’d bring them their meals. She 
plucks 30 tomatoes, plops them in an ice-cream container, 
walks through to Meat and Romeo’s flat. He came inside her 
house one time when her new couch collapsed under her and 
she couldn’t get up. He diagnosed the damn thing as being 
made of particleboard, explained that the only reason the 

door-to-door shysters were selling a $199 couch was because 
it was made of compressed sawdust. No wonder it had 
collapsed. He and Romeo had carried it outside, strong and 
organised as soldiers, glad to have a task to define their day, 
and told her to wait a couple hours. They returned with a new 
couch. Frankie reckoned it would take about 1000 loads of 
cherry tomatoes to finish saying thanks.  

 ‘Suuup, Granny Frank.’ Meat appears on his porch in cut-
off denim shorts and no shirt, rolling a smoke, scratching a 
Looney Tunes tattoo near his armpit. ‘Want some shoes? 
What’s in the container? Hokey pokey?’ Meat trudges down 
the steps in bare feet, steps over a pile of wet shoe boxes 
rotted with rain and pops a tomato in his mouth and says, 
‘Choiiiice.’   

Meat lights his smoke and cups a hand over his mouth to 
direct the smoke away from Frankie, more politely than she 
imagined he was capable of. ‘I love me some tomatoes.’ 

‘Just needed to get rid of ’em. So…’ Granny half-turns 
away. They’ve swapped about three words and already she’s 
frightened. ‘What are you doing with yourself today?’ 



 

Meat kicks a shoebox across the lawn. ‘Hustling, maybe. 
Oi, Granny: you look like shit. What’s actually up with you? Is 
it your arfritis again?’ 

‘Oh, don’t worry about me. I’ll survive.’  
‘Bullshit. You look about halfway dead. Hold up, I got 

some meds’ll sort you out.’ Meat goes back inside his flat. The 
movement of his body stirs a ghost of blue smoke that hovers 
in his lounge. Granny moves too slowly to scamper away. He 
comes back out onto the steps with a glass object and a 
lighter. He lights a small metal cone on the glass thing, some 
sort of pipe, nudges it into her mouth. ‘Jus’ a little medicine.’  

He’ll probably hurt her if she doesn’t oblige. She politely 
inhales and waits for the crusty, burning marijuana cough she 
remembers from when she was 14, at that concert with all the 
flower children. 

Meat raises his eyebrows in expectation. 
‘Thank you, kind sir,’ she says, giving a nervous laugh. She 

shouldn’t have said that. He might think she’s mocking him.  
‘I got a spare pipe,’ Meat says, pushing a small, heavy 

object into her hand plus a cigarette lighter. ‘Have this to 
keep.’ 

‘Well, see ya,’ Frankie says. She hauls her blubber up the 
handrail, makes it inside her own place, locks the door behind 
her and plops down on her new couch with actual real wood 
and structural support. She picks up a TV remote control 
which seems made of liquid, puts on Dragon’s Den. She’s never 
stopped to think about how brilliant the concept of the show 
is. She’s hypnotised for 10 minutes before she realises she’s 
thirsty. She rolls off the couch, lumbers across the room to 
the fridge, pulls out a bottle of ginger beer – no, screw it: one 
of the real beers that she bought for Leanne’s ungrateful 
husband who told her he wasn’t allowed to break his training 
regimen by drinking beverages that aren’t low carb. You need 
to consider these things, he instructed her.  



 

Doofus. Prick. A bugger, that man, Frankie mutters to 
herself, smirking. The naughty unspeakable words are like a 
hot bubble bath, a once-a-month thing. She sips the warm, 
spicy beer, enjoys the adverts, enjoys the next show, Midsomer 
Murders, and finds herself fantasising about Senior Constable 
George Weerasinghe being murdered on the moors of Britain. 
She tries not to think of him as her daughter’s husband. He’s 
just an arrogant cop. She has to cross herself. It’s a sinful 
thought, shocking. Why is she thrilled by thoughts of revenge 
against the man? Why did her beer open without her rubber 
opener glove?  

Frankie has to open up a dusty trunk full of ancient 
vocabulary before she finds the word for what’s going on: 
She’s stoned. Frankie is ess tee oh en E dee stoned on weeed. 
Frankie is baked. She thinks of steam rising out of BAKED 
bread in an oven of GLOWING SPARKS. Frankie is the 
steam. She sucks a dribble of tangy beer from her chin and 

thinks about Meat’s Magical Medicine and about the $2500 
overdraft she’s always wanted to spend. But how much does 
she owe him for the pipe and the lighter? And how much 
would a dump truck full of Meat’s Magical Medicine actually 
cost – and can they fit a dump truck in here? 

 
* 

 
Leanne is banging on the door, jiggling the handle. 

Frankie sits up with a plate of salad dressing on her belly, 
startled. She must have had the deepest sleep in her life. It’s a 
new day, apparently. What’s all the banging about? Oh, yes –  
today Frankie has to look after her daughter’s daughter while 
Leanne goes to another Big Meeting.  

Granny Frankie opens her door, lets Ocean fall inside and 
squeeze Granny’s fat legs in a hug. Ocean is all pigtails and 
white teeth and pink gumboots. Her little gorgeous 



 

granddaughter is three years and eight months and 12 days 
(Granny keeps count.) Granny Frankie puts the back of her 
hand against her lips and whispers in Ocean’s ear, ‘Steps are 
hard for me too, honeybunch.’  

Frankie hauls the girl up and cuddles her on the couch.  
‘Why is she so clingy on you?’ Leanne asks, holding a 

mirror in front of her face and repairing her makeup. ‘And are 
you aware there’s a mountain of shoes in the bushes beside 
your flat? What do you do, play quoits with friggin shoes or 
something? Jesus Christ, mum.’ 

‘Mostly we play with my aids,’ Frankie says softly. ‘She 
loves my key turners, and my lamp adapter where you just 

have to touch the lamp to make it come on. $200 wasted if 
you ask me but Ocean seems to like it.’ 

‘Good luck with that,’ Leanne says, ‘Oh, and don’t let 
these creeps near my daughter, by the way. The ones next 
door.’ She turns, walks out and slams her mum’s door.  

Granny Frankie bends over, rests her weight on her knees 
more easily than usual, and winks. ‘Let’s party.’ 

They make cupcakes, build a tower out of books, pour 
water from one Tupperware container into the next. Finally 
Granny Frank lies on her back and Ocean tries to balance on 
her belly and for a brief three minutes out of the month, 
Granny Frank is grateful she has a barrel for a body. 
Eventually Granny Frankie has to get up and pee. It’s hard 
and she feels burning in her joints as she hauls herself up. Is 
there broken glass inside her socks?  

By the time she makes it to the toilet, Frankie is desperate 
for a little bit more miracle smoke. She lights the pipe her 
neighbour gave her, exhales gently and flicks on the extractor 
fan. She coughs once but the droning noise of the fan buries 
the sound. When she realises she’s been studying a painting on 
the toilet wall for 10 minutes without having flushed, she 
comes out, carries Ocean over to Meat’s flat and hands him 



 

another lot of cherry tomatoes with a rolled up $50 note stuck 
in the middle like a birthday candle. He gives her back a 
purple packet with a cartoon alien on it, plus change, too 
much change, really.  

Meat guides Granny and the little girl back to the flat, 
stands respectfully in the doorway, tapping a bare foot 
impatiently. The Clozapine usually glues his limbs to his body 
and stops him moving much, except Meat has traded his 
Clozapine for a kilo of Comet Dust this month. He starts 
telling her this and as he’s talking, he fidgets less. The street 
prices are all over the show, Meat says. Best to import it 
directly so you play the market instead of the market playing 
you.  

Granny checks out the little packet Meat has sold her. It’s 
called Comet Dust. Inside the packet is a tiny M&M-sized 
cake of compressed powder.  

Granny Frank scribbles in her bank book and hands Meat 

a cheque for $10.  
‘What the heavens is this?’ he says. 
‘A cheque for… some more? Next week? I thought 

perhaps paying in advance would… Oh.’ 
He whistles and laughs. ‘Miss, I haven’t touched a cheque 

in… fuck knows. Can I tell you a couple things?’ Meat finds a 
seat on Granny Frank’s two-seater couch. Granny pulls her 
little girl close and safe. Ocean eyeballs the strange man. 
‘Buying it all before the price goes up is actually not a bad 
idea. They’re tryna eradicate it, the cops are. Buy 10 for the 
year now and you’ll be sorted.’  

‘I… already spent $10? I don’t understand.’ 
‘Ten large. Ten thousand, miss.’ Meat smooths his shorts 

and adjusts his posture without breaking eye contact. She’s 
never seen the guy blink. Then he looks away, tucks his singlet 
into his shorts nervously. She enjoys the little courtesy. No 
other male in the universe treats her this nicely. Mr Perfect 



 

Police – George Weerasinghe is his name –is an impatient 
man who never takes a seat when he comes to pick up his 
daughter. George and Leanne have flat stomachs and go on 
charity runs wearing D.A.R.E. t-shirts. They don’t drink 
spirits, don’t pig out on Christmas day. They don’t like to lose 
control. George even shaves his head so baldness can’t sneak 
up on him. They will live forever, especially with Granny 
Frank to offload their daughter on when she gets in the way 
of their careers and – 

‘Miss, ya listening?’ Meat rubs her shoulder. ‘Wakey 
wakey, Granny.’ 

‘She’s smoked,’ Romeo chuckles, appearing behind Meat 
in the faded school uniform he’s worn every day for a decade. 
He and Meat wear identical white sneakers. Frankie feels a 
pang of worry. There’s something about those sneakers, some 
sort of gangster, crime-y thuggish thing. Are they disappointed 
enough to murder her? She pulls Ocean against her, looks 
around for the phone.  

‘Miss – this here’s important, and I’m not trying to, 
y’know… axe-ploit ya.’ 

‘I’m listening intently,’ Frankie says, pushing her specs up 
her nose with a fingertip. Frankie pushes her cellphone into 
Ocean’s hands. ‘Play your games, honeybunch. The grown-
ups are talking.’ 

‘Won’t take long,’ Romeo says.  
Meat’s palms slap his knees. ‘Here’s what’s up: I usually 

pay five bucks a pack to import; the shit retails – 
‘LANGUAGE, CHILD!’ 
‘ –sorry, the stuff retails for 20 a pack, ordinarily. The 

price point is two packets for 30 bucks. That’s where the 
market is, miss. Ten and twenty notes is all anyone deals in. 
My problem is I can’t get the capital to import more than 
about a hundy at a time. Just need more capital’s the thing, 
miss.’ 



 

Granny checks to be sure Ocean is ignoring them. Ocean 
is grinning as she plays a ten-pin-bowling video game on her 
phone. ‘So… if I wanted to buy more of this malarkey…?’ 

‘I’d say we can move it in a week, 10 days at the outmost,’ 
Meat says, clapping and getting up, preparing to leave. 

‘Get a cash advance on your overdraft if you got one,’ 
Romeo tells her. ‘Help us import. Double ya money.’ 

‘You’ll earn it back quick-as, we promise,’ Meat says. ‘You 
sort the scrilla, we’ll place the order today.’ He winks at 
Ocean. ‘Ain’t that right, precious? Nana’s about to get rich.’ 

‘This is all so…’ Granny takes her palms off Ocean’s ears, 
reaches for the remote control, feels a brick pulverise her 
finger bones. Arthritis is worse than any pain these druggies 
could ever do to her. She uses her reach extender to grab her 
chequebook. Feeling bliss for the rest of the year? That’s 
worth paying for, and if it doesn’t work out, Granny Frank 
can leave any debt behind as a parting gift to Leanne.   

Frankie writes the men a cheque and guides them to the 
door.  

It’s 20 days before Meat and Romeo return. She’s still got 
some roast chicken in the fridge, it’s only a day old, it’ll just be 
30 minutes before it’s ready, she tells the boys, and she can 
whip up a fresh salad no trouble.  

They say they don’t have time. Too much business. Meat 
plonks on her top step a shoebox with a pair of white 
sneakers in it. One of the sneakers is crammed with hundreds 
of tiny purple packets covered in Chinese writing. The only 
words she recognises reads Comet Dust. 

   
* 
 

Frankie doesn’t need to go anywhere when she’s stoned. 
She can travel within her head. She lies on her back and 
watches TV, eating whatever’s perched on her tummy, not 



 

feeling burstingly happy, just feeling something the lost boys 
next door would call ‘chilled.’ Content. Unruffled. Frankie 
sees these reports on the six o’clock news about larger and 
larger amounts of marijuana you can buy in certain states, 
whole jars crammed with buds. ‘IT’S ABOUT TIME!’ she 
squawks, and throws a cushion at the screen. She wishes 
progress were taking place here, but no. Senior Constable 
George Weerasinghe and his goons keep making bust after 
bust, driving the price of the harmless herb up and up, leaving 
the addicts to feel the pinch. No wonder people depend on 
Comet Dust to smooth the sharp edges of reality. If it makes 
teenagers go crazy and put babies in microwaves, well, that’s 
the fault of mean-spirited policemen, isn’t it now. Gosh darn 
killjoys. She throws her cushion at the screen and goes and 
fetches another refreshing lite beer. It’s so easy to get up off 
the couch these days she wants to sing. She puts on lipstick. 
She smiles at the Frankie in the mirror.  

Moving fluidly, feeling muscular, Frankie scrapes the 
scum out of the u-pipe beneath her kitchen sink, fixes those 
broken curtain hooks, massages baking soda into a stain on 
the couch, bakes three pies, clears all of her emails, and cleans 
the lint trap on her washing machine. Then she stands on her 
porch and hollers.  

‘MEAT. C’mere. Granny wants you.’ 
She takes a while to sit in the right position and prepare 

the right words. She tinkers with the pie on its plate and 
positions the knife and fork until they look dignified. Romeo 
is lost without Meat. He trails in, sits inches from his mate. 

‘Is this a business meeting or...? We don’t really got time 
to eat, Granny.’ 

‘If you can’t make time to eat, then I can’t make room for 
you to store the merchandise here.’ Granny’s smile spreads 
like spilled water. 



 

‘People’s safer comin to your place than mine, c-cops ain’t 
gonna search your p-pad,’ Meat sputters.  

‘Boys: stay and eat. You need a decent feed.’ 
‘Jeez, mama.’ The men look at each other, scratch the 

backs of their necks. She tells them there shall be no 
discussion of business until they’ve got something nutritious 
in them. After they’ve wiped their lips on their napkins, 
Granny’s boys must sit silently and politely at her table until 
the kettle has boiled and the water has been poured on the 
teabags.  

Finally tea is served and the boys cram sticky apple pie 
into their mouths, suck their fingers and say ‘Mmm.’ 

‘This is better than coke,’ Romeo says. 
‘Better than ecstasy,’ Meat agrees. ‘We oughta get a little 

distribution – no. Never mind that shit. Granny, seriously: we 
need to send a few texts off your phone. You’re not being 
monitored. You’re sweet.’ 

‘I see. We’re ready to – what was the term you used?’ 
‘Retail. Not from my door though. You got no idea how 

many watch lists I’m on.’ 
‘Granny’s pad open for business,’ Romeo adds. ‘That 

cool?’ 

Granny takes a toke from the $300 vaporiser she depends 
on these days. It’s smooth and odourless and the elegant 
mouthpiece makes her feel like a Parisian model. She exhales 
towards them. ‘Rinse your plates, boys.’ 

 
* 
 

A male with black hair and stubble, wearing a black Iron 
Maiden shirt and black jandals, comes to the door. He asks if 
he can borrow 10 cents to use a payphone. Frankie says no, 
sorry, she saves all her coins for parking meters, and when she 
closes the door on him and almost waddles away, she sees 



 

through the cloudy glass a dark spectre fiddling with its 
cellphone, texting frantically. Frankie slides the chain across 
the door and makes it to the safety of her bedroom before she 
remembers Meat said Ten Cents is code for 10 packets. He 
gave her a whole morning of training. She scampers back to 
the door, puffing, blubber shaking, expecting the spectre to 
have departed, or at least to be drawing a shotgun in anger, 
but the spectre is simply standing on her bottom step. He 
looks more grateful than ever when she hands him 10 packets 
of Comet Dust, tied together with a pink bow which dangles 
from her forefinger. She hopes to neatly bundle and bow 90 
packets by the end of the evening. It’s been years since she 
was able to tie a bow without her finger bones feeling broken. 

Meat told her to expect code words, expect funny-looking 
characters, but he didn’t tell her to expect people to sit on her 
top step, throw her beautiful hand-tied ribbons into her 
petunias, open not one but three packets of Comet Dust, 
press the three heavy doses into a brass cone and suck as if 
they’ve been rescued from drowning.  

She doesn’t expect schoolgirls with tight white shirts and 
neckties and ponytails and no piercings, nor does she expect 
four Arab-ish-Indian-ish men who ask, in heavy accents, to 
borrow One Hundred Cents for the payphone. She doesn’t 
like multiple people coming to her door at once. She doesn’t 
like picking up their rubbish. She doesn’t undo the safety 
chain.  

Frankie does not expect the male in the black garb to 
come back after three hours with shaking hands and purple 
eyes. She does not expect him to buy most of what she has 

left, and to pay her with 115 $20 notes. She does not expect to 
dread counting money on a dinner tray in front of the TV for 
hours each evening. Frankie doesn’t expect to hear Meat 
bellowing the word RESPEEEECT and glass shattering. She 
doesn’t expect to feel a little bit of warmth from all the 



 

visitors, all the vehicles outside, doesn’t expect flashbacks 
from her days keeping sick people comforted. She does not 
expect her heart to glow when shivering strangers look her in 
the eyes with sincere appreciation. 

‘Sorry ’bout that,’ Meat says as he returns from smashing 
the windscreen of a skinny Swiss fitness instructor he’s 
convinced is a nark. Meat uses the shoulder of his hoodie to 
dab the bloody scratches on his cheek and eye. ‘Some 
customers is not worth the trouble, eh. It’s the hunger, 
y’know? The thirst. People’s starving out there.’ 

‘And I’m, what, Mother Teresa? My bones hurt, boys. I 
need medicine.’ 

Her boys pour green tea into her bong to soften the 
smoke, just the way she likes it, and they help Frankie sit up 
on the couch.  

A Frankenstein film has come on TV, the one with that 
nice bearded British man and that Taxi Driver rascal in it. 
They all smoke Comet Dust without a word while the film 
plays, passing granny’s bong wordlessly. Meat nods along as 
the film develops. He seems inspired. ‘These two brainless 
jokers, Granny? They’ve destroyed their brains, they have. Pair 
of Frankensteins.’  

‘Fuck up,’ Ivan mutters, packing his pipe and sucking on 
it, then flipping through the pages of Granny’s calendar of 
Scottish scenery, so hunched that his nose presses against the 
paper.   

‘We’re all Frankenstein, the lot of us,’ says the tired 
woman with cash under her dress. ‘Some days I’m halfway 
sure my body was cobbled together from broken bits. My 
brain’s the only bit of me that works.’  

Her boys sit on the mat, arms and legs folded like 
kindergarten children. When the movie ends, Frankie pushes 
hard against the couch trying to get up; her fat sloshing, she 



 

lumbers toward the breakfast bar to rest her weight while the 
kettle boils.  

‘My daughter, she doesn’t love me, I don’t think. Her 
husband certainly doesn’t.’ 

‘Is that that copper that comes round here?’ 
‘Senior Constable Weerasinghe, that’s him. Hmph.’ She’s 

silent for minutes. She pours boiling water on five tea bags. 
They know they have to wait around while the tea brews, then 
sip their drinks properly, pinky fingers up.  

Romeo says ‘Hang on – WeeraSINGa? Weerasingie? I 
seen that cunt on the news. He fuckin put me in the cells, one 
time. He’s parta the task force that made it a Class A drug so 
you can’t import it any more. They said retailers’ve gotta 
surrender their stash up at the cop shop. Just last Wednesday 
they said that shit.’ 

‘Meaning?’ 
‘Meaning demand’s about to go sky-high.’ 
  

* 
 

Ocean’s mum and dad work on her fourth birthday, but 
it’s okay. Granny’s glad to have her. An anonymous donor 
sends a mobile petting zoo to Granny’s flat. The mobile zoo is 
in the back of a truck packed with expensive helium balloons. 
Ocean is so excited she can barely compose her words. 
Granny’s boys sing her Happy Birthday like a barbershop 
quartet, with Ivan and Gareth on their knees in front. A 
grinning little girl makes everyone feel warmer than any cone 
of weed. Granny trusts her boys to play leapfrog with Ocean 
for an hour.  

Leanne marches in at pick-up time and says ‘Where’s her 
bag at?’ and grabs the bag and bottle and blanket. Frankie 

guards the couch, worried there are stray $20 notes visible, 
worried there are scales or powder residue or that the place 



 

stinks of smoke. Leanne doesn’t say thanks for the 
babysitting. She doesn’t take Ocean’s used nappy bag either. 

I know people who would break your neck for disrespecting, 
Frankie thinks as she blows a Special Granny Kiss toward her 
granddaughter.  

Frankie files the disrespect in a special drawer she’ll only 
open if forced to. Frankie would never kill her 
granddaughter’s mama. The cop, though? Perhaps. When she 
hears reports on the radio that an armed man thought to be 
under the influence of synthetic cannabis has been shooting at 
police, Frankie laughs, Serves ’em right for hassling people 
just trying to enjoy a wee smoke. Frankie feels dirty and prays 
a quick apology to God, but she doesn’t take back the wish 
that Perfect George would experience something imperfect in 
his life. Frankie used to march against apartheid, and cops 
were awful to her then and they remain awful. Frankie 
remembers two police marching into Sunnyside while she was 
spoon-feeding Stanley in his wheelchair. They had a warrant 
for his arrest. They pushed Frankie’s shoulders against a wall 
and wheeled Stanley away.   

Now that her girl’s not with her and she’s had a smoke, 
Frankie’s thoughts get dark. Revenge movies come on TV. 
Frankie can’t help but be inspired. 

* 
 

The boys pile inside Granny’s hatchback car and drive 30 
minutes past cows and siloes and huge hedges before they 
turn down an unsealed road, deep inside a quarry, and reveal 
the container beside a hurricane-fenced yard full of diggers.  

The men stand on the top of a mountain of gravel, check 
the horizon to ensure they’re not being watched then go 
inside the container and shut the door. They emerge 20 
minutes later, carrying just two shoeboxes each. The 
shoeboxes are packed with Comet Dust. The rest of the 



 

thousand or so boxes stacked inside the container contain 
only sneakers.   

The first cheque Granny invested has bloomed into 

$23,000 which in turn has bought $33,000 worth of Comet 

Dust, which they have sold for $60,000, which has paid for 
44,000 tiny purple one-gram packets of Comet Dust. They 

make about $18 pure profit for every $30 two-for-one combo 
they sell. The packets fill Granny’s new double-door fridge 
and freezer. She keeps her ginger beer and salads in a minibar 
instead. 

Customers don’t have a clue where the wholesale stash is 
stored. All they know is Flat Number Two, Silk Tree 
Apartments is the place to buy your stuff retail. Any people 
who linger longer than they should are told to move 500 
metres away before they catch a crowbar upside the head. 
Half a kilometre down the road, trucks and vans and boy racer 
cars cluster. A lot of people buy some smoke, wait a couple 
hours sitting stoned in the driver seat watching videos on their 
phones then buy some more. Police slow down and turn their 
heads when they pass the clustered vehicles. They’re positive 
there’s a dealer around here somewhere. 

Some customers have ankle-monitoring bracelets and 
cannot leave their house, so Ivan and Gareth courier packages 

across town, a minimum 100 at a time, with a $200 courier 
fee. Some customers take the elevator down from the 
twentieth floor of a skyscraper penthouse and quickly shake 
hands with the couriers then scurry back inside the elevator, 
glancing over their shoulders.  

It’s the customers Granny thinks are most kind who can 
be the most rude. The pleasant Arab-or-Indian men get upset 
that they’re not allowed to buy wholesale and threaten to open 
their own operation. They leave Granny’s place politely then 
later in the day send Meat text messages saying they are 
coming over with Bandidos bikers, announcing their intention 



 

to take a large amount of merchandise without paying. Ivan 
and Gareth borrow Granny’s little hatchback car, promise not 
to scratch it, and pack the car with granny’s gardening tools 
and drive to the homes of the impolite customers and talk to 
them directly. They wash the blood off the tools and dry them 
before they put them back in granny’s garden shed. These 
little clean-ups are just part of running a small business. It’s no 
different to cleaning the meatloaf pan or getting baked-on 
cheese out of the oven. Granny is happy to outsource the 
messy bits. The boys bring cellphone photos of men with 
burst eyeballs or collapsed knees, so excited their mouths 
foam, but Granny doesn’t want to see that icky stuff. Granny 
shows them how cold water can get the blood off their shoes 
without affecting the fabric. She shows them the quickest 
ways to peel garlic or chop boiled eggs for the potato salad. 
Granny promises her boys she’ll get some goodness into 
them, by golly. 

* 
 

Senior Constable George Weerasinghe is trying to drop 
Ocean at Granny’s before he works a shift but he’s mad about 
his parking spot, crowded by dusty trucks and haggard-
looking drivers. Customers ignoring the 500 metre rule have 
boxed in the un-uniformed George Weerasinghe, in Reebok 
shirt and tight, fashionable jeans, and he’s going to deal with 
the person responsible.  

‘SOMEONE WANT TO TELL ME WHY ALL THESE 
CARS ARE HERE?’ he says in a loud, crisp voice which 
carries well. No one can accuse him of shouting. ‘YOU, 
THERE, WITH THE TATTOOS – YOU WANNA ASK 
YOUR FRIENDS TO MOVE? FRANCINE: THERE A 
SWAP MEET GOING ON THAT I SHOULD KNOW 
ABOUT?’ 



 

Granny’s boys are hiding behind curtains and bushes, 
watching Granny Frankie, waiting for orders. Meat looks like 
he’s taken one of the good hardwood stakes which is why her 
rosemary bush isn’t upright. 

Senior Constable Weerasinghe stares down six customers 
one at a time and he walks up to granny’s front door, carrying 
his daughter. ‘Someone’s growing herbs in one of these flats,’ 
he growls. ‘You’ll wanna find another place to reside pretty 
quick-smart. No place for my daughter.’ 

‘Well, herbs are what I’m all about, ha ha,’ Frankie laughs. 
‘I have a modest business selling echinacea, sandalwood and 
valerian. I thought Leanne had told you?’  

‘Think you’re Walter White or something?’ Senior 
Constable George Weerasinghe says, shoving Ocean into her 
grandmother’s arms. ‘You’re not even Walter Mitty. You 
couldn’t run an operation if you tried. Leanne’ll pick her up. I 
have to go – we got that, what’s it called, that Comic Dust. 
Traced the exporter all the way back to Tianjin province. 
Customs busted his arse.’ He thumps his chest. ‘No more of 
that crap on my streets.’  

Ocean squeezes her Granny, sensing something. ‘Some 
people find these things medicinal,’ Granny begins, and 
swallows hard. ‘So I’ve read.’ 

He turns on her doorstep, looks around, spots Meat 
hiding in the bushes, sucks in a breath and grits his teeth like 
Robocop. ‘Do me a favour: tell your druggie neighbours to 
MOVE OUT OF MY WAY.’  

‘Ocean doesn’t like it when you yell,’ Frankie whispers, 
cradling the tiny girl’s head as her angry daddy struts away.   

Frankie is able to play hide-and-seek today for the first 
time in years, running – actually running – on supple knees! 
Granny pretends she’s a big gruff bear and chases the 
squealing, scampering Ocean. The tiny giggling girl hides in a 
difficult spot behind the couch and when Frankie reaches in 



 

to grab her, her elbow drops away, smashing on her knee. She 
is made of glass. Her medicine melted the glass for a few 
months, now it’s hard and brittle again. She will never be 
active unless she puts aside a supply of – 

‘BOYS. GET IN HERE.’ 
Granny’s boys come running and assemble on the mat.  
‘What happens when this shipment’s all sold?’ 
‘We get another shipment. If you’re up for the risk. 

Otherwise, you cook your own. Stakes are pretty high right 
now, though.’ 

‘Cook us up some chicken,’ Ivan mutters, chuckling 
dementedly, ‘Crunchy crispy.’ 

Granny exhales, wipes her brow, pulls little Ocean into 
her arms and rocks her. ‘My boys. Tell me: do the stakes have 
to be high?’ 

Meat guides her onto the couch, positions the 
SpineMaster cushion behind her back. ‘It’s not as if we need 
to advertise to get the customers comin. Take the cops outta 
the equation and that’s all our problems gone in one. Vfft. 
Outta here. Gone.’ 

* 
 

The caller with the muffled phony old ladyish voice tells 
Senior Constable Weerasinghe the only place she will meet 
him is at the quarry 40 kays north of the zoo, just west of that 
urea plant, but not as far as the army base. There’s a gravel pit 
with a shipping container beside it. That’s the spot. 
Weerasinghe is most definitely interested in obtaining the last 
few packets of Comet Dust on the planet, he tells the caller. 
Where you getting your intel? What’d you say your name was 
again? Hello? I SUGGEST YOU RESPOND. 

Meat and Romes and Ivan and Gareth had a brief 
conversation in the car on the way here, then fell silent. They 
know the operation will end as soon as the cops swoop on 



 

them. They’ve tried to get Granny to go legit, to import white 
Chinese sneakers and actually sell them as sneakers, but doing 
that won’t keep Granny warm with anger. Granny’s 
discovered the strongest drug of all: revenge.  

Granny sits in the passenger seat while her boys get into 
position. She told Robocop she’d be in a silver Audi 
hatchback, an old lady’s car, she said with a laugh, and that’s 
all she told him. He won’t be expecting a car that’s had its 
licence plate taken off. He won’t expect a person to rise out of 
the gravel mound with a sawn-off shotgun. He won’t expect 
to be frozen with fear, useless behind his driver wheel, 
fumbling his door handle. He won’t expect Gareth to 
approach in a front-end loader. He won’t expect Gareth to 
drive the huge rumbling vehicle expertly. He won’t expect his 
unmarked police car to have its roof cave in under three 
tonnes of tiny stones while he holds his pepper spray in a 
melting, crippled futile wrist, terrified, and watch the 
windscreen burst and fill with an ocean of stones. He won’t 
expect it to be five years before his buried car is found. 

He’ll never expect Granny to return home while Leanne is 
going frantic. Leanne’ll want someone to watch little Ocean 
while police mount a search and rescue operation. Has he 
disappeared while tramping? Has he gone on a 200km cycle 
ride without telling anyone? Leanne’s fretting too much to ask 
why Granny’s dinner table is full of men in singlets clutching 
their cutlery while Granny cuts up a steaming roast chicken 
with a knife with a huge red rubber handle for people with 
bad joints. She doesn’t give a shit why Granny’s happy to take 
Ocean for the whole week, and the next, perhaps, if Ocean’s 
dad doesn’t show up.  Leanne won’t ask how Granny and her 
weird neighbours knew to make a bed up and to set a place 
for their special girl with scraggly hair and precisely 18 
freckles, each freckle deserving of its own Special Granny 
Kiss.   


